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ABSTRACT 
 

While many artists prospered and enjoyed free expression during the 20th 

Century, others were stifled by suppressive rulers and regimes.  The latter was 

the case with the Romanian composer, singer, and opera director, Nicolae 

Bretan.  In 1947, the Communist Party (PCR) in Romania demanded Bretan 

force his daughter Judit to stop seeing an American diplomat, a man she later 

married.  When Bretan refused, he was asked to prove his loyalty to Romania by 

joining the Communist Party.  Again, he refused.  In response, the Party declared 

Bretan a “non-person” and Nicolae Bretan, well known to the Romanian and 

Hungarian public as a singer, stage director, and promising composer, ceased to 

exist.   

Bretan composed three one-act operas, Luceafărul, Golem, and Arald, 

and one four-act opera, Horia.  He also composed over 200 art songs in 

Romanian, Hungarian, and German in addition to several sacred works including 

a Requiem.  Thanks to the tireless efforts of his daughter Judit, now living in the 

Washington D.C. area, Bretan’s music is emerging from exile and is being heard 

in a free Romania.   

As artists privileged to live in the free society of the United States, we 

share an obligation to help undo a political injustice done not only to Bretan 

himself, but the injustice done to all of us who respect the artistic achievements 

in Western culture and have been deprived of the artistry of Nicolae Bretan. 
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CHAPTER 1 

SHIFTING FORTUNES 

 

Music…could still exist even if there were no world at all. 
 Arthur Schopenhauer, The World as Will and Representation 
 
 

Silencing Nicolae Bretan 

In 1948, the music of composer, singer, stage-director, and conductor 

Nicolae Bretan fell silent.  The one published biography of Bretan, Nicolae 

Bretan: His Life – His Music by Hartmut Gagelmann (Hillsdale, New York: 

Pendragon Press, 2000), was written in close collaboration with the composer’s 

daughter and reveals that it wasn’t death that silenced the composer.  It was 

“Judit’s happiness” that ultimately silenced her father’s music.  It was not possible 

for Judit to know that her marriage to American diplomat, Harry Le Bovit, would 

have such far reaching consequences for her father a world away in Cluj, 

Romania.1 

The fact that Bretan was unwilling to stop the marriage of his daughter to 

the American was only the last in a long line of grievances the Romanian 

Communist Party (PCR) had against him.  Though he had gained some 

reputation in local circles due to his singing and compositions over the years, 

                                                
1 Hartmut Gagelmann, Nicolae Bretan: His Life – His Music, Lives in Music 

Series (Hillsdale, New York:  Pendragon Press, 2000), 74. 
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it was in 1947 that his work at the Romanian National Theater in Cluj and his 

work with his children Judit and Andrea combined to bring him greater 

recognition.  Such recognition brought with it greater scrutiny by his enemies who 

resented his association with other artists of Jewish and Hungarian ethnicities.  

Bretan was apolitical in a land of ever shifting and volatile politics.  In the course 

of his multifaceted career, he never alienated a fellow artist due to their politics or 

ethnicity.  Nevertheless, Bretan’s nationalistic pride as a Romanian could never 

be questioned as was evident early in his career when he left the Hungarian 

Theater to join his “blood brothers” as a pioneer at the first Romanian National 

Theater of Cluj in 1922.2  His largest work, Horia, is the first Romanian opera 

about heroic deeds of the peasantry in their failed 1784 uprising against the 

Hungarian landowners in Transylvania.  Following World War II, Bretan was 

appointed Chairman of the Board of the Romanian National Theater in Cluj.  For 

his work revitalizing the theater, he was awarded the Order of Merit, First Class 

for Cultural Achievements.  He was also elected president of the Romanian-

Hungarian Union.3 

But in 1948, none of that mattered.  After his daughter’s marriage, Bretan 

was pressured to join The Communist Party.  By so doing, he would at long last 

declare solidarity with the Communists thereby securing his career.  But such a 

move would effectively renounce his daughter and her marriage to an American. 

“Bretan, though, saw no grounds for accusations in the marriage of his daughter, 

                                                
2 Ibid., 49.   
3 Ibid., 71. 
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and felt himself the victim of extortion.”4  He refused to join The Communist 

Party.  As a result, he was removed from his position at the theater in Cluj.  He 

was released from The Composers’ Union and his music was kept from the 

public.  After 27 years of allegiance to The Romanian National Theater, he was 

to be silenced and forgotten.  Bretan did not die for twenty years, dying on 

December 4, 1968.  The last years of his life were spent like many of the 

preceding years, sitting outside the theater looking in. 

 

A Romanian with No Homeland 

It was as though the shifting fortunes of his life mirrored the ever changing 

state of affairs of his homeland.  Nicolae Bretan was born March 25, 1887 in 

Naszód, Hungary (now BistriŃa-Năsăud, Romania) in the Transylvania territory.  

Romanians formed the largest ethnic minority in Hungary.  The population of 

several cities in Transylvania was over 90% Romanian.  Bretan’s home reflected 

the mixed population as his father was Romanian and his mother Hungarian.    

For centuries Transylvania had been torn between the rule of the 

Austrians and the Ottomans.  But, twenty years prior to Bretan’s birth, his 

homeland was incorporated into the Kingdom of Hungary.  Romanians in 

Transylvania quickly became a marginalized minority.  Political autonomy had 

been the goal of the Romanian leaders in Transylvania since the revolt of 1849.  

But in 1868 they were forced to adopt a policy of passivism as Hungary 

responded by implementing the policy known as centralized Magyarization.  The 

                                                
4 Ibid., 74. 
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policy set forth, among other things, that the Hungarian language became the 

official language of the region and was to be used exclusively in all government 

proceedings and in secondary schools.  By 1907, it was taught exclusively in 

elementary and kindergarten schools as well.  It was not until after World War I, 

that difficult negations between the Allies and the young Kingdom of Romania 

resulted in the Treaty of Trianon which dissolved the Kingdom of Hungary and 

united Transylvania with Romania in 1920.5 

The effects of Magyarization on Romanians living in Transylvania were 

severe and magnified by the fact that they lived in densely populated masses.   

Bretan was no exception.  Though he was Romanian, most of his early education 

was in Hungarian schools.  He became fluent in all three of the predominant 

languages in Transylvania, Romanian, Hungarian and German.  Gagelmann 

mentions young Nicolae hardly knew how to sign his name from the numerous 

spellings in the various languages.  His first name could be spelled Nicolae, 

Miklós, or Niclolaus.  His last name could be Bretan, Bratan, or Brateanu, or even 

Brŭtianu.  Bretan considered himself Romanian, but his homeland was not yet 

joined to Romania.  He felt the influence of all the cultures who laid claim to 

Transylvania.  Perhaps that is why, in a bit of resignation, he expressed that his 

only homeland was his songs.  Later in his life, when he collected his songs 

together, he entitled the collection “My Land of Song” with a motto quoted from 

Théophile Gautier: 

                                                
5 Keith Hitchins, Rumania 1866-1947,Oxford History of Modern Europe 

[book on-line] (Oxford: New York Oxford University Press [UK], 1994), 202-230, 
passim; available from http://www.netlibrary.com; Internet.   
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We do not always belong to the land 
In which our cradle rocked, and therefore 
We are often searching for our true fatherland 6  
 
 

Education 
 

It was his father’s wish that he become a lawyer, though apparently his 

mother supported Bretan’s early inclination for music.  Bretan began studying law 

in 1906, but thanks to the intervention of a family friend, Professor Grigore 

Pletos, who believed Bretan was exceptionally talented in music, Bretan’s father 

agreed to send him to the Royal Academy of Music in Budapest where he 

studied voice and violin.  Living without the guidance of his family, Bretan 

became distracted and did not succeed in his studies.  Within the year, his father 

went in person to bring him back to Transylvania.  He began to study law the 

very next semester in at the University of Kolozsvár (Cluj).  But his mother sent 

him money to study music theory and voice at the music conservatory at the 

university. 

Bretan pursued his music studies over his studies of law.  The 

conservatory provided instruction and opportunity for him to perform.  One of the 

first indications of his ability as a composer was on the occasion when he met the 

great Romanian poet Octavian Goga.  To the great delight of the poet, Bretan 

performed a song he had composed to a poem written by the poet entitled 

Dorurile mele (My Longing).  Thus began a long association between Bretan and 

Goga. 

                                                
6 Gagelmann, 14-15. 
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He continued his studies in music with composer Guilelm Şorban who 

sent him to meet fellow composer Gheorghe Dima, the composer for whom the 

conservatory in Cluj is named today.  The two composers arranged a scholarship 

for Bretan to study at the Academy of Music in Vienna in 1908.  While studying at 

the Academy, Bretan sought out the composer Ioan Scărlătescu with whom he 

studied harmony privately.  Bretan’s scholarship was not renewed and in 1909, 

disappointed and without funds, he returned to Transylvania.  

The cycle of ever changing fortunes that would follow Bretan throughout 

his life had begun. In the summer after his return, he met Julia Cseh, a well-

known pianist and a student of Franz Liszt.  “Mme. Cseh, née Bauholzer, played 

a major role in Nicolae’s artistic development…”  It was at her house that Bretan 

heard all the piano works of Liszt and recordings of famous singers such as 

Enrico Caruso, Titta Ruffo, and Nellie Melba among others.  Through her 

influence and connections, Bretan was awarded a state-funded scholarship to 

the Royal Music Academy in Budapest, the same place where he began his 

studies in 1906.7  This time, Bretan approached his studies with a clear focus 

and with maturity.  While his talent as a singer soon brought him notoriety, he 

continued to compose, even branching into larger forms to begin work on the first 

of his three one-act operas.   

Speaking Romanian, Hungarian, and German fluently, Bretan composed 

over two hundred songs on texts by the greatest poets in each language.  He 

identified with and was inspired by the Romanian poet Mihai Eminescu.  Of the 

                                                
7 Ibid., 18-23 
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ninety songs he composed to Romanian texts, twenty-six were texts by 

Eminescu.  “Bretan recited Eminescu from heart!”8  He also turned to Eminescu’s 

texts for two of his one-act operas, specifically for Arald and for his first one-act 

opera, Luceafărul. 

                                                
8 Judit Bretan, interviewed by author, phone conversation, Montevallo, AL., 

9 June 2005. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LUCEAFĂRUL, THE POEM 

 

Mihai Eminescu 

For his first attempt at writing a libretto Bretan chose a well-known 

Romanian poem, Luceafărul (Lucifer) written by the nineteenth century 

Romanian poet Mihai Eminescu (1850 - 1889).  Eminescu was the leading 

cultural figure of nineteenth century Romania.  He was a poet, writer of prose, 

journalist, and philosopher.  “He is best seen as a man who embodied the 

national culture, and therefore, through his work, helped to give it shape.”1  Years 

after his death, Queen Marie of Romania (1875-1938), English born wife of King 

Ferdinand of Romania, said Eminescu was “this bard of the Romanian people 

whose soul embodied suffering, nature, and beauty and gathered together all 

that is human.”2 

Eminescu was well educated.  He was influenced early by a Romanian 

teacher, Aron Pumnul, a native of Transylvania.  Pumnul had studied in Vienna 

before becoming a school teacher.  He fought for the national rights of 

Romanians in the 1848 Revolution in Transylvania and was condemned to death 

by the Hungarian authorities for his role in the uprising.  Eluding capture, 

                                                
1 Kurt W. Treptow, ed., Poems and Prose of Mihai Eminescu  (Portland: 

The Center for Romanian Studies, 2000), 7. 
2 Ibid., 8. 
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Pumnul eventually settled in Cernauti where he became a teacher.  There he 

helped a generation of young Romanians, including Eminescu, to contribute to 

their national culture. 11 

Following Pumnul’s death in 1866, Eminescu traveled throughout 

Walachia, Moldavia (both later united to form Romania) and Transylvania.  In 

1869 he left the Romanian principalities and followed the path of his mentor 

Pumnul to study philosophy at the University of Vienna.  In 1872, Eminescu 

began his involvement with the Junimea Society.  This literary group sought to 

promote Romanian culture and worked against superficial imitations of western 

society.  The Junimea Society resisted the trend to Latinize the written Romanian 

language, supporting instead a written language based upon spoken 

Romanian.12  Later the same year, Eminescu left Romania again and began work 

on a doctoral degree in philosophy at the University of Berlin. 

Over a period of time, Eminescu held a variety of jobs involving literature 

and writing.  In 1874, he returned to Romania and became director of the Central 

Library of the University of Iasi. Later, he became editor of the newspaper 

Curierul de Iasi.  Throughout this time, he continued to write and publish poetry.   

In 1883, two significant developments occurred in Eminescu’s life.  First, 

he published his masterpiece, the poem Luceafărul.  Second, his health began to 

deteriorate rapidly.  The six years prior to his death were spent in various 

sanitariums due to periodic fits of madness that overcame him.  Since his death 

in 1889, Eminescu has become a cultural icon in Romanian Culture.  Former 

                                                
11 Ibid. 
12 Ibid., 10. 
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Prime Minister Nicolae Iorga (1871-1940) described him as “one of those rare 

spirits in whom one seems to hear, not the voice of the individual, but the people 

itself, united and embodied in him.”13  Today, Romanians see Eminescu not as a 

single voice expressed in poetry and prose, but as one who defined and 

communicated the unique Romanian nationality.   

 

Synopsis of the Poem 

Eminescu’s poetic masterpiece Luceafărul was published in 1883.  The 

story is a simple one on its surface, but owing to the influence of Arthur 

Schopenhauer, there is much more than a simple love story behind the poem.  

The first two lines leave no doubt this is a mythical tale. “A fost odată ca-n 

poveşti, A fost ca niciodată…” (“In former times, long ago, As it is told…”)14  The 

first voice of the poem is that of the narrator.  Eminescu opens the poem by 

introducing the main characters and quickly setting the scene.  The story takes 

place on the shore of an ocean where a castle stands.  The King’s daughter is 

seen staring in to the starry evening from a window inside the castle.   

The two main characters are the beautiful King’s Daughter and Luceafărul 

(translated as Lucifer or the Evening Star).15  Eminescu describes the King’s 

Daughter in celestial terms as bright like the sun among the stars and moon and 

later by a more profound comparison of the Virgin Mary amidst the saints.  Each 

                                                
13 Ibid., 12. 
14 Ibid., 18. 
15 “Lucifer” is correctly translated the evening or morning star Venus.  Any 

reference to the Devil comes from a mistranslation in some versions of the Bible 
of Isaiah 14:12.  In actuality, this passage refers to the king of Babylon as 
indicated in Isaiah 14:4. 
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evening she goes quietly to her window-seat to view her celestial love, Lucifer.  

He watches her each night, and soon falls in love with her. 

The next section moves further into the imaginative and mysterious.  

Though still in the form of light, Luceafărul is further personified.  He follows her 

into her bedroom.  “Şi pas cu pas pe urma ei / Alunecă-n odaie, (And step with 

step he accompanies her, gliding into her room). As she lies resting on her 

couch, he touches her lightly and closes her eyes.  As he lulls her to sleep, he 

enters her dreams.  There she calls to him and implores him to come down and 

penetrate the dwelling of her thoughts and to illuminate her life.  The star 

descends into the ocean.  When he arises from the waves, the personification 

goes further.  He takes on a human form, but is not a person. This transformation 

happens twice. In his first appearance, he is described as angelic.  In his second 

he is described as appearing demonic. 

The gulf between the world of the mortal maiden and the realm of 

Luceafărul is symbolized in the physical characteristics of his appearances.  His 

features are from both worlds: “Un mort frumo cu ochii vii/Ce scânteie-n afară”  

(“A beautiful dead with eyes that shoot out sparks”).  In his angelic appearance, 

he has blond hair, and skin the pallor of wax.  By contrast, in his second 

appearance he is cloaked in black and this time is described as being sad and 

pensive.  He appears with black hair and a crown of fierce flames.  Each time he 

appears, he asks the maiden to follow him to his realms, but she refuses. 
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Analysis of the Poem 

An analysis of the poem reveals many literary elements.  Though a 

romantic poem, Luceafărul holds strictly to its formal elements. A scan of the 

poem reveals it consisting of 392 lines organized into 98 quatrains. Eminescu 

divides the poem into six sections as follows: A - seven stanzas, B - seventeen 

stanzas, C - nineteen stanzas, D - twenty-one stanzas, E - twenty-one stanzas, 

and F - thirteen stanzas.  The form of the poem is that of a Folk Ballad.  The 

metrical foot is iambic, alternating 4 stresses and 3 stresses per line (4-3-4-3).  

The rhyme scheme is a-b-a-b.  These formal devices are maintained from the 

beginning to the end of the poem. 

The poem is an allegorical, romantic epic, an example of the romantics’ 

preoccupation with things mysterious, heroic and idealized.  This is a story told 

by many writers, a tale that comes from ancient times about the mythical union of 

a human with a god.  Eminescu’s rendering is an allegory that travels a 

continuum between the literal and the ideal.  It starts in the passions of humanity 

and quickly comes into conflict with idealism, represented by Luceafărul and his 

celestial realm.  The conflict is never resolved.  Every attempt of the mortal and 

the immortal to unite is frustrated by a gulf of indecision, anxiety and doubt.  The 

characters, both human and supernatural, are involved in realistic situations of 

love and desire. These situations serve as prolonged metaphors that move far 

beyond the temporal and profane, to reveal insight to metaphysical notions of 

love, purity and eternity.  
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Schopenhauer’s Influence 

Eminescu left Romanian territory in 1872.  He traveled to Berlin and began 

work on a doctoral degree in philosophy at the University of Berlin.  He became 

well-versed in the works of Descartes, Spinoza, Kant and Schopenhauer.  While 

in Berlin in 1872, he translated Kant’s Critic of Pure Reason into Romanian.  

Ultimately it was the writings of Arthur Schopenhauer that had the most obvious 

influence on Eminescu’s prose and poetry.16 

Schopenhauer’s writings also influenced other artists.  Richard Wagner 

was strongly influenced by Schopenhauer’s philosophy which played a large role 

in his conception of Tristan and Isolde, Parsifal, and Das Ring der Nibelung.17  In 

his essay on Schopenhauer, Thomas Mann held that Schopenhauer’s philosophy 

was exploited and abused by Wagner.18  But Wagner had great admiration, even 

affection for Schopenhauer.  Schopenhauer did not seem to return the 

admiration.  On one occasion he made the comment that Wagner “...did not even 

know what music was.”19 

Schopenhauer’s magnum opus, Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung (The 

World as Will and Representation), was published in 1818 but remained relatively 

unknown for 35 years.  Eminescu’s masterpiece, Luceafărul is not a precise 

                                                
16 Ibid., 9. 
17 Ronald Gray, The German Intellectual Background, ed. Peter Burbidge 

and Richard Sutton, The Wagner Companion (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 1979), passim. 

18 Thomas Mann, Essays of Three Decades, trans. H. T. Lowe-Porter 
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1947), 377. 

19 Gray, 39. 
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rendering of Schopenhauer’s philosophy, but the relationship between the two is 

vital to understanding the poem.  A brief overview of Schopenhauer’s The World 

as Will and Representation is essential in establishing this relationship.  It will 

also provide insight to the philosophical and literary background Eminescu 

brought to Romania.   

 

The World as Will and Representation, Book One 

The World as Will and Representation is divided into four books.20  In the 

first book, Schopenhauer borrows extensively from Kant and his doctrine of 

Transcendental Idealism.  Schopenhauer follows Kant’s concept of empirical 

consciousness consisting of representations formed from matter that exist in a 

priori forms in time and space.   In Kant’s system, the phenomenal world consists 

of nothing more than the objects that are created through the knowledge of 

subject.21 Kant believed that the phenomenal world was a reflection of a reality 

that lies beyond the phenomenon.  In the world beyond lies “das Ding an sich”, 

“the thing-in-itself”, comparable to Plato’s “Ideal”.  

Schopenhauer formed his metaphysical framework on the same Kantian 

dichotomy of subject and object.  He agrees with Kant that empirical 

consciousness consists of a priori forms in time and space appearing to the 

subject as objects formed of matter. But Schopenhauer took Kant’s concept of 

“das Ding an sich” and developed it differently into his own theory.  

                                                
20 Richard Swedberg, “Schopenhauer, Arthur” in Routledge Encyclopedia 

of Philosophy, 549. 
21 Mann, 378-379. 
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Schopenhauer surmised that there was a source from which sprang all 

phenomena.  He named this source the “will”.   

 

The World as Will and Representation, Book Two 

The will became the subject of the second book of The World as Will and 

Representation.  The will as Schopenhauer uses it does not mean a personal 

resolve according to the common usage of the English word “will”.  

Schopenhauer’s will is an active force that produces everything knowable.  It has 

only one motivation, to serve its particular will, the will to live.  The will was 

Schopenhauer’s name for Kant’s “the thing-in-itself”.  “Will is the thing-in-itself, 

the inner content, the essence of the world.  Life, the visible world, the 

phenomenon, is only the mirror of the will”.22  Time, space, and causality have no 

bearing on it.  In fact these laws and all the workings of nature were invented by 

the will as a means to serve the will to live.   

Schopenhauer’s will offers an explanation of the structure of the world-in-

itself including the essential makeup of the individual human being.23  In his first 

book, Schopenhauer’s holds that the individual, or the subject, is separated from 

what was known, or what is the object.   Abstract ideas are being perceived, so 

the question arises: What perceives them?  In book two he answers the question: 

“But he himself is rooted in that world; and thus he finds himself in it as an 

individual, in other words, his knowledge, which is the conditional supporter of 

                                                
22 Arthur Schopenhauer, The World as Will and Representation, trans. 

E.F. Payne (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1966), 1:275.  
23 Swedberg, 549. 
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the whole world as representation, is nevertheless given entirely through the 

medium of a body …this body is a representation like any other, an object among 

objects”.24  

In Schopenhauer’s system, the subject can only become an individual 

through its identity with the body.  One understands the body through 

observation and inference as applied to all empirical actions, but in addition the 

body and its actions are understood in another entirely different means.   

Otherwise he would see his conduct follow upon presented motives with 
the constancy of a law of nature, just as the changes of other objects 
follow upon causes, stimuli, and motives.  But he would be no nearer to 
understand the influence of the motives than he is to understanding the 
connection with its cause of any other effect that appears before him.25 
 
In the final analysis, according to Schopenhauer, the individual human is 

not a subject, but is an idea or object in the form of a body.  The body originates 

physical processes or actions that enable the individual to serve the subject, the 

will and its will to live.  Actions are direct expressions of the desire of the will.  

“But if we now analyze the reality of this body and its actions, then, beyond the 

fact that it is our representation, we find nothing in it but the will; with this even its 

reality is exhausted.”26   

The ability to understand such a concept indicates the individual’s mental 

processes are superior to the blind, illogical will.  An individual’s intellect can 

understand the laws of causality, reasons of being and the law of motivation, but 

                                                
24 Schopenhauer, 1:99. 
25 Ibid., 1:99-100. 
26 Ibid., 1:105. 
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in the end the intellect is created by the will and is subservient to the will to live.27  

Every action of our body and mind is to serve the will.   

Beyond intellect, Schopenhauer argues the individual develops an inner 

awareness of the will as it manifests itself through the actions of the body.  The 

inner awareness indicates that something exists beyond the realm of the 

empirical world and its representations and further develops the individual’s 

continual observations of representations.  According to Schopenhauer, 

representations have ascending gradations and each new level advances toward 

the Platonic Ideals.  The grades also increase in clarity and comprehensiveness.  

Ultimately the inner awareness reveals to the individual that it is just one more 

product of the will.  It is through this progression that the character of the will is 

revealed to itself.28  In Schopenhauer’s terminology, it is the process of the will 

creating its own “Vorstellung”.  Though it is often translated into English as 

“imagination”, “Vorstellung” as used by Schopenhauer has a much different 

meaning.  If broken into pieces, “Vor” means “before” and “Stellung” means 

“position” or “posture”.  In other words, the will is standing before itself, a mirror 

image.29 

 

The World as Will and Representation, Book Three 

In the first book, the world was shown to be nothing more than an object.  In the 

second book, Schopenhauer showed the world to be the objectification of the 

                                                
27 Swedberg, 550. 
28 Schopenhauer, 1:169. 
29 Gray, 40. 
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will.  In book three, he deals with the condition of the will.  The will is associated 

with suffering from continual insufficiencies and the ever recurring frustration of 

unsatisfied desires.  The will is relentlessly driven by the desire to live, but never 

finds lasting satisfaction. “All willing arises from want, therefore from deficiency, 

and therefore from suffering.  The satisfaction of a wish ends it; yet for one wish 

that is satisfied there remain at least ten which are denied”.30  Ultimately despair 

results and is easily explained when viewing both sides of the condition in which 

the will exists.  To have desires unsatisfied is to suffer eternal discontent.  Yet to 

be without needs brings emptiness and monotony waiting only to be filled by 

further desires.31  As the will learns of itself as it is being revealed before itself 

through its actions, it learns there is no satisfaction in its willing. 

Schopenhauer offers a theory of aesthetics that will temporarily suspend 

the will, therefore the misery.  (Though the cycle of desires is very much a part of 

Eminescu’s poem, the temporary suspension through aesthetic experiences 

does not play a part.) Briefly stated, Schopenhauer argues that through the 

aesthetic experience, an individual contemplates an object in such a way that he 

or she does not impose upon it the usual spatial, temporal and causal 

associations.  The will is satisfied by contemplating merely the “what”.  According 

to Schopenhauer, such an aesthetic experience can occur in nature or art.  The 

aesthetic experience brings a temporary state of stillness as the will is quieted, 

and both desire and suffering are suspended.  Having freed oneself from willing, 

a higher form of knowledge is obtained as the will is unified with the Platonic 

                                                
30 Schopenhauer, 161. 
31 Swedberg, 550. 
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Ideals represented in the object.  Any part of the empirical world is temporarily 

left behind.32  This temporary state of will-lessness is a model of the final, blissful 

state of peace the will may be able to reach when knowledge supercedes willing.  

The higher the grade of representation found in the art, the more complete 

the aesthetic experience.  Schopenhauer rates music as the highest grade of 

representation. 

…[Music] passes over the Ideas, is also quite independent of the 
phenomenal world, positively ignores it, and, to a certain extent, could still 
exist even if there were no world at all, which cannot be said of the other 
arts.  Thus music is as immediate an objectification and copy of the whole 
will as the world itself is, indeed as the Ideas are, the multiplied 
phenomenon of which constitutes the world of individual things.  Therefore 
music is thus by no means like the other arts, namely a copy of the Ideas, 
but a copy of the will itself, the objectivity of which are the Ideas.  For this 
reason the effect of music is so very much more powerful and penetrating 
than is that of the other arts, for these others speak only of the shadow, 
but music of the essence.33 
 
 

The World as Will and Representation, Book Four 

 The relationship between Schopenhauer’s philosophy and Eminescu’s 

poem becomes more apparent with the issues Schopenhauer gives attention to 

in the final book of The World as Will and Representation.  In the fourth book, he 

addresses the significance of existence, free-will, responsibility, and ultimately 

the deliverance of the individual.  Each of these issues is represented in one form 

or another in Luceafărul. 

 So much of Schopenhauer’s system rests upon his concept of the 

character of each individual, which to him is inborn and unchanging.  Acts of the 

                                                
32 Ibid., 551. 
33 Schopenhauer, 1:257. 
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will emanate from the unchanging character of the individual.  Therefore, acts of 

the will are not products of a free will.  Whatever acts may be observed in an 

individual, given the same motives in the future, the same acts could not fail to 

occur again.34 

The individual character for Schopenhauer is made from a combination of 

ingredients: egotism, compassion and malice.  Egotism is the greater part of 

character since it is the impulse to seek one’s own well-being.  This impulse is 

accompanied by malice, the impulse to harm another, presumably to promote 

one’s own will to live.  Malice is held under control by the third ingredient, 

compassion.  Compassion is the impulse to seek the well-being of others.  

Schopenhauer sees this ingredient emanating from a world vision within the 

individual.  In Schopenhauer’s system the individual is just one objectification of 

the will.   It follows therefore, that compassion would exist opposite malice.  

Compassion exists because in seeing other individuals, the will is merely seeing 

“I once more”.35 

Awareness of others does not change the fact that the individual is just 

that; alone and unavoidably open to suffering.  Schopenhauer concludes that 

after a life of struggling and unremitting suffering, existence as a human being is 

certainly worse than non-existence. 

But perhaps at the end of his life, no man if he be sincere and at the same 
time in possession of his faculties, will ever wish to go through it again.  
Rather than this, he will much prefer to choose complete non-
existence...our state is so wretched, that complete non-existence would be 

                                                
34 Swedberg, 552. 
35 Ibid. 
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decidedly preferable to it.”36 
 
The will acts through the phenomenal world.  When the will becomes 

aware of this world which reflects its own nature, the knowledge of its nature will 

cause the will to either assert itself further, or deny itself.37  The assertion of the 

will is undisturbed by this knowledge.  Important in Eminescu’s poem as shown 

through the actions of Luceafărul, is Schopenhauer’s idea that the will “is often 

inflamed to a degree far exceeding the affirmation of the body.  This degree is 

then revealed by violent emotions and powerful passions in which the individual 

not merely affirms his own existence, but denies and seeks to suppress that of 

others, when it stands in his way”.38 

Through frustration of these unfulfilled desires, Luceafărul will gain 

knowledge “which is the quieter of the will”.39  Luceafărul will find true salvation 

through the denial of his will.  Schopenhauer synthesized Buddhism and other 

eastern philosophies into his metaphysics.  He borrowed heavily from eastern 

philosophies in adopting the idea that the knowledge gained by the will of itself, 

revealed through its motivations and actions, eventually causes the will to see 

there is nothing behind the willing, only itself.  The will learns that suffering will 

end when desiring ends.  The blissful state experienced in aesthetic 

contemplation spoken of in the third book is prolonged forever in a state of will-

less self-denial.  Salvation is annihilation of the individual.  It lies in the 

knowledge that our individuality is the least important existence.  The learned 

                                                
36 Schopenhauer, 1:324. 
37 Ibid., 1:326. 
38 Ibid., 1:328. 
39 Ibid., 1:391. 
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vision is to know the will as universal.  

The questions raised by Schopenhauer’s arguments are numerous, but 

what is important here is the influence he had on Eminescu and how it is 

revealed in Luceafărul.  The poem speaks of several individuals.  The desires of 

the will are more easily seen in the actions of Luceafărul, though they can also 

be seen in the acts of the King’s Daughter in the opening quatrains.  Eminescu 

even alludes to the unconscious nature of the will in the sixth quatrain: 

Cum ea pe coate-şi răzima As she leaned on her elbows 
Visând ale ei tâmple, Her temple as she dreamed, 
De dorul lui şi inima Her deep longing for him 
Şi sufletu-I se împle. Entwined her heart and soul. 

 
The sensations felt by the King’s Daughter emanate from someplace beyond the 

empirical realm.  What she felt was desire, the desire of the will. 

The very existence of Luceafărul is the objectification of the will.  The 

desire of the will is further seen in Luceafărul’s conduct as he attempts to join the 

King’s Daughter in her mortality.  The desire is obvious in his plea to his father 

that occurs in the middle of the poem.  

Din haos, Doamme, am apărut From Chaos born, I would return 
Şi m-aş întoarce-n haos… To chaos, Oh most Blessed, 
Şi din repaos m-am născut, And out of rest eternal born, 
Mi-e sete de repaos. I yearn again for rest. 
  
O, cee-mi, Doammne, orice preŃ, Oh, ask me, Father, anything, 
Dar dă-mi o altă soartă, But change my fortune now, 
Căci tu izvor eşti de vieŃi… O’er Fount of Life Thou art the king… 
De gruel negrei veşnicii From heavy, dark eternity 
Parinte, ma dezleagă Deliver me, Oh Lord! ... 
Si lăudat pe veci să fii And give to me, I pray, instead, 
Pe-a lumii scară-ntreagă. One hour of human love.40 

                                                
40 Judit Bretan, translations in notes for Nicolae Bretan, Luceafărul, 

Nimbus Recordings, NI 5463. 
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Luceafărul is near the oblivion Schopenhauer sees as the final 

actualization of the individual.  But the will behind Luceafarul’s actions takes the 

other option available to it, to continue to desire and be frustrated.  Not yet 

knowing and understanding itself through these actions, the will sees only chaos 

as an alternative.  Nevertheless, Luceafărul desires rest.  In Schopenhauer’s 

reasoning, this is evidence of the will’s instinctive drive to live and have all its 

desires completely satisfied.  All its actions are motivated by this desire.  But 

regardless of the actions, this state of satisfaction can never be obtained.  

Desires only lead to frustration.  Until the will behind Luceafărul’s actions 

becomes aware of itself mirrored in its fruitless actions, it will be tormented by 

desire. 

Luceafărul has an advantage not spoken of in Schopenhauer’s scheme.  

He has a teacher whom he addresses as Lord or father.  (Eminescu never 

names the character, but in keeping with the legend, Bretan names the character 

Michael, the Archangel.)  This individual offers advice that only the will could 

know after knowing itself.  This is somewhat at odds with Schopenhauer’s 

system since the will is unified and individuals are all fragmentations invented by 

the will.  Nevertheless, Eminescu uses the second celestial individual to give 

insight that is sought by the will through Luceafărul.  The Archangel calls him 

“Hyperion”, a name that serves to remind Luceafărul he is not from the world he 

desires to inhabit. 

Hyperion, ce din genuni Hyperion who rises the abyss 
Răsai c-o-ntreagă lume… Of the world’s lineage… 
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Noi  nu avem nici timp, nici loc We have neither time, nor place 
Şi nu cunoaştem moarte. And do not know death. 
  

The Archangel instructs Luceafărul in the ways of the unending frustration 

set before the human individuals.  

Ei numai doar durează-n vânt They merely build grief in the wind 
Deşerste idealuri Empty ideals; 
Când-valuri află un mormânt,  When their waves lead on to graves 
Răsar în urmă valuri; There rise other waves to follow. 

 

Finally the Archangel tells Luceafărul to look at the world and see clearly 

there is nothing on earth that will fulfill his desires.  Bretan sets this conversation 

of the Archangel and Luceafărul at the beginning of the opera, before Luceafărul 

descends in bodily form.  But in the original poem, Eminescu places the 

conversation near the end of the poem after Luceafărul has twice descended to 

the earth in human forms.   

Before receiving the advice of the Archangel, Luceafărul temporarily fulfills 

his desire for the King’s Daughter by descending in the form of light.  The King’s 

Daughter, being exhausted from her endless longing for Luceafărul, falls across 

her bed.  Luceafărul, in the form of light, touches her.  The scene is sensual, and 

is in keeping with Schopenhauer’s observation: “We are accustomed to see the 

poets mainly concerned with describing sexual love.  As a rule, this is the 

principal theme of all the dramatic works, tragedies as well as comedies, 

romantic as well as classical, Indian as well as European.”41   

The King’s Daughter speaks to Luceafărul in her dreams.  Whatever 

satisfaction their desires may have felt in that sensual moment, in accord with 

                                                
41 Schopenhauer, 2:531. 
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Schopenhauer’s ideas, their satisfaction quickly turns into frustration as they 

begin to desire each other more. 

Iar ea vorbind cu el în somn Again she speaks to him in her sleep 
Oftând din greu suspină With heavy sighing: 
„O, dulce-al nopŃii mele domn, “Oh my sweet Lord of the Night 
De ce nu vii tu?  Vină!”…  Why have you not yet come?  Come!”… 
  
El asculta tremurător, Trembling, he listens to her, 
Se aprindea mai tare Growing more inflamed 
Şi s-arunca fulgerător. And with lightening speed 
Se cufunda în mare… He throws himself into the sea… 

 
 Sexual desire is fundamental to all acts of the will.  Schopenhauer writes 

that sexual inclinations are controllable, but in certain circumstances, 

 …grow to be a passion exceeding every other intensity.  It then sets aside 
all consideration, and overcomes all obstacles with incredible force and 
persistence, so that for its satisfaction life is risked without hesitation; 
indeed, when that satisfaction is denied, life is given as the price.42 
 

Luceafărul’s descent into the sea risks his entire existence.  He will ask the same 

risk of the King’s Daughter when he rises from the sea in a grotesque human 

form. 

O, vin’! ordorul meu nespus, O, come, my beautiful treasure! 
Şi lumea ta o lasă; And leave your world 
Eu sunt luceafărul de sus  I am the evening star from above 
Iar tu să-mi fii mireasă. And you will be my bride. 

 
The King’s Daughter frustrates the will of Luceafărul by not agreeing to his 

terms.   Frustration of the will leads to another attempt of satisfaction until 

awareness is realized.  “When, however, an external cause or inward disposition 

suddenly raises us out of the endless stream of willing…Then all at once the 

peace, always sought but always escaping us on that first path of willing, comes 

                                                
42 Ibid., 2:532. 
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to us of its own accord…”43 

Luceafărul appears a second time in human form, and according to the 

pattern set forth by Schopenhauer, both individuals suffer the same frustration 

again.  The King’s Daughter suffers the frustration and her desire causes her to 

yield to another lover who calls on her. 

Ea-l asculta pe copilaş She listened to the young man 
Uimită şi distrasă, Amazed and bewildered, 
Şi ruşinos şi drăgălaş And with shyness and sweetness 
Mai nu vrea, mai se lasă. She wills not, then she wills. 

 
  The pattern of desire leading to frustration plays out again in the poem.  

In the end, Luceafărul heeds the advice of the Archangel and looks down at the 

earth from his position in the void.  He observes the two lovers.  Even while 

holding the young suitor in her arms, the King’s Daughter finds no satisfaction 

and at that moment invites Luceafărul to come to her once again.   

Ea, îmbătată de amor She, intoxicated by love 
Ridică ochii.  Vede Raised her eyes.  She sees 
Luceafărul. Şi-ncetişor Luceafărul.  And to him  
DorinŃele-I încrede: Entrusts her desires 
„Cobori în jos, luceafăr bland, Descend down, fair evening star 
Alunecând pe-o rază, Slide upon a beam 
Pătrunde-n codru şi în gând Penetrate in the forest of my mind 
Norocu-mi luminează!” And shine on my good fortune! 

 
Luceafărul does not return again.  He finally learns from his past 

experiences.  In Schopenhauer’s terms, the will has ceased to will.  It has 

reached the “painless state” of peace.  “Inward disposition, predominance of 

knowing over willing, can bring about this state in any environment.”44 In the end, 

Luceafărul speaks of the final state of the will. 

                                                
43 Ibid., 1:196. 
44 Ibid, 1:196-197. 
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„Trăind în cercul vostru strâmt “Living in your inadequate circle 
Norocul vă petrece Enjoying your good fortune 
Ci eu în lumea mea mă simt  But in my world I feel 
Nemurito şi rece.” True immortality and cold. 

 
In a heaven of stars, Luceafărul is no longer an individual.  He 

understands perfectly what the Archangel was teaching.  It is Schopenhauer’s 

Nirvana, his Naught, “namely the deliverance of knowledge of oneself as 

individual, and the enhancement of consciousness to the pure, will-less, timeless 

subject of knowing that is independent of all relations.”45 

                                                
45 Ibid., 1:199. 
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CHAPTER 3 

LUCEAFĂRUL, THE OPERA 

 

Luceafărul 

Opera in one act with prologue and epilogue 

Dedicated to Octavian Goga 

Libretto by the composer based on the poem “Luceafărul” by Mihai Eminescu 

Premiere performance: February 2, 1921, at the Romanian Opera, Cluj. 

Original Cast: 

Luceafărul, Lucifer  Constantin Pavel Tenor  
Archangel Michael Balogh Francisc Bass   
King’s Daughter Anastasia Dicescu Soprano 
Lady-in-Waiting Lya Pop Mezzo Soprano  
Mariner Gistav Borger Martin Tenor 
A Page Traian Grozăvescu Tenor 
Conductor Jean Bobescu 
Stage Director Constantin Pavel 

 
 
 

Background 

The first indication Bretan was composing an opera based upon Mihai 

Eminescu’s poem Luceafărul (Lucifer) came in the year 1912.  It was a year of 

heightened anticipation for Bretan, but ultimately ended in disappointment.  After 

returning from one year of study in Vienna in 1909, Bretan received a state 
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funded scholarship to study at the Royal Music Academy in Budapest, Hungary.  

He was one of the most promising singers at the Academy.  During his second 

year of study, he won a vocal competition in Budapest and as a result, his 

scholarship was increased to 300 crowns a month.1 

It was customary for the Budapest Opera to engage the promising 

graduates of the Royal Academy.  Bretan was confident he would soon be 

singing with the company.  In a letter to his friend and mentor, poet Octavian 

Goga, Bretan wrote: 

By the way, I have finished my fifth class of opera singing and next year I 
will begin my appointment at the Budapest Opera.  For my final year, I will 
receive a larger scholarship from the Opera.  It is possible that I may be 
sent to Bayreuth, since I have begun to concentrate exclusively on the 
Wagnerian repertoire….2 
 
Breaking with their custom, the Budapest Opera never offered a contract 

to Bretan.  According to his friend Goga, a strong Hungarian nationalistic spirit in 

the Budapest Opera worked against Bretan, a Romanian baritone.  Disappointed, 

Bretan returned with Goga to Bucharest, and soon went home to Hunedoara.  

Bretan gave two voice recitals in August and September respectively, and 

included in both was an aria from his opera Luceafărul.  “This is the only 

indication we have that Bretan’s work on that composition actually began as early 

as 1912.”3  It would not be until a second homecoming of sorts, one brought 

about by world events that would finally bring the completed opera Luceafărul to 

the stage.  

                                                
1 Hartmut Gagelmann, Nicolae Bretan: His Life – His Music, Lives in Music 

Series (Hillsdale, New York:  Pendragon Press, 2000), 24. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid., 25. 
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On November 11, 1918, Germany’s political leadership petitioned for an 

armistice, and World War I came to an end.  At the end of the war, the map of 

Europe was redrawn.  Bretan’s home in Transylvania became a part of Romania.  

Cities in Transylvania were renamed with their Romanian names along side their 

Hungarian names.  Bretan’s hometown of Kolozsvar became Kolozsvar-Cluj.  

Within a year, the new Romanian state of Transylvania established the 

Romanian National Opera in the city of Cluj.4  Ironically at this time, Bretan was a 

well-known opera singer at the Hungarian Theater in the same town.  Since he 

was Romanian and a singer of fine reputation, the newly formed Romanian 

National Opera recruited him.  Bretan’s commitment to the Hungarian Theater 

left him unavailable for the year.  Nevertheless, with their determination to 

establish a uniquely Romanian National Opera, the founders decided to produce 

the first uniquely Romanian opera, Bretan’s Luceafărul.  Though Bretan was not 

available to sing, nothing in his contract with the Hungarian Theater prevented 

him from finishing his composition and having the Romanian National Opera 

debut Luceafărul.5  His note at the end of the piano/vocal score indicates he 

finished the composition on the 12th of November, 1920.  The debut followed on 

February 2, 1921.  Not to be outdone, less than two weeks later the Hungarian 

                                                
4 During Ceausescu’s regime, he forbade the use of the Hungarian 

language, and renamed the city of “Kolozsvar-Cluj” to “Cluj-Napoca”, referencing 
an ancient Dacian settlement near Cluj.  In both cases, the Romanians simply 
called the city “Cluj”. 

5 Gagelmann, 40-41.  
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Theater premiered the work with its own cast February 15 with the title Az 

Esticsillag.  Bretan conducted the Hungarian performance himself.6 

 

Scene One 

The Prologue 

The curtain rises with the opening bars of the Overture.  Bretan wrote 

these scenic details in the score.  

The scene is set in skies of deepest blue.  As the curtain rises, Lucifer 
shines alone in the sky.  Gradually he is revealed in human form, but with 
large angel’s wings… He stands motionless among the clouds, with 
outstretched hands, absorbed in fervent prayer.7  
 

Having used words to set the scene visually with some specificity, Bretan 

draws upon an array of musical choices to set the scene musically.  The 

Overture is 95 measures and organized into four distinct sections.  The first 

section consists of 15 measures and is scored only for strings.  Bretan builds 

upon the opening music gradually, in keeping with his ideas to slowly reveal the 

human form of Lucifer.  The musical markings over the first measure are 

“Overtura, Andante religioso.”  By all indications, Bretan wished to produce an 

ambiance of religious solemnity.   

Though not apparent upon first listening, the opening bars are an 

augmented statement of a reminiscence theme associated with Lucifer and the 

realm of his existence.  The theme is inconspicuous in the opening bars because 

it is not fully stated (Example 1.1).  The complete statement will not come until a 

                                                
6 Gagelmann, 42.  
7 Bretan, Luceafărul, 4. 
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great climax of the full orchestra in measure 32 (Example 1.2).  However in the 

solemnity of the opening music, that moment is worlds away.   

Example 1.1:  Opening bars with partial statement of reminiscence theme 

in Violin I. 

Violin I 
 

Violin II 
 

Viola 

Bass 

Partial statement of  
reminiscence theme in Violin I. 
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Example 1.2:  The complete statement of Lucifer’s reminiscence theme. 

 

Bretan’s ideas for the visual scenic details, combined with his musical 

markings and the soft uncomplicated orchestration, reveal Bretan’s strategy to 

use the opening music to draw the audience toward the stage.  Atmospheric 

music such as Bretan composed for the opening measures of the Overture had 

been in vogue since the late 19th- Century.  Overtures to operas such as 

Meyerbeer’s L’Africaine, Verdi’s Aida, and Wagner’s Lohengrin, are notable 

examples. 

Bretan’s harmonic language is conventional and conservative.  

Undoubtedly, Bretan heard the new harmonic language of composers in the early 

twentieth century such as Béla Bartók.  Bartók joined the piano faculty of The 

Royal Academy of Music in Budapest in 1907, the year before Bretan first 

attended the Academy, but Bretan never worked with Bartók.  In 1907, Bretan 

was not studying to be a composer, but a singer.  According to his daughter Dr. 

Judit Bretan, “Bretan was self-taught as a composer.  It is a good thing he did not 

Reminiscence Theme 
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learn composing from anyone!  It would have changed his unique style of 

composing.”8 

Bretan used a particular harmonic formula throughout the Overture.  Once 

a tonal center has been established, the tonality is destabilized with a seventh 

chord, often a diminished seventh.  The latter was very conventional, having 

been used since the eighteenth century and exploited widely during the 

nineteenth century.9  Bretan used the seventh chords in several ways throughout 

the opera.  He uses them as pivot chords for uncomplicated modulations 

(Example 1.3), for a dramatic, punctuation effect (Example 1.4), and sometimes 

leaves them unresolved and connects them in a string of dissonance (Example 

1.5).  

Example 1.3:  Various seventh chords used as pivot chords for 
modulation.10 

 

 

                                                
8 Judit Bretan, interviewed by author, phone conversation, Montevallo, 

AL., 9 June 2005. 
9 Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 5th ed., s.v. “Diminished 

Chords” 
10 Corrections to the piano vocal score are shown in parentheses.  
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Example 1.4:  Diminished seventh chord used for dramatic punctuation 

 

Example 1.5:  Sequence of unresolved diminished seventh chords moving 
to dissonances 

 
 

 
 

The music of the opening section moves unhurriedly with note values of 

half-notes and whole-notes (see Example 1.1).  The rising bass line moves in 

contrast to the overall descent of the first two phrases.  Since both phrases are 

based upon Lucifer’s reminiscence theme, it is tempting to draw a programmatic 
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connection between the descending pattern of the opening phrases and the two 

descents of Lucifer from the heavens to the earth in the drama.  Nevertheless, 

this music is not truly characteristic of Lucifer’s descent.  Eminescu’s poem 

portrays Lucifer’s plunge to the earth as something much different: “He buried 

himself with all his force into the sea.”  There is nothing forceful about the 

opening measures of the Overture.  The peaceful music of the opening section 

reveals no conflict and nothing seems to be looming over the horizon.  This is the 

music of the spheres; the music of stars looking down on the earth.  It is meant to 

draw the audience toward the stage under the canopy of a starry evening sky.  

The music is hymn like and creates the “religioso” atmosphere Bretan intended.   

The second section is in contrast to the first and composed of short 

modulatory phrases.  Beginning in measure sixteen, the tempo changes to 

“Larghetto”, the meter changes to 6/4, the texture is thickened and energy is 

added with the entrance of the full orchestra. A lyrical theme is introduced by solo 

clarinet.  The theme leaps upward into the flutes, oboes, English horn and strings 

in unison (Example 1.6).  The entire orchestra begins to descend in a stepwise 

harmonic sequence beginning in c# minor and cadencing in measure 23 in G# 

major.11   In measure 20, the fourth horn part begins to double the first horn part 

an octave lower.  The doubling results in a series of parallel intervals of fourths, 

fifths, and octaves.  The block chords create a sonorous mass of sound that 

steps down homophonically.  Bretan accomplished this descending pattern by 

applying the same harmonic formula he used in the first section.  These 

                                                
11 Corrections to the piano vocal score are shown in parentheses. 
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Example 1.6:  Larghetto, entrance of full orchestra 

blocks of shifting tonality are in great contrast to the subtle movement of the 

strings in the first section (Example 1.7).  

Dynamically, the second section begins “piano” (marked “pianissimo” in 

the piano vocal score) which is maintained until the entrance of the full orchestra 

in measure 24.  The large swell of forces crescendos “poco a poco” building to 

the first complete statement of Lucifer’s reminiscence theme.  The theme is 

stated “forte” in the brass in measure 32.  Everything that has happened 

musically thus far has been leading to this climatic statement of  

Lucifer’s reminiscence theme (see Example 1.2). 

 

 

 

Clarinet introduces new theme 

Theme in flutes, oboes, 
Eng. Horn, Violin I 
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Example 1.7:  Harmonic descent of block chords 

 

The arrival of the third section is treated differently.  It is completely set 

apart by a fanfare.  Beyond heralding the new section, the fanfare serves a 

harmonic function, modulating to a-minor with a meter change to 4/4.  These 

changes give rise to a long cantabile theme for solo cello (Example 1.8).  

Here Bretan quotes himself.  The theme, quoted throughout the opera, is 

taken from one of Bretan’s art songs written with text from another poem of 
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Example 1.8 Beginning of third section of the Overture 

 

Eminescu’s entitled Lasă-Ńi lumea ta uitată (Forget Your Home).  The text of the 

poem connects well with that of Lucifer’s desire of becoming a mortal and the 

idea of him leaving his home.  Though no specific programmatic connection can 

be made with the musical theme, it is heard throughout much of the opera.  

Bretan uses the entire song in the second scene as a duet between the King’s 

Daughter and Lucifer.   

Fanfare in Horns 1 & 2 

Cello 
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Following the first statement by the solo cello, the theme is repeated 

virtually unaltered in the first violins.  This time it is carried over tremolos in the 

second violins and violas with a strong pizzicato in the cello and bass parts.  The 

horns play in sustained chords while the harp adds arpeggiated chords. Taken as 

a whole, the third section of the Overture is in binary form, essentially a song in 

two strophes.  With the expressive cantabile nature of the theme, one can hear 

Bretan’s roots in vocal music.   

Measures 60 – 66 comprise a transitional section from the third section of 

the overture to the fourth.  The lyrical theme of the third section yields to a new 

theme driven forcefully from the brass.  The arrival of the fourth section follows 

and is introduced by the same heralding horns as the third.  Bretan uses the 

fourth section of the overture to create a hymn-like Adagio.  His roots in vocal 

music are again apparent in the expressive vocal nature of the melody in the first 

violins.  The violins even repeat the first quarter note of the melody on beats one 

and two as though enunciating text.  Like the third section, the last section is also 

in binary form (Example 1.9). 

Seen in its entirety, the Overture is a microcosm of the opera.  The serene 

atmosphere created by the hymn-like opening and closing sections are two poles 

surrounding sections of Sturm und Drang.  The drama is structured in the same 

manner. 

After the release of the final chord of the Overture, the first scene begins 

without pause.  The “forte” entrance of the trumpets and trombones shatters the 

solemn mood of the Overture.  Bretan’s musical markings are “forte”, “Largo 
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Example 1.9:  Beginning of fourth section of the Overture 

 

patetico”, and “a 2” (to be conducted in 2).  As the first fanfare sustains the tonic 

chord, the offstage chorus responds in three-part harmony singing “Osana!”  The 

fanfare repeats, but this time Bretan added a flatted 6th, an F natural as an upper 

neighboring tone in the fanfare.  The result is an unexpected foreign sound, a 

sign that not everything in the universe is harmonious and perfect.  (In the only 

published recording, Nimbus NI 5463, the F natural has been raised inexplicably 

to a more harmonious F#.  Both the piano/vocal and orchestral score indicate an 

F natural.)  Again, the tonic chord is sustained and the chorus responds 

accordingly, “Osana!”  Their praise is directed at Lucifer, a god worthy of the 

adoration of all the heavenly creations. 

 Since the libretto is taken from a poem instead of a play, there is nothing 

in the text that sets the stage theatrically.  Bretan had experience as a stage 

director as well as a singer and could have used visual effects alone to set the 

scene.  But Bretan, now wanting to establish himself as an opera composer, 

Fanfare in Horns Violin I 
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chose to use music to create the elements necessary for Lucifer’s entrance.  

Avoiding any stagecraft, he accomplished this by creating an off-stage treble 

chorus singing, “Osana!”.  As far as the text is concerned, he has added only a 

single word.  But for the drama, the one additional word tells the audience a lot 

about Lucifer’s character even before he sings.  Lucifer is both a god and royalty.   

Having used the off stage chorus to establish Lucifer’s royal character, 

Bretan fittingly adds a royal fanfare.  Though his skill as a composer was yet 

unknown, the fanfare that follows gives the listener a sign that Bretan’s 

imagination and skill as a composer are noteworthy. Instead of composing a 

typical fanfare of with a few short blasts from the trumpets; he showers the stage 

with twelve measures of a continuous variety of fanfares.  His creates an 

antiphonal effect by orchestrating the fanfares so they sound as though they are 

coming from both near and far.  He did this by alternating the fanfares between 

trumpets and horns, between solo and tutti, and between major and minor 

tonalities.  The shifting instrumentation is accompanied by shifting dynamics, the 

latter specifically marked to change virtually every measure.  The flourish begins 

forte, then softens to mezzo-forte in the next measure and down to pianissimo by 

the next.  The marking poco a poco crescendo follows and the collective fanfares 

swell back to forte over the next ten measures.   

Harmonically, the fanfares follow the formula established earlier in the 

Overture.  Once a tonal center has been firmly established, the harmony is 

destabilized by creating a seventh chord (most often a diminished seventh) on 

the tonic.  This seventh chord resolves inward and a new tonal center is 
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established. In this section of fanfares, Bretan started in the key of A-major and 

lowered the tonality down by a series of steps.  Within each new tonal center, a 

new seventh chord is formed, and the pattern repeats.  The descent ends in       

E major which functions as a dominant chord for the easy return of the beginning 

key of A-major. 

At the start of the next section, Bretan makes a complete texture break.  

The brass falls silent and only the strings and oboe continue the fanfare.  The 

whole orchestra enters over the next 3 measures, layering in parts and creating a 

crescendo that leads directly to the second full statement of Lucifer’s 

reminiscence theme.  The theme is played fortissimo in unison by celli, basses, 

tuba, trombones and bassoons.  This statement of Lucifer’s reminiscence theme 

is the musical climax of the opera thus far.   

With Lucifer’s entrance, it is not the opening lines of Eminescu’s poem that 

Bretan set to music first.  Lucifer sings Din haos, Doamne, am apărut, Şi m-aş 

întoarce-n haos. (From Chaos, Father, I’ve come and would return to Chaos.)  

Bretan began the opera with the 293rd line of Eminescu’s poem.  The conflict 

between Lucifer’s love for the mortal King’s daughter and his own eternal nature 

is already raging inside him.  Bretan made the choice to rearrange Eminescu’s 

poem for the sake of the drama.  Starting with this line, the audience is 

immediately drawn into the conflict.  By contrast, the opening lines of the poem 

are those of a fairy-tale, essentially “Once upon a time”, hardly what one would 

expect after the dramatic cacophony of fanfares that leads to the opening lines.  
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At first, Lucifer is declamatory and addresses his statements in a very 

straightforward manner to the Archangel.  He sings authoritatively using musical 

fragments from his own theme.  Bretan scored the opening lines in octaves, as 

the role was created for baritone or tenor.  The lower octave is preferable, as it 

will provide a contrast as he sings the complete reminiscence theme up the 

octave in the next phrase.   

Lucifer yearns for rest, Mi-e sete de repaos.  The music becomes less 

dramatic and softens with the idea of “rest”.  Bretan adds an e natural 

appoggiatura “…repaos” (rest) then resolves to a d flat (Example 1.10). The 

augmented step down from the appoggiatura to the non-harmonic d flat is a 

surprise to the unsuspecting listener.  It is in actuality a step and a half scale 

movement characteristic of a gypsy scale used frequently in local folk music and 

which Bretan uses often in his compositions. 

With this transition to softer music and using the appoggiatura as an 

expressive sob, Bretan is trying to establish Lucifer’s anguish.  The singer must 

be careful that the appoggiatura is not rushed and is heard clearly.  Though 

certainly a passing ornamental note, the E natural should not be performed too 

quickly12.  In practice, the E natural should be held slightly until it sounds clearly 

in the hall, then resolve to the fourth and finally down to the third.  The singers 

should not rush off the appoggiatura E natural or bend the pitch.  The dissonant 

moment signifies the pain and frustration felt by Lucifer.  It is common 

performance practice for operatic singers to add such expressive appoggiaturas 

                                                
12 Unfortunately, the tenor singing the role of Lucifer on the Nimbus 

recording mistakenly sings an E flat appoggiatura and the moment is lost.   
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Example 1.10:  The E natural appoggiatura.  

 

to opera arias without any indication from the composer.  The fact that Bretan 

added the detail in the score is evidence of his background as a singer.  

As Lucifer continues, he sings his own reminiscence theme in complete 

form.  He sings in unison with the low strings and bassoons, echoed by the horns 

in the following measure (Example 1.11).  He asks his father to take back the 

royal crown and end his immortal existence in the “dark and choking eternity”.  All 

these he will forego to become mortal and experience the earthly love of the 

King’s Daughter. 

It is worth noting that Lucifer refers to his father as “Doamne” rather than 

the more common word “Tată”.  By choosing to use “Doamne”, Eminescu uses a 

word that carries deeper meaning.  It can be translated as “father”, but carries 

with it “lord” and “creator”.  Eminescu never names the father, but Bretan 

recognized the being as Michael the Archangel which is in keeping with the 

traditional legend of Lucifer.    
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Example 1.11:  Lucifer singing reminiscence theme with echo in horns.   

 

Lucifer’s boldness wanes momentarily.  Bretan softens the vocal line, 

which begins to move away from Lucifer’s reminiscence theme as he recognizes 

the power of the Archangel to grant life or death.  The line now moves by step in 

triplet patterns as Lucifer offers respect and praise to the Archangel.  But 

thereafter, Lucifer returns to his own thoughts, his own reminiscence theme, 

singing with force as he restates his yearning that the Archangel remove his 

crown, take back his eternal nature and grant him the love of this mortal.  Lucifer 

uses his theme even more forcefully this time, beginning it on a high f flat, then 

again on an e flat.  Bretan offers no lower octave as an option to the singer at this 

Celli, basses, 
and bassoons 

 
Echo in 
I, II, III Horns 
 

Reminiscence theme  

Reminiscence theme  
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dramatic moment.  Only at the end of this outburst does Bretan relent and give a 

lower option to the baritone (Example 1.12). 

Example 1.12: Luceafărul’s return to the reminiscence theme. 

 

The Archangel never engages Lucifer in a conversation, but calls upon 

him to consider carefully what he is requesting.  The Archangel calls Lucifer by 

another name, Hyperion (literally Hyper-eon), reminding Lucifer that he is above 

all the ages and “a wonder for all time”.  His first line is unaccompanied which 

Return to 
reminiscence 
theme 

Lower octave as an option 
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helps the basso to be heard as he drops an octave to the low tonic on (Example 

1.13).   

Example 1.13:  Entrance of Michael the Archangel. 

 

Without emotion, he reminds Lucifer of his beginnings and the power he 

possesses.  In his wisdom, the Archangel calls upon Lucifer to use reason to 

overcome passion.  Bretan’s music underscores the authority with which the 
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Archangel speaks.  Each line is punctuated forcefully with leaping flourishes of 

brass and strings.  It is the Creator speaking and his authority is absolute.  

Phrase by phrase, he points out to Lucifer the difference in his existence and the 

unlucky fate of mankind “who live and die like the rising and setting of the sun”.  

Michael the Archangel is stoic and not moved by Lucifer’s grievance.  Bretan sets 

the Archangel’s answers in short phrases, one stanza at a time.  

Bretan arranges every statement with increasing orchestral forces which 

serve to punctuate each point made by the Archangel.   He marks the music 

Grandioso.  The Archangel sings an altered version of Lucifer’s reminiscence 

theme as he addresses him concerning his eternal nature.  Although Bretan 

provides lower pitches as an ossia, it is preferable the bass voice sing with the 

original notation so the altered version of the Lucifer theme is more easily heard.  

Bretan changes the theme so that it rises at the end instead of plunging 

downward.  The rising pitches match the inflection of the question, “But you, 

Hyperion … for whom is your death worth?”  Returning to his opening music, the 

Archangel commands Lucifer to “...Turn back, look down again.  Go and see 

what is waiting there for you on the ever changing earth”!  

Harmonically, the Archangel is as firmly planted as is his existence.  His 

music begins in E major and modulates quickly to the dominant.  Bretan uses the 

stability of conventional harmony to establish the immovable character of the 

Archangel.  It is at this point the Archangel sings Luceafarul’s reminiscence 

theme, returning back to the key of E major as likewise he commands Lucifer to 

turn back.  This return to E major is predictable, completely in keeping with the 
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character of the Archangel who is forevermore steadfast and unmovable.  He is 

the archetype of consistency.  The Archangel remains grounded in the key of E 

major. 

As the first scene ends, the chorus of stars takes up the words of the 

Archangel.  “Oh star serene, look down once more…”.  The text that follows is 

one of the few moments where Bretan interpolated his own text for dramatic 

purposes.  It is a chorus of adoration ending with a sustained “Alleluia”.  Bretan 

calls for the curtain to close during the last measure.  The scene ends the way it 

began, with a chorus of praise.  

 

Scene Two 

The Act 

The climatic end of the Prologue is followed by a measure of silence, a 

“Grand Pause”.  With no other preparation, the entr’acte music begins with solo 

English horn.  In contrast to the full ensemble that ends the Prologue, the English 

horn plays completely unaccompanied.  The entirety of the entr’acte music 

consists of a solo, lyrical theme descending in triplet patterns.  The theme is 

repeated several times as it is passed from English horn, to French horn, to 

trombone and back again to French horn.  Each repetition is a semi-tone higher 

than the one before.  The music is intended to allow time for a scene change and 

to help make the change inaudible to the audience.  Bretan wrote a statement in 

the score explaining the entr’acte music may be omitted should the opera be 

performed in concert version.  
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Evidence of Bretan’s experience as a stage director can be seen in scenic 

details he includes in the score which describe in great detail the scene that 

should follow.   

The scene is set on a large, curved terrace in the palace of the fairy-tale 
king.  On the stage right and left there are entrances to the palace.  It is 
evening.  There is only one star in the sky, Lucifer brightly shines.  
Downstage left, The King’s Daughter lies on a high couch viewing and 
contemplating Lucifer.  At the foot of the steps of the couch, on a cushion 
sits the Lady-In-Waiting and to her right lies a harp.  Downstage left a yellow 
flame lights the scene.  The main light for the scene is blue.  In the center of 
the scene is a railing, behind which is a white, transparent veil.  A black-
covered practicable is set-up.  The background is dark.  The King’s 
Daughter lies with her feet against the background; her head is supported 
on her right arm.  Her couch is covered with luxurious tapestries and white 
fur on which red roses are strewn about.  The King’s Daughter plays with a 
rose.  On the same the black practicable rest a picture of Lucifer.13 
 

 
The music that opens the act is similar to the entr’acte music.  A recurring 

theme is shared by an English horn and an oboe supported by a tremolo in the 

strings.  Again showing his interest in detailed staging, Bretan specified that the 

curtain should rise in measure nine following the first statement of the theme.  

The curtain rises to reveal seven female dancers performing for The King’s 

Daughter.  She is melancholy and fixes her gaze, not on the ballet being 

performed for her, but upon Lucifer.  The dance music, all based upon the same 

recurring theme, continues for 60 measures.  The King’s Daughter shows no 

interest in the ballet.  Bretan added a note in the score saying “She loves Lucifer, 

but he is far away.  For that reason, she is always mournful.”14 

                                                
13 Bretan, Luceafărul, 25. 
14 Ibid. 
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Bretan includes more details in the score concerning the staging of the 

dancers.  “The dancers repeat as necessary.  At the first word of the Lady-In-

Waiting, they are to form a picturesque group. Later at (rehearsal number) 17, 

they will exit individually, stage right with the Lady-In-Waiting.”15 

The music of the short ballet section is characterized by a four note 

descending pattern which reflects the mood of The King’s Daughter more than 

the efforts of the dancers to distract her with their pantomime.  The music of the 

ballet is repeated in its entirety.  Like the melancholy of The King’s Daughter, it 

neither develops into anything new, nor is it transformed into something of better 

humor.  The dancers fail in their attempt to lift the mood of The King’s Daughter.  

Finally, their music is interrupted by the Lady-In-Waiting when she plays a chord 

upon her harp.  Bretan wrote a recitative passage for the Lady-In-Waiting to 

abruptly announce “A Song!  Now listen to my song!”  

Her “song” begins in a style of an intoned chant though accompanied by a 

harp with simple chords played in straight quarter notes.  The text to her song is 

the opening of the Eminescu poem.  Beyond relocating the text for the opera 

Bretan did not alter the opening strophes of the poem.  He sets the lines in 

simple meter using only eighth notes and patterns of dotted-eighth and sixteenth 

notes.   

The straight rhythm and chant-like melody provide a striking contrast to 

the viola and the Eb clarinet simultaneously playing a countermelody that is 

based upon Lucifer’s reminiscence theme.  Bretan treats the theme differently in 

                                                
15 Ibid., 26. 
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this setting.  As it was originally stated in the Prologue, the reminiscence theme 

was orchestrated con forza with intense instrumentation.  The statement in the 

prologue had a strong masculine ending as it descended to a downbeat with an 

authentic cadence.  In this setting, Bretan orchestrates the theme differently 

using solo viola and clarinet.  He diminishes several note values causing the 

reminiscence theme to end on the last beat of the measure instead of a strong 

downbeat.  The end of the theme steps up from the dominant to the submediant 

and avoids the tonic, making a feminine ending (Example 1.14).   

In this statement Bretan associates Lucifer’s reminiscence theme with The 

King’s Daughter.  The changes in the theme project uncertainty rather than the 

bold self-assurance represented by the first statement associated with Lucifer 

himself.  The uncertainty that is sensed in this statement of Lucifer’s 

reminiscence theme matches the indecision expressed later by The King’s 

Daughter to Lucifer.  

At the end of the aria, the Lady-In-Waiting continues to play her harp.  The 

dancers continue to dance during the instrumental interlude which segues into 

the music of The King’s Daughter.  As the focus shifts to The King’s Daughter, 

the music modulates from F# major to f# minor.  The minor mode sounds more 

characteristic of a gypsy scale with its interval of a step and a half between the 

third and the fourth scale degree, but Bretan uses the raised fourth in the music 

for both women.  The text for King’s Daughter is taken from the 45th quatrain of 

the poem and illustrates the only way Bretan alters the original text. Eminescu’s 

original Iar ea vorbind cu el în somn (Again, she speaks to him in her sleep) is 
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 Example 1.14:  Reminiscence theme with feminine ending. 

Reminiscence Theme 

Reminiscence theme 
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changed to Odat ea vorbind cu el în somn (Again, I speak to him in my sleep).  

The change places the text in the first person without disturbing the iambic foot of 

the poetry which Bretan sets musically in a triple meter.  Other similar alterations 

to the text occur when necessary.   

The music in the f# minor mode serves to reflect The King’s Daughter’s 

melancholy.  The orchestration is full, though the dynamic marking is piano.  The 

vocal line is marked mezzo-forte.  From the beginning, the singer is singing with 

considerable force and expressivo.  By the third phrase, the full ensemble 

is playing forte and the soprano is singing fortissimo while sustaining a high A.16  

It should be noted that Bretan scores the high notes as optional notes and 

provides a lower part for those singers less able to sustain the high notes.  But 

an important musical effect is lost if the high notes are not sung.  The two 

previous phrases have been building in dynamics and rising up the scale.  The 

lower notes of the penultimate phrase in the section, though easier to sing, are 

anticlimactic.  Pairing with the dramatic text, these phrases should be climactic.  

It is here The King’s Daughter finally calls upon Lucifer to descend to earth and 

come to her.  Oh dulce-al nopŃii mele domn, De ce nu vii tu?  Vină!  (Oh sweet 

Lord of my dreams, why do you not draw near to me?  Come!)    

                                                
16 The vocal line is a difficult one for a soprano.  It is not unusual in 

operatic literature that a soprano will need to sustain a high A, but complicating 
this difficult passage is the fact it occurs so early in the role.  It is even further 
complicated by the fact she must remain silent on stage for several minutes 
before she begins to sing.  Any soprano singing this role will have to be ready to 
sing con forza as soon as the curtain rises. Only the most technically secure and 
confident soprano should attempt the role. 
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An extended arioso for The King’s Daughter’s follows.  In it, she relates a 

dream she had of Lucifer and his first descent from the heavens.  Bretan’s 

decision to set the text of Lucifer’s first descent in a dream differs from 

Eminescu’s poem where the descent is literal.  Bretan’s decision is very effective 

for several reasons.  First, it allows Bretan to keep Eminescu’s text of Lucifer’s 

first appearance fully intact without having to actually stage it.  Having Lucifer 

descend twice would be difficult to stage in the confines of a one-act opera 

without being redundant.  Second, by having the King’s Daughter relate Lucifer’s 

first appearance in the poem as though it were a dream, Bretan is able to build 

anticipation of Lucifer’s actual descent and sustain it until it occurs later in the 

drama.   

The King’s Daughter’s scene is divided into three contrasting sections.  

The first section ends as she calls upon Lucifer to descend.  The second section 

begins abruptly with a new texture.  The key changes from f# minor to F# major, 

the tempo quickens to Allegro con grazia, and the meter changes from triple-

simple to duple-simple.  Though the musical meter has changed, the metrical 

foot of the poetry remains unchanged as it does throughout the poem.  Bretan 

keeps the feeling of the iambic foot by placing emphasis on the strong syllables 

of the words.  He accomplishes this by using intervals that leap up and down a 

perfect 4th in quick sixteenth-note pattern (Example 1.15).  
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Example 1.15: Second section of The King’s Daughter’s arioso. 

 

Bretan draws attention to the dramatic nature of Eminescu’s text with 

other changes in the second section.  He divided the text into short, declamatory 

phrases: M-a ascultat, termurător, Şi s-a aprins mai tare;  S-a aruncat, fulgerător, 

S-a cufundat in mare.  (The more he heard, the more he trembled and burned 

violently!  He threw himself at lightening speed into the water.)  The forceful 

setting of the text combined with the rhythmic punctuation of the orchestra 

creates a dramatic musical setting for the powerful descent of Lucifer into the 

sea.  
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The third section of the scene begins as she sings of Lucifer’s descent.  

His reminiscence theme erupts from a fortissimo grandioso in the brass.  The 

theme is played twice in its entirety, the second statement a fourth higher than 

the first.  A third statement avoids resolution and descends over two measures.  

This is the musical picture of her dream of Lucifer’s descent into the sea, a 

plunge he makes “with lightning speed” (Example 1.16).   

Example 1.16:  Three statements of the reminiscence theme beginning 

the third section. 

 

Ecstatically The King’s Daughter sings of the rings that appear in the 

water where Lucifer entered the sea.  Her music is Lucifer’s reminiscence theme.   

She describes Lucifer as he rises from the deep.  He appears as a ghostly man 

with eyes of ice.  Bretan drew attention to the stark appearance of Lucifer by 

Luceafarul’s reminiscence theme 

 

Third statement extended descent 

Brass, Bassoons, Celli and Basses in octaves 
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composing the next seven measures to be sung virtually unaccompanied.  The 

sudden quietness of the orchestration is in complete contrast to the forceful 

statement of Lucifer’s reminiscence theme just measures earlier.  Again, the 

melody of The King’s Daughter borrows from Lucifer’s theme.  With the orchestra 

punctuating between phrases, The King’s Daughter is free to be expressive 

concerning the rise of Lucifer from his “watery grave.” 

Bretan inverts the reminiscence theme as The King’s Daughter sings of 

the light which shines from Lucifer’s eyes and the staff he carries with him 

(Example 1.17).    It is preferable that the singer choose not to take the optional 

high note offered by Bretan, because the inversion of the reminiscence theme 

would be lost.  Nevertheless, should the singer’s voice be unable to carry  

Example 1:17   Reminiscence theme inverted 
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sufficient power to be heard in the lower octave, Bretan included the upper 

octave as a viable option.  As The King’s Daughter continues to describe her 

dream of Lucifer’s appearance, her excitement settles into a melody marked 

dolce.  In contrast to the climatic moment just past, the new texture has a light 

orchestration consisting of strings accompanying her in eighth note triplets with 

the Lady-In-Waiting strumming her harp once again.  

The King’s Daughter begins to describe Lucifer’s ghostly complexion.  

Though his appearance is frightening as a corpse, it is not grotesque.  Bretan 

does nothing to accentuate the daunting description of Lucifer’s face, but instead 

marks the vocal line piano and piu mosso.  The soft dynamics Bretan uses help 

to soften the effect of Eminescu’s description of Lucifer.   Again, the vocal line 

starts a cappella but is soon punctuated by the strings playing the theme of the 

previous Allegro con grazia. 

Suddenly a voice from offstage is heard and the dream of The King’s 

Daughter is brought to an abrupt end.  Ironically after all of the anticipation built 

for Lucifer’s descent in the previous scene, it is not his arrival that is heard, but 

the voice of a fisherman who comes to serenade the Lady-In-Waiting.  There is 

no fisherman in the original poem by Eminescu.  Bretan creates the character 

with text adapted from the original poem.   

His idea of introducing the new character serves the story well.  The 

momentum produced by the previous scene was leading nowhere dramatically.  

Either the dream of the King’s Daughter was going to end with no place for the 

story to go, or Lucifer was going to have to suddenly appear.  Neither alternative 
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was desirable.  From a staging standpoint, the appearance of Lucifer would 

never work with the Lady-In-Waiting and her full compliment of dancers still on 

stage.  Bretan introduces the “Song of the Fisherman” into the story to take care 

of both problems. 

The “Song of the Fisherman” is in the style of a Barcarolle, though instead 

of the characteristic compound meter, Bretan uses a triple-simple meter.  He 

creates the rocking or rowing characteristic of a Barcarolle by the way he 

arranges the stressed and unstressed beats.  By placing a half-note on the 

downbeat in each measure, he weakens the second beat.  The third beat of each 

measure either moves with a rising triplet pattern leading into the next downbeat, 

or is the unstressed ending of a phrase.  The triplet pattern on the third beat 

produces the same impression as that of a compound meter.  Without viewing 

the score, there is nothing to indicate to the listener that the song is anything but 

a Barcarolle in a triple-compound meter (Example 1.18). 

Example 1.18:  The Fisherman’s Song 
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The role of the Fisherman is written for a tenor, and is well suited for a 

lyric tenor.  The song is divided into three verses of 16 bars each.  The vocal 

range exceeds an octave only by a half-step, extending from F3 to F#4, though 

the tessitura is on the higher end of the range.  Initially, Bretan thins the 

orchestration considerably from the previous music allowing the off stage 

Fisherman to be easily heard. Save for the viola part that is in unison with the 

tenor in the first 16 bar section, the strings are pizzicato and all the other 

instruments play short eighth notes on beats one and two, resting on beat three.  

In the second section, the presence of the tenor’s voice having been established, 

Bretan fills out the orchestration.  All parts play more sustained.  The bassoon 

and cello take the melody from the viola and play in octaves with the tenor.  In 

the final section of the song, The Lady-In-Waiting joins the Fisherman for a duet.  

With the exception of a few lines of contrasting movement, the loving couple’s 

union is made clear to the audience as they sing in parallel sixths. 

Harmonically the song is conventional, written in a-minor.  The second 

verse of the song modulates to the parallel major and makes occasional use of a 

raised fourth scale degree.  There is nothing in the text to indicate why Bretan 

would change the key to A major, but the modulations make an effective three 

part form as it transposes back to the a minor in the third and final section.  The 

“Song of the Fisherman” comes to a close with a harp playing a pianissimo 

arpeggiated chord.  Bretan follows the tranquil ending with several beats of 

silence.   

The insertion of the “Song of the Fisherman” may at first seem an 
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unnecessary distraction from the progression of the story, but in actuality it has 

the opposite effect.  The song is the device Bretan uses to remove all the 

distractions on the stage and focus the attention of the audience and the music 

on the King’s Daughter and Lucifer. 

Now the King’s Daughter is alone and silent on stage.  The four note, 

descending theme that characterized the opening music of the act is heard again 

from the oboe and English horn.  Suddenly the tranquility of the moment is 

shattered by the dramatic outburst of the King’s Daughter.  Once again, showing 

his roots in theater, Bretan gives explicit staging instructions to the soprano.  He 

has a very clear picture of what he wishes to create. 

The King’s Daughter imploring, lifts her left arm toward Lucifer so that the 
outstretched arm runs parallel to the floor.  Her right arm hangs down 
relaxed.  At the beginning, her head should be turned toward the listeners 
and at the end toward the course of Lucifer.17 
 
The King’s Daughter sings a single quatrain from the poem.   

Cobori în jos, Luceafărul bland, 
Alunecând pe o rază, 
Pătrunde-n casă, şi în gând 
Şi viaŃa-mi luminează! 

Descend to me, fair Evening Star 
Glide down upon a beam, 
Enter my dwelling and my mind 
As o’er my life you gleam!18 

 
Though the quatrain only appears once in the opera, it recurs three times in the 

poem.  She calls Lucifer with these words in each of the two descents, and once 

more at the end of the poem when she calls out to Lucifer while in the arms of 

another lover.  In the final occurrence, as Lucifer is looking down from his place 

in the heavens, the King’s Daughter changes the final line to: Norocu-mi 

luminează! (Shine over my good fortune!). 

                                                
17 Ibid., 40. 
18  Judit Bretan, translations for Luceafărul, 42. 
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 The four lines are dramatic, sung forte and in a high range.  The melody is 

based upon a recurring theme from the tranquil section just ended.  The vocal 

line leaps to sustained high notes and then falls away as the orchestra ascends 

with energetic, dotted rhythmic patterns. The musical phrases are paired.  The 

first two phrases are the same.  In the last phrase, the soprano is given a high C 

as the climatic note (Example 1:19). 

 Example 1.19: High C and optional F# for The King’s Daughter’s climatic 

phrase 

.  
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The atmosphere is one of dramatic tension.  Will Lucifer descend?   The 

listener is held in suspense as Bretan intensifies the sense of anticipation by 

adding one measure of silence with a whole rest and fermata.  The question is 

answered with force.  The orchestra explodes into Lucifer’s reminiscence theme.  

Lucifer is descending.  The theme is played in an e minor mode.  The effect is 

not one of a lover’s dream fulfilled, but of a cataclysmic event.  There is a sense 

of dread as Lucifer begins his descent.  The statement of the reminiscence 

theme is followed by eight measures of rising flourishes that abruptly modulate a 

half step lower to eb minor.  Suddenly, the reminiscence theme explodes a 

second time from the low brass, immediately echoed by the full orchestra.  It is 

even louder, marked fortissimo.  Bretan slows the tempo from Andante to Largo.  

The music cadences into a minor seventh and ultimately moves to a diminished 

seventh which is left unresolved.  It is followed by a Pauză Grand (Grand Pause).  

Again Bretan suspends the anticipation.  Lucifer has descended, but he is not yet 

seen.   

The silence of the Pauză Grand dissipates the energy.  Luceafărul rises 

from the darkness.  Going far beyond other composers of his generation, Bretan 

fills the score with explicit stage instructions.  First he writes detailed instructions 

on how the descent may be depicted on stage by mounting a light bulb onto a 

metal plate fitted with wheels.  “The metal plate should be fitted onto a track of 

parallel metal wires and a lever can be used to raise and lower the apparatus as 

necessary”.19  This technical information is followed by his detailed explanation of 

                                                
19 Ibid., 41. 
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how Lucifer should appear after the descent, during the Grand Pause. 

In the instant that Lucifer falls, the King’s Daughter walks toward him as if 
surprised and frightened.  When he appears, he turns his head toward 
her.  She stops and does not dare to look at him.  He rises in the 
background, as though from the sea behind the dark vale.  He is a 
beautiful young man appearing this time without angel wings.  He is 
cloaked in silk and his blond hair is surrounded by a golden band.   
He climbs over the railing and his whole shape is seen.  Invisible to the 
public, he has a black velvet cloak that he can throw over his head and 
disappear, but only after the lights above him are extinguished.20 
 
The silence is broken by a soft statement of the reminiscence theme by 

solo horn in  Eb major.  Lucifer sings a soliloquy consisting of three quatrains from 

the original poem.  Bretan chose three that quickly move the story forward.  In 

the first, Lucifer identifies himself to the King’s Daughter, revealing the 

mysterious essence of his being.  Bretan uses a very simple melody 

accompanied by soft brass in the orchestra. 

Din sfera mea venii cu greu 
Ca să-Ńi urmez chemarea, 
Iar cerul este tatăl meu 
Şi mumă-mea e marea. 

Down from the heavens I have come, 
Though dreadful the commotion; 
My father is the vaulted dome, 
My mother is the ocean.21  

 

After the climatic music that preceded this scene, the opening lines are 

understated.  Bretan indicates no stage movements.  These elements combined 

with Lucifer’s unworldly appearance create a mysterious atmosphere.  Bretan 

creates for the audience the same sensation Eminescu reveals is felt by the 

King’s Daughter. 

The second quatrain chosen by Bretan calls for the King’s Daughter to 

leave her home and follow him. 

                                                
20 Ibid., 41-43. 
21  Judit Bretan, translations, 44. 
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O, vin’ odorul meu nespus, 
Şi lumea ta o lasă; 
Eu sunt Luceafărul de sus, 
Iar tu să-mi fii mireasă 

Oh, come my treasure! Leave far 
The world where you abide; 
My love, I am The Evening Star, 
And you shall be my bride.22 

 

Bretan changes the music to a more active, dotted rhythm and adds an 

accelerando and crescendo.  The dynamics are terraced, first with the addition of 

oboes, followed in the next measure by flutes, and then trumpets.  The ensemble 

builds to a forte by the third quatrain.  Bretan slows the tempo to Largo and the 

forte is sustained by pulsating triplet patterns in the strings. 

O, vin’, în părul tău bălai 
S-anin cununi de stele, 
Pe-a mele ceruri să răsai 
Mai mândră decât ele. 

Oh, come, and on your fair-haired head 
A wreath of stars I’ll lay, 
That from my heavens you may shed 
More glorious light than they.23  

 

Originally, Bretan had the King’s Daughter’s respond rather strongly using 

Lucifer’s reminiscence theme as her melody.  She referred to his appearance as 

“alien” and “lifeless”.  Sometime after the opening performance, Bretan 

composed a new response for the King’s Daughter.  He did not cut the original 

music, but inserted the new music which later returns to the original score.  Dr. 

Judit Bretan, the composer’s daughter, is not certain when the new music was 

composed and inserted:  “To my knowledge, (I was not yet here in 1921!) he 

added the duet because the music was needed to extend the scene.”24 

Not only does it extend the scene, the additional text and music also add a 

new dimension to the character of the King’s Daughter.  According to Bretan’s 

                                                
22  Ibid. 
23 Ibid. 
24 Dr. Judit Bretan le Bovit, personal interview by author, Cluj, Romania, 

May 12, 2004.  
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stage directions, the King’s Daughter is frightened and cannot bear to look at 

Lucifer as she responds.  Her original response does not match his description.  

It uses the forceful music of Lucifer’s reminiscence theme as she sings 

unflinchingly concerning his alien appearance.  The newer music is marked piano 

and never uses the reminiscence theme.  Her response is much more timid.  

Unlike the original version, she does not immediately refer to his alien 

appearance, but sings of the conflict between her attraction to him and her fear of 

him.  

O, eşti frumos cu numa-n vis 
Un demon se arată, 
Dară pe calea ce-ai deschis 
N-oi merge nicidată. 
 
Căci vai, un chip aievea nu eşti, 
Astfel cum treci, 
Şi umbra ta se pierde 
În negurile reci. 

You like a demon beautiful 
Appear in a dream to me, 
But I will never tread upon 
The path you show to me 
 
Because you’re just an image pale, 
No substance has your face, 
You pass in cold and lifeless fog, 
You do not leave a trace.25 

 
All this is stated musically in d minor.  The orchestration is thin, beginning 

with only winds.  The accompaniment is uncomplicated, comprised of pulsating 

eighth note chords (Example 1.20).  All these elements combine to change the 

character of the once fearless King’s Daughter.  She calls out passionately to her 

celestial lover begging him to descend.  Now that he has descended, she 

becomes more vulnerable, filled with fear and regret.  

Bretan adds more than new music.  Beginning with the King’s Daughter’s 

lines Căci vai, un chip aievea nu eşti….   Bretan quotes from another Eminescu 

poem Din valurile vremii (From Waves of Time), dividing the stanzas of the poem 

                                                
25  Judit Bretan, translations, 46. 
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Example 1.20:  The King’s Daughter’s response added subsequent to first 

performance 
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in half, making quatrains out of couplets.  The division of the stanzas does 

momentarily change the rhyme scheme in the opera from A,B,A,B to A,B,C,B.  

This continues through Lucifer’s response that follows. 

Din valurile vremii, 
Tubita mea, răsai 
Cu braŃele de marmur, 
Cu părul lung, bălai. 
 
E faŃa-mi străvezie 
Ca faŃa albei ceri, 
Slăbită e de umbra 
Duioaselor dureri. 

You rise up from the waves of time, 
My darling love most fair, 
With arms of marble so sublime, 
With long and golden hair. 
 
My face, translucent, gleams like wax. 
So pale and wan and thin, 
From shadows of sweet suffering 
With hollows sunken in.26 

 

The text from the poem Din valurile vremii matches the imagery of 

Luceafărul.  Beyond the change in the rhyme scheme, the transition into the 

poem and back to the original is virtually unnoticeable.  It is not known why 

Bretan inserted text from another poem.  Similar imagery of “rising from the 

waves of time” and descriptions of Lucifer’s blond hair are used in the original 

poem.   It can be noted that nowhere in the poem Luceafărul does he speak of 

his own pain and sorrow in the manner Eminescu wrote in Din valurile vremii.   

In the midst of their dialogue, Bretan borrows and adapts a single quatrain 

from another of Eminescu’s poems Pe lângâ plopii fără sot. 

 Ai să trăeşti tu veacuri 
Şi rânduri de vieŃi, 
Cu ale tale braŃe 
Înmărmurind măreŃ 

Through endless centuries you’ll live, 
While you give me love sublime, 
With arms as fixed as marble, 
You’ll move through endless time.27 

 

Bretan ends the dialogue by borrowing again from Din varulile vremii. 

                                                
26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid., 48. 
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Cu zămbetul tău dulce 
De mangai ochii mei 
Femeie-I fi-ntre stele 
Stea intre femei 

When your sweet face shines bright with love, 
Your smile will comfort me, 
You’ll be woman among the stars, 
A star among women you will be.28 

 

According to his daughter Judit, “Bretan knew the poetry of Eminescu by 

heart and could call upon the text at anytime to add it to melodies he had been 

composing.” 29   It is possible that this part of the opera came from songs Bretan 

had started composing based upon the different poems of Eminescu. 

At this point the inserted music ends and the music returns to the original 

score.  What follows is not a duet, but a dialogue that becomes increasingly 

animated.  The dialogue begins with both characters singing the music of the 

reminiscence theme.  Bretan’s use of the theme underscores the paradox the 

two characters now face. The reminiscence theme represents the immortal realm 

fundamental to the nature of Lucifer.  The characteristics of his immortality 

appear in his features, but they frighten the King’s Daughter.  She describes what 

she sees as death.  

Lucifer responds with the same reminiscence theme.  He expresses much 

the same argument, but describes himself not as “dead” but “immortal”.   Bretan 

presents the listener with a paradox.  For the mortal, immortality cannot be 

obtained without dying.  The immortal cannot achieve the love of a mortal he 

desires without forfeiting his immortality.  Schopenhauer’s influence on Emeniscu 

can be clearly seen.  The paradox is the recurring frustration of the will.   As 

                                                
28  Ibid. 

29 Judit Bretan, personal interview by author, Cluj, Romania, May 12, 
2004. 
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Schopenhauer points out, there can be no satisfaction of the will, only a 

cessation of the willing. 

The King’s Daughter’s frustration is further illustrated by her music.  After 

singing the reminiscence theme marked mf, Bretan composes a vocal line that 

rises in pitch and dynamics. The phrases grow increasingly shorter as she 

continues to describe Lucifer’s frightening appearance.  Her music ends 

dramatically.  She sings forte on an appoggiatura that resolves down from A5 

sustained with a fermata, to G5 (Example 1.21).  

In contrast Lucifer’s response is subdued.  He sings the reminiscence 

theme piano.  The orchestration is light, composed only of sustained strings.  By 

the end of the dialogue, he relents.  In declamatory style, Lucifer agrees to 

exchange his immortality for the love of a mortal.   

At this crucial moment, Bretan did not follow what might have been seen 

as conventional and compose a passionate duet to celebrate the union of the two 

loves.  Instead, Bretan’s music presents a much different atmosphere.  The duet 

that follows expresses the bewilderment of the King’s Daughter and the union 

seems incomplete. Bretan adapts two lines from the original poem to express her 

disorientation. Vis mi-e viat¸a…vis dorul meu (My life is a dream…my desire is a 

dream).  Bretan’s setting of these lines can mean one of two things.  Either her 

dream is coming true and she is moved with joy at the anticipation of her 

satisfaction, or she realizes that her longings will never be fulfilled and can never 

be more than a dream.  The latter interpretation is more in line with 

Schopenhauer’s influence on the poet, Eminescu. 
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Example 1.21:  The King’s Daughter’s frustration and Lucifer’s subdued 

response with Reminiscence Theme.  

 

 

Reminiscence Theme  

The King’s Daughter’s Frustration  
expressed in short phrases. 
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At this point in the original poem, Lucifer ascends to the heavens and asks 

the Archangel to free him from his bonds of immortality.  It is the scene which 

Bretan used as the opening scene of the opera. Having used it previously, he 

cannot draw upon the scene to show Lucifer has acted upon his decision to 

become a mortal.  As a result, the duet leaves the listener in suspense and 

Lucifer exits the scene without doing anything to cast away his immortality. 

Bretan later published the music of this duet arranged as a solo art song.  The 

text is the first quatrain from another poem by Eminescu, Lasă-Ńi lumea ta uitată  

(Leave and Forget Your World).   

Lasă-Ńi lumea ta uitată, 
Mi te dă cu totul mie, 
De Ńi-ai da viaŃa toată, 
Nime-n lume nu ne ştie. 

Forget your world, love 
Give yourself completely now to me. 
If you were to give to me your whole life, 
Then no one in this whole world would know.30 

 
The theme from the duet is a second leading motive, or reminiscence 

theme in the opera.  With its descending minor scale, it is easily recognized as 

Bretan has used it many times previously in the opera.   The first time was in the 

Overture to the Prologue (Example 1.22-a).  The theme is heard again, though 

slightly modified, in the opening aria of the Lady-In-Waiting as she describes the 

King’s Daughter viewing the realm of Lucifer (Example 1.22-b).  It is heard 

forcefully in the music of the King’s Daughter as she calls upon Luceafarul to 

descend (Example 1.22-c).  On this occasion, she repeats the motive four times 

in succession, each time with growing intensity.   

 

                                                
30  Judit Bretan, translations, 54. 
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Example 1.22: Second Reminiscent Theme 

 

b. Opening aria of the Lady-In  Waiting 

 

Solo cello.  Repeat played in solo violin two octaves higher. 

a. Overture 

Second Reminiscent Theme 
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c. The King’s Daughter calls upon Luceafarul to descend. 

 

Second reminiscent theme in melody. 
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It is through hindsight the listener becomes aware of the implication of the 

second reminiscence theme. (Certainly, the point could be made this would be 

true of any reminiscence theme unless the listener has foreknowledge of the 

device.)  Later, the theme is found in a solo line for English Horn heard just 

before Luceafărul pledges to cast away his immortal world and in a duet between 

the Page and the King’s Daughter.   
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In Eminescu’s poem, Luceafărul leaves the scene pledging to free himself 

from his immortal world.  The scene ends with the line: Pierind mai multe zile  

 (He disappeared for many days) and the King’s Daughter is left alone and 

vulnerable.  With the simple segue: în vremea asta Cătălin… (In the meantime, 

another, Catalin…) another character, Catalin the Page, enters the scene.  

Eminescu describes him as the “clever house boy…daring”31 in charge of 

carrying the train of the Queen’s gown as she walks.  He is mischievous and has 

the habit of spying on the King’s Daughter.  Seeing his chance, he approaches 

her boldly.  When the King’s Daughter tries to send him away, he demands to 

stay.   

In the opera, Bretan introduces Catalin though he never names him.  He is 

referred to in the score only as Pajul (the Page).  Bretan is specific with his stage 

instructions.  He places the Page on stage hidden behind the transparent veil 

spoken of in the opening stage instructions.  He spies on the King’s Daughter 

from behind the veil.  He is dressed in a “Romeo costume”32 carrying two or three 

roses as he begins to serenade the King’s Daughter.   

The text for his serenade is from yet another poem by Eminescu, La mijloc 

de codru (At the Center of the Forest).  It is a simple, romantic poem consisting 

of 13 lines, which Bretan sets in its entirety save for one line.  It cannot be 

determined why Bretan cut one line, but it may be for the sake of symmetry. The 

                                                
31 Ministerului Culturii Din România, Mihai Eminescu: Poezii = Versek,  

(Bucureşti: Curtea Veche Publishing, 2000), 180. 
32 Bretan, Luceafărul, 54. 
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meter of the poem is trochaic pentameter, different than any metrical foot yet 

used in the opera.  Bretan sets the music in duple/simple meter.   

The serenade begins in A major.33 The Page is accompanied by pizzicato 

strings and winds. The second statement of the melody is echoed measure by 

measure first in the flutes, then by the oboes, and lastly by the clarinets.  The 

descending vocal line that characterizes the melody moves in contrasting motion 

to the rising cello and bass lines.   Bretan’s melody gives insight to the immature 

character of the Page.  The recurring eighth note, two sixteenth note rhythm in 

the melody make the music sound like a dance, playful and taunting.   

Bretan’s staging notes call for the Page to move forward from behind the 

vale during the third verse of his serenade.  The music keeps the same rhythm 

and orchestration, but sounds more menacing as the key changes to a minor.   

His intentions are easily seen by the audience.  His character is not subtle.  He 

lets it be known that he has every intention of seducing the King’s Daughter. 

After three verses, the serenade ends on a diminished seventh chord 

which would predictably resolve to Bb major.  But Bretan does not resolve the 

chord and allows it to sustain for a measure as the Page waits for a response 

from the King’s Daughter.  The King’s Daughter is barely aware of the 

approaching Page.  Bretan’s stage notes say that she “is awakened from her 

                                                
33 The role of the Page is for a lyric tenor. The serenade must be sung 

with the confidence of youth, and the high notes must never sound forced and 
dramatic, but must ring freely and lyrically.  The characteristics of the voice 
should be in contrast to the more dramatic voice of Lucifer.   
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vision”.  Still affected by her vision, she responds to his long serenade with two 

words: Ce vrei? (What do you want?). 34 

The diminished seventh chord is left unresolved and the Page begins 

again in a major.  The abrupt return to A major from the diminished seventh 

chord creates an apparent disconnect and helps in the understanding of the 

scene.  The King’s Daughter is still lost in her desire for Lucifer and is not stirred 

by the Page’s serenade.  Beyond her two words, she does not respond musically 

by offering a melody of her own, nor does she even resolve the sustained 

dissonance of the diminished seventh chord.  It is all symbolic of her inability to 

connect with the Page.  

On the other hand, the return to the music in A major shows the Page is 

not deterred by her lack of response.  Bretan returns to the original poem for the 

next part of the Page’s song. Ah, aş vrea să nu mai sta (Ah, I will not stop at all!).  

He specifies his ideas for the Page in this scene:  “He drops the flowers and with 

the confidence of youth (if he has a mustache, he twists it) swaggers toward the 

King’s Daughter”.35  The Page demands a kiss, but the King’s Daughter is still 

confused.  He pledges he will stay and show her how real love can move her 

heart. 

 With his deceitful pledge, the Page’s music changes to a romantic adagio.  

He is no longer playful, but becomes ardent and more insistent.  The King’s 

Daughter is not touched by this new approach.  No matter what the Page does or 

says, she responds by singing of Lucifer.  Still lost in her dreams, she calls upon 

                                                
34 Bretan, Luceafărul, 56. 
35 Ibid. 
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Lucifer to return to her.  Bretan uses the same text as in her first dramatic call 

that brought Lucifer down from the heavens.  This time the music associated with 

the reminiscence theme “Forget your world” is written in a major key.  Instead of 

the powerful orchestration of the first, the orchestration is extremely light and 

more reminiscent of the Page’s serenade.  She is confused and Bretan shows 

this by mixing musical elements associated with Lucifer and the Page. 

Finally, her call to Lucifer ends with her music modulating from E major 

one half-step lower to Eb.  The orchestra has already segued into the Page’s next 

aria.  The soprano singing the roll of the King’s Daughter must sing this call to 

Lucifer differently than the first.  This time her call must indicate her delirium.  It 

should be approached lyrically and be very legato, not dramatic and declamatory 

like the first call to Lucifer.  If she does not remain vulnerable in a trance like 

state, the following scene will not work dramatically.   

 The Page senses her weakeness and continues undaunted by her calls 

to Lucifer.  Moving closer to her, he takes her hand.  O, lasă-mi capul meu pe 

sân, Iubito, să se culce (Oh lay my head upon your breast and there let it rest). 

Though the music begins softly, it quickly becomes impassioned.  The tempo 

marking is faster than the preceding music, marked Allegro moderato.   Using 

long, sweeping vocal lines, Bretan quickly takes the tenor over the range of a 

thirteenth in 20 measures.  The full orchestra builds accordingly to a fortissimo.  

Suddenly at the climax, there is an eighth rest with a fermata.  The tension built 

by the orchestra is suspended over the silence.  In a complete change of texture, 

the strings, clarinets, flutes and solo trumpet play a subito pianissimo on the 
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following downbeat.36  The key changes to eb minor and the downbeat is 

weakened further by the fact the tonic chord is played in second inversion. The 

tenor enters singing a high Bb pianissimo and then he descends down the 

scale.37  (Example 1:23) 

Bretan writes: “Thinking of Lucifer, she continues in her dream as she 

looks into the distance.”38  In one of the most effective settings, Bretan returns to 

the “Forget your World” reminiscence theme.  The King’s Daughter sings sadly 

unable to change her will for Lucifer.  She is alive, but he is dead.  Bretan has her 

singing the reminiscence theme paralleled in two octaves by cellos, basses, and 

finally by bassoons.  The depth of the harmony in the opera covers three octaves 

and creates a warmth not heard since the opening Prologue.  Perhaps for the 

first time, the listener has sympathy for the King’s Daughter.  Her frustration has 

given way to grief.  She continues singing a soft, cantabile melody based upon 

music from both reminiscence themes.   

Bretan now becomes a librettist.  He interjects text for the King’s Daughter 

taken from earlier parts of the poem to create a much needed divergence.  

Suddenly the Page becomes confused by her words and moves away from her.  

The music adds to the tension as it crescendos from p to f in  

 

 

                                                
36 The decrescendo one measure before square 34 in the piano/vocal 

score is not in the orchestral parts. 
37 This Bb should not be sung falsetto, making it this passage difficult for 

all but the most technically secure tenor voices. 
38 Bretan, Luceafărul, 64. 
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Example 1.23: Climatic moment in Page’s aria with pianissimo Bb. 

 

 

Full orchestra fortissimo 

Solo Trumpet 
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a single beat.  Then there is silence. The Page is almost speechless and sings 

unaccompanied:  Nu tenŃeleg! (I don’t understand!).  (Example 1:24) 

This dramatic moment is Bretan’s own invention. In the original poem, 

Catalin’s momentum is never interrupted and he seduces the King’s Daughter 

without any conflict.  Bretan’s addition is only a short moment in the opera, but 

when the Page momentarily falters, it creates more opportunities that Bretan 

develops both musically and dramatically. 

The silence following the Page’s line is shattered with Lucifer’s 

reminiscence theme.  The King’s Daughter sings of her frustration.  The vocal  

line is marked only mezzo forte, but given Bretan’s orchestration, the soprano will 

need to sustain a fortissimo. The line is high in her register and must carry over 

the sustained forte in the brass and an intense tremolo in the strings.  The 

reminiscence theme is sung twice in succession.  The first time it is paralleled by 

the 1st trumpet as she describes Lucifer’s realm to the Page.  The second 

statement of the reminiscence theme is paralleled by the 1st bassoon and cellos 

as she explains what Lucifer offers her: 

Dar un Luceafăr, răsărit 
Din liniştea uitării 
Dă orizont nemărginit 
SingurătăŃii mării 

A Star comes from the endless calm 
Of a world that has no time 
And he can offer changeless things, 
Make the horizon mine.39 

 
The music becomes increasingly dynamic as she expresses her 

increasing frustration.  He adds an accelerando and diminishes the note values 

into flowing lines of eighth notes.  It builds, rising up the scale as she sings  

                                                
39  Judit Bretan, translations, 60. 
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Example 1.24:  Second reminiscence theme in King’s Daughter’s 

expression of grief. 

 

Second Reminiscence Theme 

Second Reminiscence Theme 
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emotionally of his love shining on her as he tries to drive away her pain. The 

music climaxes with the vocal line passing over a high B natural stepping down 

to cadence on an F#.  She sings of how she literally reaches out for Lucifer, but 

as figuratively Bretan emphasizes she cannot reach him.40  Emotionally drained, 

she begins to weep. (Example 1.25) 

Bretan does not leave it to the extreme range in the soprano’s voice alone, 

he colors the orchestration with new harmonies.  He uses text painting 

techniques by building block chords that re-voice themselves as they rise up the 

scale with the soprano.  The progression begins with a C#7 chord that according 

Example 1.25:  C#7 chord moving to D6+ chords 

 

                                                
40 Ibid., 68. 

C#7                             D6+                             D6+ 
 4 
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to conventional harmony, should resolve to F# major.  But Bretan moves from the 

C#7 to a D+ (augmented) chord in first inversion, moving to second, that produces 

an unexpected sound.  The augmented chord stretches the harmony in a 

figurative sense as the King’s Daughter stretches for Lucifer.  He repeats the 

progression a second time before finally resolving into F# major.  

Bretan quickly leaves the dramatic music of the King’s Daughter to turn 

the attention back to the Page. Bretan writes as a stage director in the score: 

“Bored with the story of the King’s Daughter, he looks to the heavens and now 

points with one single gesture”.  He sings in short, one and two measure 

phrases.  The vocal line leaps quickly up and down the scale.  His confidence 

returning, he mocks her. 

Pătrunde trist cu raze reci 
Din lumea ce-l departe 
În veci îl vei iubi şi-n veci 
Va rămânea departe… 

He comes into the world along 
The rays of a dead-cold star… 
Yet you will love him always, 
 though 
Forever from afar…41 

 
The King’s Daughter acknowledges the fact that what he says is correct 

and that she feels such despair.  Softly her music rises in pitch.  Her climatic 

phrase resolves into the Page’s next entrance on a high Bb. Bretan adds specific 

stage instructions, “On the high Bb, he approaches her with outstretched arms 

and embraces her.  She remains in the middle of the stage”.42 

The Page begins to assert his will over hers as he sings: Hai ş-om fugi în 

lume! (Come, let’s flee into the world!).  The music remains very climatic with all 

parts marked forte.  The tenor sings longer and more expressive phrases than 

                                                
41 Ibid., 62. 
42 Ibid., 70. 
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before and the tessitura is in the upper registers of his voice.  The first and 

second violins cascade downward in short sixteenth note patterns while the 

basses and cellos surge upwards.  The brass plays short dissonant clusters in 

bursts that punctuate rhythmically through the sustained lines.  

The longer sustained lines in the high register (up to a high C) may prove 

taxing on most tenors, so Bretan gives them optional lower notes.  The phrase 

with the high C occurs on the line Vei pierde dorul de părinŃi, Şi visul de luceferi! 

(You will forget your parent’s home, and the dreams of Lucifer).  Bretan employs 

the second reminiscence theme associated with “Forget your home”, but if the 

high C is not sung by the tenor, the relationship with the reminiscence theme is 

virtually lost.  The Page tells the King’s Daughter that she will “forget her home” 

just as Lucifer told her.  (Example 1.26) 

The Page’s line avoids the perfect authentic cadence in C major.  Instead it 

abruptly lands in f minor.  Once again Bretan inserts a duet which he added after 

the first performance.  The music matches perfectly the music of the original 

score to which it returns, merely serving to prolong what would otherwise have 

been a very short and ineffective duet.  With the added music, the duet seems 

fully proportioned.   

The surging lines in the upper registers of both voices are reminiscent of 

other famous duets, such as the end of Act One in Puccini’s Madama Butterfly.  

The lines are similar in shape, down to the last unison leading to the soprano’s 

high C.  Like Puccini, Bretan did not offer the high C as an option of the tenor, 

and also like Puccini, the harmony is better served if the tenor does not take it  
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Example 1.26: Second reminiscence theme with high C 

 

upon himself to sing the high C, as it commonly the case with the Act 1 duet from 

Madama Butterfly. 

The full orchestra finishes the scene as the couple falls into each other’s 

arms.  Bretan, never missing a detail, again writes his ideas for staging into the 

score.   
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Kissing at length, the King’s Daughter begins to feel shame.  She frees 
herself from the embrace and quickly runs up the steps throwing herself 
on her couch, and burying her face into her pillow as she weeps.  The 
Page hurries after her and kneels down to embrace her.  She raises up a 
little to embrace him, and then falls back again. They kiss until the end of 
the scene.43 
 
Again, Bretan’s final passionate tableau compares to Puccini.  At the end 

of Act 1 of Madama Butterfly, Pinkerton follows Cio Cio San into her room where 

traditionally both kiss and embrace until the curtain falls. Bretan’s last stage 

instruction written over the last measure of music is “Curtain!”   

 

Scene Three 

The Epilogue 

Before the entr’acte music, Bretan writes these descriptive notes:  “The 

setting is as it was for Scene I.  Only Lucifer is visible as the curtain rises. He is 

seen again with large angel’s wings.”   The music for the scene change is taken 

from the adagio section from the Page’s serenade.  The melody is played 

through twice on solo violin.  Accompanying are three muted trumpets, three 

flutes, strings, bells and harp.  The dynamic markings range from pp to p.  The 

adagio is sedate, and relieves the dramatic tension left behind by the ardent duet 

just ended. 

The melody cadences the second time and dove-tails into the Andante 

religioso in F major that began the overture.  The solemn music is exactly the 

same as the first 37 bars through first statement of Lucifer’s reminiscence theme.  

                                                
43 Judit Bretan, translations for Luceafărul, 64. 
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Bretan begins the last scene with the instruction: “He is startled to see the lovers 

together.” 

His vocal line is marked p tranquillo and no crescendo is indicated.  The 

horns sustain a pp.  Softly he sings: 

Ce-Ńi pasă Ńie, chip de lut, 
De voi fie u sau altul?! 

What do you care, face of clay, 
If it be he or I?!44 

 

The lines are taken from the second to last quatrain in the poem.  As 

Bretan composes the last lines of the opera, he chooses to end the opera, to 

quote from yet another poem by Eminescu: S-a dus amorul. 

Era un vis misterios 
Şi bland din cale-afară 
Şi prea era de tot frumos 
De-a trebuit să piară. 
 
Prea mult un înger mi-ai părut 
Şi prea puŃin femeie, 
Ca fericirea ce-am avut 
Să fi putut să steie. 
 
Prea ne pierdurăm tu şi eu 
În al ei farmec, poate, 
Prea am uitat de Dumnezeu, 
Precum uitarăm toate. 
 

How beautiful a dream it was, 
Mysterious and serene, 
So beautiful it had to die, 
Our serene and lovely dream. 
 
More like an angel you appeared, 
Not merely woman you seemed 
And that is why it could not last, 
The happiness we dreamed. 
 
It was happiness so great, 
In its charm we were lost, 
So that we forgot even our God, 
Forgot how much it cost. 

Bretan’s knowledge of Eminescu’s poetry allowed him to quote specific 

lines which expressed his ideas for the libretto.  The lines borrowed from S-a dus 

amorul are immediately followed by the last quatrain of Luceafărul. 

Trănd în cercul vostru strămt 
Norocul vă petrece, 
Ci eu în lumea mea mă simt 
Nemuritor şi rece. 

You live there in your narrow world, 
A plaything in its hold, 
While in my boundless world I reign, 
Both deathless and dead-cold. 

 

                                                
44  Ibid., 66.  
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Lucifer has reached oblivion.  He feels both his immortality and the coldness of 

death. 

The music for Lucifer’s final scene is a long cantabile melody played by 

solo cello in the third section of the overture.  The orchestration is comprised of 

winds, horns, reeds, harp, and strings divided into six parts.  Though the 

orchestration is full, all parts are marked p.  In both places, the melody is set in   

a minor.  The choice of key is low for some tenors and fits a baritone’s range 

better.  Bretan composed the part of Lucifer to be sung by either a tenor or 

baritone.  Therefore, it is not unusual for Bretan to insert optional notes for either 

part when the range becomes extreme.  But, it is important to note that he did not 

add optional notes for the tenor on this occasion.  Though the tessitura is 

momentarily low, it is not out of the range of an operatic tenor.  Regrettably, since 

Bretan offered optional pitches on previous occasions, singers tend to feel at 

liberty to insert alternate pitches whenever it suits their individual needs.45  

Tenors who take the liberty to transpose parts of this melody not only distort the 

sweeping line of the melody, but also hide Bretan’s intent return to this particular 

melody from the overture.  

Bretan’s return to the music of the overture to end the opera frames the 

work with equal proportions.  Bretan arranged the story in the same manner.  As 

the opera begins, Lucifer is in the heavens looking down.  Now wiser from his 

journey to a mortal’s world, he is once again in the sky looking down.  Just as he 

has returned, the music returns to the solemn, hymn like atmosphere of the 

                                                
45 It is common practice for singers to add optional high notes at the end of 

an aria, but seldom to rewrite parts of a melody.   
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overture.  Lucifer’s final lines are echoed softly off stage by the chorus of stars as 

they cadence in A major rather than a minor.  The orchestra moves to a final iiø7 

chord and resolves to a sustained A major chord as the harp ends with an 

arpeggio.  Bretan’s writes a last detail:  “The Evening Star shines in the heavens, 

even brighter.  Curtain!” 
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CHAPTER 4 

FORMING A GOLEM 

 

Background   

In 1921 and 1922, Bretan enjoyed success in his career as a musician.  

As an opera composer, he saw the debut of his first opera Luceafărul at the 

Romanian Opera Theater with subsequent performances at the Hungarian 

Theater two weeks later.  As an opera singer, his appearances at the Hungarian 

Theater expanded to encompass more operatic roles.  In addition, he appeared 

as a guest artist at the Romanian Opera. His personal life was changing as well.  

On April 4, 1922, his wife Nora gave birth to their only daughter Judit.1  With a 

newly defined homeland, a wife, two small children, and a music career that 

encompassed performing, conducting, and composing, there was no reason for 

anything other than optimism as he began to search for a subject to begin 

composing his second opera.   

The Treaty of Trianon brought renewed optimism to all of the two million 

Romanians in Transylvania.  In the spring of 1922, Bretan acted upon his 

nationalistic spirit and made a decision that would change the course of his 

career, indeed his entire life.  On May 8, he signed a contract with the Romanian 

                                                
1 Hartmut Gagelmann, Nicolae Bretan: His Life – His Music, Lives in Music 

Series (Hillsdale, New York:  Pendragon Press, 2000), 43. 
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Opera to sing baritone roles and to be Second Stage Director.  The First Stage 

Director was a personal rival, Constantin Pavel.  This contract ended Bretan’s six 

year tenure with the Hungarian Theater.  Bretan not only took the risk of joining 

forces with an inexperienced opera company, but also took a 40% pay cut.  His 

salary at the Romanian Opera was 1700 lei less than his salary at the Hungarian 

Theater.  Nevertheless as a Romanian, he felt compelled to help establish his 

nation’s new Romanian National Opera in Cluj.  He was inspired by the example 

of his highly esteemed mentor, Jenõ Janovics, director of the Hungarian Theater.  

Bretan watched as Janovics endured many personal and professional hardships 

as he worked to make the Hungarian Theater a leading theater for dramatic 

plays, concerts, and operas in Transylvania.  Bretan later wrote, remembering 

Janovics’ struggles, “I have seen the battle as a spectator…I was inspired by the 

example of the great historical figures of the Hungarian stage to become a 

pioneer in the first opera theater of my own people, my flesh and blood 

brothers…it would not have been right to remain there (the Hungarian Theater) 

any longer.”2    

Fresh from the success of Luceafărul, Bretan sought a subject to compose 

his second opera which he planned to debut at the Romanian Opera.  In October 

1922, he saw a play at the Hungarian Theater entitled Gólem ember akar lenni 

(Golem Wants to Become a Human)  by the Hungarian author and playwright, 

                                                
2 Nicolae Bretan, quote from personal diary (1922): quoted in Hartmut 

Gagelmann, Nicolae Bretan: His Life – His Music, Lives in Music Series 
(Hillsdale, New York:  Pendragon Press, 2000),49.   
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Illés Kaczér (1887-1980). Bretan so liked the play, that he immediately contacted 

Kaczér and obtained permission to write an opera based on the play.3   

 

 

The Legend of Golem 

Like most fables, tracking the history of the Jewish legend of the golem is 

a tangled web consisting of numerous stories with countless deviations handed 

down through the centuries.  Whatever the variant, the story always revolves 

around a clay figure brought to life through a series of miraculous events. The 

Hebrew word “golem” simply means “shapeless matter”.4  It is used in Psalm 

139:16 as the Psalmist speaks of how God knew him while yet an “unformed 

substance”.  In the Talmud (Sanh. 38b) it is used in reference to the early stages 

of Adam’s creation, and in the Mishnah (Avot 5:9) as a pejorative referring to a 

“stupid, uncultured person”.5   

Since the legend appeared in the Middle Ages, various persons have 

been associated with the tale of creating a living golem.  Eventually the 

miraculous powers of creating a golem were associated with Rabbi Judah Löw 

Ben Bezalel (c.1520 – 1609) of Prague.  Rabbi Löw was a rabbinic authority, 

cabbalist, and philosopher.  A respected pedagogue, he authored many books 

on Jewish thought and mysticism.6   

                                                
3 Gagelmann, 87. 
4 Geoffrey Wigoder, ed., “Golem” in The New Encyclopedia of Judaism, 

309. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid. 
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In most tales, the golem is a living creature, a robot made of clay and 

charged with protecting the Jewish population of Prague against various anti-

semitic plots.  One such plot of the Middle Ages was called “blood libels”.  The 

Gentiles believed the Jews were kidnapping and sacrificing Gentile children.  

With a gang-like mentality, the Gentiles of Prague were rising up against the 

Jews to “rape the women and roast the children”.7  According to the legend, in 

desperation, Rabbi Löw formed a figure out of clay.  He went against the will of 

God and wrote His name on a piece of parchment and placed it into the forehead 

of the golem.  The power of the name of God brought the figure to life to defend 

the Jews.  Other stories differ on how the golem was given life.  

Golems can be created using many different methods, according to 
the sources. Some state that it is accomplished through 
combinations of letters. … Other schools taught that a golem was 
created through the utterance of the Divine Names. The Talmud 
records that there are 12, 42, and even 72 letter names of God 
which might have been used for this purpose.  Many schools, such 
as the Hasidim, held that the Hebrew word 'emet (truth) should be 
inscribed upon the forehead of the golem. Among a number of 
methods of de-constructing a golem, a common one was the 
erasure of aleph, the first letter of 'emet. This leaves the word met 
[dead] which destroys the golem.8 
 
Though the method may have differed in the various versions of the 

legend, in all the versions the crudely shaped golem comes to life.  Once he is 

alive, he is in the control of Rabbi Löw.  In some stories, the golem is incapable 

of disobeying his master.  After his work was done and the Jews were secure, 

Rabbi Löw merely removed the talisman and the golem became inanimate.  But 

                                                
7 Saul Bellow, Great Jewish Short Stories (Valentine Mitchell Publishers, 

1971) 123. 
8 David Honigsberg, “Rava’s Golem” in Journal of the Fantastic in the Arts 

7 2/3 (Summer 1996): 137-145. 
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in other accounts, the golem begins to develop a will of its own, a will to live and 

take control of its destiny.  Invariably in these accounts, he gets out of the control 

of the Rabbi.  In the end, the Rabbi is forced to destroy the golem using trickery 

to eliminate the talisman.  

According to the legend, the golem still exists.  It lies in the attic of the 

Altneuschul synagogue in Prague where it can be brought back to life in the 

same manner as before.9 “No one may see it, particularly women in pregnancy. 

No one may touch the cobwebs, for whoever touches them dies.”10 

 In Illés Kaczér’s play, the golem legend is taken a step further.  He is 

more than an obedient robot.  He is given human qualities that include 

compassion and suffering.11  With these added human qualities, the play 

becomes more than a fanciful depiction of Jewish history.  It becomes symbolic 

of the struggles and sufferings of the innocents.  It is a drama that plays out on 

both the philosophical and political stages.   The golem is created to end 

suffering at the hands of the anti-semitic Gentiles, but in the end the creature 

causes more suffering.  

In Kaczér’s play, golem is not only descriptive of the creature made of 

clay, but also is his name. Rabbi Löw gives life to Golem after forming him in 

defiance of God by inserting a talisman under his tongue on which he had written 

the complete name of God.   According to Jewish tradition, writing the name of 

God was forbidden, but doing so in the Kaczér’s play empowered Rabbi Löw to 

                                                
9 Wigoder, pg 309. 
10 Bellow, 141. 
11 Joseph C. Landis, The Great Jewish Plays (New York: Horizon Press, 

Publishers, Ltd., 1972), 220. 
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create life in the creature.  But life as such was not enough for Golem. He 

struggles to transcend his state of being as a monster made of inert clay.  He 

does not want to be submissive to the will of his creator Rabbi Löw.  With the gift 

of life came the desire to love, the desire to be free from oppression, and most 

importantly, the desire to reproduce.  Golem is driven most by the desire to 

reproduce.  He sees Rabbi Löw’s granddaughter Anna (who lives with the Rabbi) 

as the one that should bear his child.  But in order for him to reproduce with 

Anna, one of them must become like the other.  Either Golem must become 

human, or Anna must die and return to the earth.  Kaczér’s play, and ultimately 

Bretan’s opera presents a problem that goes beyond the history of Jewish 

suffering, beyond just a physical conflict between man and monster into “…a 

religious, ethical and metaphysical one that goes back as far as the story of 

Creation, namely the attempt of humans to be like God…”.12   

 

Bretan’s Adaptation 

Bretan’s adaptation of Kaczér’s play begins the story long after Golem has 

been created.  The purpose of the Golem’s creation is not mentioned nor is there 

a direct reference to the suffering of the Jews.  Bretan’s adaptation deals with the 

conflict created by Golem’s desire to reproduce through Anna.   

Why did you give me eyes?  Why did you give me arms to 
embrace?  Why don’t I have seed?  Why can’t I have children? ...If 
she were a Golem, she would be mine now.  I would not be alone.  

                                                
12 Hartmut Gagelmann, program notes for Nicolae Bretan, Golem and 

Arald, Nimbus Recordings, NI 5424, 21. 
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We would have children!  But, no!  But, no!  She shall not be a 
Golem!  Make me a man!  Make me a real man!13 

 

Yet Bretan does not leave the history of human suffering and violence 

completely behind.  The text mentions Golem is created from the soil where 

armies have marched and battles were fought.  Golem himself says: “My back is 

the battlefield of the world…”.14  Bretan refers to this characteristic abstractly in 

the music.  He includes music resembling military marches at various points in 

the opera.  At first the marches may strike the ear of the audience as alien to the 

story, but they are an integral part of the Golem’s being and reveal another 

aspect of his strength gained through violence.   

Within a one-act opera, Bretan had to decide both what to include as well 

as what to exclude.  His operatic adaptation deals exclusively with the conflict 

between Golem and his creator Rabbi Löw and by association, Anna.  It is not a 

clash between man and monster, but the ageless story dating back to the 

Garden of Eden about man and his desire to become God.  Rabbi Löw created a 

living being out of clay.  According to the scriptures, God created Adam from the 

dust of the earth.  But rather than a creation of God’s mind, Golem is a creation 

from the mind of a man.  He has developed thoughts and feelings like a man.  

Golem is a descendent of Rabbi Löw, every bit as much as his granddaughter 

Anna.  On the surface, the conflict seems to be between Löw and a hideous 

creature. In actuality, the conflict is between Löw and a product of his own mind.  

                                                
13 Judit Bretan, translations in notes for Nicolae Bretan, Golem and Arald, 

Nimbus Recordings, NI 5424, 54. 
14 Ibid., 70. 
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Now the offspring of his thoughts is killing his natural offspring, his 

granddaughter.  To save his granddaughter, Löw must destroy his creation.  He 

has created life, but he has never taken a life.  Whatever the spiritual 

consequences he may have suffered by creating a life using the name of God, 

now the Rabbi is faced with taking a life, the life he created. 

If the story is going to play out with a sense of tragedy, the characters 

must have several dimensions.  Rabbi Löw is not just a kindly old man with good 

intentions.  In Bretan’s adaptation of Kaczér’s play, Löw is a man driven to 

despair more than once.  He created life in the golem out of despair for his race.  

Now he must destroy that life out of despair for his granddaughter.   

Likewise Golem must be more than a monster that kills innocent people or 

the audience will experience no sympathy for him. The object of the opera would 

be simply to kill Golem.  But here there is more to Golem’s character. The 

intensity of his character becomes obvious in Bretan’s music.  One might expect 

an inexperienced composer to give the most tuneful melodies to the human 

characters, Rabbi Löw or his granddaughter Anna.  But to make the point that 

Golem is not just a robot or monster, Bretan gives the longest, most developed 

melodies to Golem.  Golem sings melodies that draw on an extreme range of 

emotions.  He weeps at one extreme and cackles with insanity at the other.  At 

one point, he dreams of using his violence to destroy the enemies of Prague 

thereby gaining the admiration of the King.  Yet in his final moment, he is 

completely destroyed through his tender reaction to the sight of Anna’s beauty. 
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The drama plays out in the inner conflicts of the characters.  The only 

outward conflict in the opera is when Rabbi Löw charges the Golem and tears 

the parchment from under his tongue.  Bretan helps reveal their inner struggles 

using the same technique in Golem as he did in Luceafărul through the use of 

the orchestra and specifically by the use of the chorus.15 At the end of the opera, 

after the Rabbi has killed Golem, he falls in exhaustion on the end of Anna’s bed.  

“Deep in thought, he listens to the sighs of the autumn wind, which seem to echo 

his thoughts.”16 

Chorus:  Peace to you, dream of the human mind. 
 Peace to you, dream of the human mind. 
 Seek a resting place for your dream. 
 Peace, dream of a tortured man. 
 Seek a peaceful resting place for your mind.17 

 
Bretan could not have known the final chorus was a foreshadowing of 

events that would soon transpire in his own life.  Though he hoped to debut 

Golem immediately at the Romanian Opera, his dreams were dashed.  Before 

Golem would see the stage, Bretan would face his own internal and external 

struggles.  Soon he would seek a resting place for his own mind. 

 

The Hungarian Premier of Golem 

Bretan wrote Golem in nine frenzied days in the summer of 1923.  He 

wrote the libretto himself in Romanian, Hungarian, and German simultaneously.  

He started the work on June 29, 1923 and finished it on July 8, 1923.  He 

                                                
15 Gagelmann, 96.  
16  Judit Bretan, translations, 76. 
17 Ibid., 78. 
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completed the orchestration and revisions in the weeks prior to the new fall 

season at the Romanian Opera.  But before the 1923-24 season could begin, the 

financial strains upon the new government caused it to cancel all subsides to the 

opera.  The cut in funding, coupled with an artistic rivalry between Bretan and the 

First Stage Director, Constantin Pavel, meant much less work for Bretan at the 

Romanian Opera. 18 

The premier of Golem would not come in 1923 as Bretan hoped.  In 

addition, the cut in funding meant he would not receive a raise in pay.  With the 

financial and artistic disappointments, Bretan realized his future with the 

Romanian Opera was not secure.  The next year, he began to look for regular 

work outside of opera.  He passed the bar exam and in the fall of 1924, he took a 

job as a notary in the city of Cluj, a civil servant in cultural affairs.  His work at the 

Romanian opera continued to diminish.  If Golem was ever going to be staged, it 

was not going to be at the Romanian Opera.  Once again, it was the Hungarian 

Theater that opened its doors to the Romanian Bretan.  On December 23, 1924, 

Golem had its world premier at the Hungarian Theater.  Bretan conducted the 

performance himself. 

                                                
18 Gagelmann, 87. 
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CHAPTER 5 

GOLEM, THE OPERA 

 

Omul de lut 

(The Man of Clay) 

Opera in one act 

Libretto by the composer based on the drama  

Gólem ember akar lenn by Illés Kaczér 

Premiere performance: December 23, 1924, at the Hungarian Opera, Cluj. 

Original Cast: 1 

Golem, the man of clay M. Takács Baritone 
Rabbi Löw Ö. Réthely Tenor 
Anna E. Bethlen Soprano 
Baruch, Löw’s assistant F. Harcsay Bass-Baritone 
Voice of the Autumn Wind Chorus  
Stage Director, Conductor Nicolae Bretan  

 

Synopsis 

Though the title of the opera is Omul de Lut (The Man of Clay), it is most 

commonly referred to by the name of the main character, “Golem”.  The opera is 

based upon a play entitled Gólem ember akar lenni (Golem Wants to Become a 

Human)  by the Hungarian author and playwright, Illés Kaczér (1887-1980).  The 

                                                
1 Hartmut Gagelmann, Nicolae Bretan: His Life – His Music, Lives in Music 

Series (Hillsdale, New York:  Pendragon Press, 2000), 94. 
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opera, like the play, is set in Prague in the 16th century.  The entire opera takes 

place inside the home of Rabbi Löw.   

As the curtain rises, Rabbi Löw is searching frantically through old 

volumes.  He is desperately trying to find a cure for his granddaughter Anna who 

is dying from an illness he is unable to identify. Golem is nearby and is anxiously 

watching Löw.  He paces back and forth and constantly interrupts, distracting and 

annoying the worried Rabbi.  Golem is the only one who knows why Anna is 

dying, but he is hesitant to reveal what he knows.  According to the legend, a 

man of clay cannot touch a human.  His touch is deadly.  But Golem is in love 

with Anna.  He is deluded in thinking Anna wants to become his bride, so he 

touched her and kissed her.  As a result, Anna lies near death.  Golem ultimately 

admits all this to Rabbi Löw. 

Since the Rabbi created Golem in the image of a man, the creature shares 

many of the same desires of a man, including the desire to reproduce, something 

he is unable to do.  Nevertheless, Golem is driven to reproduce and demands 

that Rabbi Löw make him completely human.  Löw makes it clear to Golem that 

he does not have the power to make him a man, only God has such power.  His 

explanations do nothing to dissuade Golem.  Golem threatens to kill them all if he 

does not get what he wants.  If he cannot join with Anna in life, he will join her in 

death.  He believes they can be united if she returns to the dust of the earth since 

he is created from the same.  Ultimately Rabbi Löw realizes he must destroy his 

miraculous creation so his granddaughter may live.  To do so, he must remove 

the parchment he placed under Golem’s tongue upon which the forbidden name 
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of God is written.  It is this talisman that brought Golem to life.  In an act of 

desperation, the Rabbi tears the object from Golem’s mouth.  Golem dies and 

Anna is saved. 

 

The Composition 

The opera begins with a short prelude labeled Introduzione, Maestoso. 

The overture is divided into five short sections each composed of music that 

appears throughout the opera.  In complete contrast to the overture to his first 

opera Luceafărul, Bretan began this overture forcefully.   

Within the first three measures, he created an impression that something 

horrifying is taking place behind the closed curtain.  The time signature at the 

beginning of the Prelude is 4/4 and the tempo marking is quarter note equals 56.  

The key is c minor.  The force of the opening phrase comes from the strings.  

Marked fortissimo, they play a c minor chord on the downbeat, and then move 

into parallel octaves.  They proceed to step up from the tonic to dominant.  This 

antecedent phrase is answered with greater force by the full orchestra in 

measure 3 with an accented, diminished seventh chord.  The chord is built on F# 

and resolves to the dominant G major chord.  The first phrase is repeated but this 

time it is followed with a diminished seventh chord built upon B natural which 

resolves downward to Ab major in measure 6.  Bretan created tension by 

repeating the progression of the two chords for two phrases in the next four 

measures.  He ended each phrase on the diminished seventh chord.  The 

diminished chords are never resolved and the tension increases with each 
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repetition.  In measure 10, the diminished chord is sustained and fades softly into 

the timpani that rolls ominously beneath it all. (Example 2.1)  

Bretan’s regular use of diminished seventh chords was discussed in the 

chapter “Luceafărul the Opera” (pp. 34-35).  A favorite device of the composer, 

he often used diminished seventh chords as pivot chords.  The chords 

destabilize the harmony and allow the music to modulate easily to another key.  

But in this instance, Bretan did not use the chords to modulate.  Instead he used 

them to create an atmosphere of unresolved tension.   

Beginning in measure 13 at rehearsal 1, Bretan made an abrupt change in 

the music.  The unresolved diminished chord hangs in the air as the music 

modulates to C major and Bretan inserted a new tempo marking, Tempo di 

Marcia.  The force of the strings in the previous section yields to what is 

essentially a military band.  The brass predominates with the melody in the 

trombones.  Though the meter remains unchanged, the melody in the trombones 

sounds as though it is in a compound meter as it moves through a series of triplet 

patterns.  Bretan created a complex texture by featuring a countermelody played 

by the piccolo and flutes which moves in contrast to the brass.  The 

countermelody moves in strict, duple divisions of the beat consisting of staccato 

eighth notes and sixteenth notes. (Example 2.2) 
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Example 2.1: Opening bars of Golem. 

 

 
 
 
 

Strings Tutti 

Strings 
Tutti 

Tutti 

Timpani 

Timpani 
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Example 2.2: Full score showing both melodies in the march  
 

 
 

With both the melodies playing simultaneously, the effect for the listener is 

not the traditional, uniform stride of a military parade, but rather a sense of more 

than one army in motion, perhaps moving in battle rather than in a parade.  Later 

in the opera, a programmatic connection with Golem is made when the same 

music appears again and the text reveals that Golem was created from soil taken 

from a battleground.   

The tension created by the two contrasting melodies soon relents.  By 

measure 29 the countermelody in the flutes and piccolo disappears leaving only 

the melody in the brass.  Bretan softened the melody by passing it from the first 

1. 
2. 
 
 
 
 
 
3. 
4. 
 

Countermelody 

Melody 
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trombone to the first horn.  As the dynamic level decreases, the recurring rhythm 

of a snare is revealed.  Bretan made these changes in the orchestration to 

continue the effect of motion.  As the snare is uncovered and the instrumentation 

is reduced, it sounds as if the armies have marched off into the distance.   

There is still another facet of Bretan’s scoring that helps create the illusion 

of armies marching onward.  The melody never cadences on the tonic C major, 

but stalls on the dominant G major chord in measure 42.  The cadence is 

delayed until the third section of the overture begins in c minor. 2 

Bretan completely changed the texture in the third section.  Beginning in 

measure 44, at rehearsal 2, Bretan slowed the tempo to Largo.   For the first time 

the orchestra is playing tutti (all instruments together).  The new theme sounds 

robust.  It is played in unison by the strings, English horns, and clarinets.  The 

harp is featured as it restates the c minor chord on beats one and two and then 

plays a descending, arpeggiated, diminished seventh chord on the third beat of 

each measure. The melody lands on a raised sixth scale degree.  All the other 

instruments fill in the harmony. (Example 2.3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
2 The key signatures at rehearsals 2 and 3 are not reflected in the piano 

score. 
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Example 2.3 Overture: Third section with raised sixth 

 

Raised 6th  Raised 6th  

Raised 6th  Raised 6th  

Arpeggiated Diminished Seventh   Arpeggiated Diminished Seventh   
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Bretan characteristically employed the distinctive modal influences created 

by raising the fourth and sixth members of the minor scale.  The first two 

measures end with the melody on the raised 6th, an A natural.  The following two 

measures descend from the tonic and cadence on the raised 4th, an F#.  

(Example 2.4)  Though Bretan never quoted folksongs directly, his assimilation of 

such altered tones into the diatonic system is characteristic of Nationalism in 

music from the late 19th century as heard in the works of composers such as 

Edvard Grieg and Anton Dvořák, the latter a Czech composer not far removed 

from Bretan’s homeland.3 

The final chord in the phrase assimilates the F#, into a D major chord, 

momentarily modulating from c minor to D major.  Bretan immediately repeated 

the four measures before thinning out the texture and moving the melody up to 

the oboes and flutes.  In measure 52, the trumpets take the melody in the D 

major tonality.  After two measures, Bretan calmed the forces considerably.  The 

melody passes to the reeds and ultimately the flutes.  The reeds begin a ritenuto 

in measure 54 and modulate to g minor.  The full orchestra enters and every 

instrument that plays the theme at the beginning of the third section plays it again 

in g minor.  The four measure restatement of the theme leads to yet another 

modulation, this time to d minor at rehearsal 3.   

 There are several instances where Bretan orchestrated subtle changes 

not seen in his first opera Luceafărul, indications of his development as a 

composer.  As an example, Bretan made a slight change to a recurring rhythm at  

                                                
3 Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 5th ed., s.v. “Scale”. 
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 Example 2.4:  Use of raised fourth scale degree 

 

Raised 4th 

Raised 4th 

Raised 4th 

Raised 4th 
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rehearsal 3.  Here he reversed the recurring triplet, dotted eighth note pattern 

that has characterized the melody of the preceding 16 measure and starts the 

new section with a dotted eighth followed by a triplet.  The next measure, which 

until now has been a repeat of the preceding measure, is restored to the original 

rhythm.  The following two measures are likewise altered with a reversal of the 

rhythmic pattern with added triplets at the end of the measure.  The changes are 

very unobtrusive.  (Example 2.5)  

 

Example 2.5: Changes in rhythmic patterns (compare to Example 2.4) 

 

The subtle changes to the rhythm also add momentum as the next section 

begins to build quickly.  At measure 64, the orchestra becomes much more 

active.  Each measure ends with a crescendo in rising triplet patterns in the 

bassoon, low brass and low strings.  The timpani are added to the mix and the 

Altered rhythm Original rhythm restored 

Rhythmic Pattern altered  
Repeated 
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activity of the entire orchestra culminates in a hammering triplet pattern on a 

unison E natural marked forte crescendo. 

The E natural serves as a dominant for the next section beginning at 

rehearsal 4, which modulates to A major.  The orchestra is in full force and the 

unison gives way to great activity among the parts.  Bretan’s expressive marking 

is Grandioso. The melody is played fortissimo from the first instrument in each 

section.  The second parts in the trumpets, reeds, and woodwinds all sustain the 

harmony.  The low brass and bassoons pulse the roots of each chord on the 

beat.  The violins inject energy by playing swift, descending octaves in 32nd notes 

on each beat creating an effect reminiscent of Wagner’s Walkürenritt from Die 

Wälkure. (Example 2.6)    

Unlike Wagner, Bretan’s climatic passage last only 8 measures. The last 

measure is given to the strings alone as they soar up the scale in sextuplets 

leading to the final section of the overture beginning at rehearsal 5.  Bretan 

marked the new music Vivace, con tutta forza (Lively, with all force).  The entire 

orchestra plays in unison stepping down a d minor scale from the dominant to the 

tonic, back up to the mediant and down to the tonic again.  The pull downward is 

forceful. The swift tempo combined with the timpani exploding ff leaves no doubt 

that whatever lies behind the curtain is something vivid and exciting.  Bretan 

marked the score “Cortina!” (Curtain!).  All is set for the first entrance of Rabbi 

Löw.   
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Example 2.6: Triplets leading to the Grandioso 
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Having set the stage musically, Bretan the composer became the stage 

director once again.  At measure 84, rehearsal 6 he wrote:   

As the curtain lifts, Löw is seated behind a desk stage down stage left, 
leafing through an old book, mumbling to himself.  Golem stands close to 
Löw and motionless.  As seen from the auditorium, Golem stands behind 
and left of the desk, thus to the right of Löw.4 
 
The key remains d minor, but the time signature changes to 2/4 marked 

Allegro moderato, ma deciso.  “Decidedly energetic” may be an expressive 

marking for the orchestra, but it describes Rabbi Löw’s character as well.  He is 

frantic and Bretan’s change to 2/4 accommodates the Rabbi’s pithy opening lines 

directed to Golem.  “Leave me in peace.  Leave me!  Go to the corner!  If the fire 

goes out, throw wood on it!”5  It is though the Löw is scolding a small child, trying 

to distract Golem so he can concentrate as he searches through his volumes.  

Soon we learn he is searching the volumes for a cure for his sick granddaughter. 

Bretan did not carry the excitement of the overture into the opening scene.  

As the curtain opens, he pared down the orchestration to double reeds, clarinets, 

and the second horn.  As the Rabbi begins to sing, the orchestra drops out 

altogether.  Rabbi Löw sings his opening lines unaccompanied.  Though Bretan 

notated the pitches and rhythms for the first two phrases, the effect he achieved 

is that of Sprechgesang (speech-song).  Löw’s text is set to a rhythmic pattern 

that mimics rapid speech. The quick tempo combined with short note values work 

together to illustrate Löw’s stress and frustration.  A caesura with a fermata 

                                                
4 Nicolae Bretan, Omul de Lut, Piano-Vocal score, original in the Library of 

Congress, Washington, D.C. 
5 Judit Bretan, translations for Golem and Arald by Nicolae Bretan, Nimbus 

Recordings, NI 5424, 36. 
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divides the second phrase from the third where the orchestra reenters.  The 

strings enter sustaining chords across the measures while the flutes and two 

clarinet parts play flourishes that outline a diminished seventh chord.  In 

measures 89-91, the clarinets rise in contrasting motion to the flutes.  By 

measure 92, each part plays a chromatic scale in parallel sixths as Rabbi Löw’s 

first tirade cadences back to tonic.  Without covering the singer with heavy 

orchestration, Bretan created an atmosphere of chaos.  The flourishes in the 

flutes and clarinets add tension and a sense of disorder to an otherwise static 

orchestration and at the same time reflect the terror felt by Löw.   

From Bretan’s music and the dramatic action, it is obvious to the audience 

that the Rabbi is on the verge of panicking.  But the audience learns quickly that 

Löw must maintain control of himself for two reasons.  First, he must not anger 

Golem and more importantly, he must stay focused on finding a cure for his 

beloved granddaughter.   

To demonstrate the tension, Bretan unleashed the orchestra at rehearsal 

7.  For the two measures that fall between Löw’s lines, the orchestra explodes 

forte, energico on a diminished seventh chord and the tonality quickly moves 

back to d minor.  Through the energy of the music, the dramatic scene is thrust 

forward.  (Example 2.7) 
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 Example 2.7:  Entrance of Rabbi Löw 

  

Löw’s Sprechgesang 
in short phrases. 
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m. 89 - 91 
Clarinets and 
Flutes in 
contrasting 
motion 
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m. 92 parallel sixths in 
contrasting motion. 
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In measure 95, the Rabbi continues to chide Golem.  For a brief few measures, 

the music becomes melodic.  It is quoted from the last section of the overture, the 

descending scale passage.  As the opera continues, this theme becomes 

associated with Golem.  Bretan marked the single phrase molto mosso (very 

rapid) and forte.  The first horn and first cello echo the Rabbi’s line as the other 

strings tremolo a tonic chord.  All this points to the fact Bretan intended the line to 

be very strong.  Rabbi Löw insists that Golem be still; “Don’t walk past me.  Your 

shadow obscures my manuscripts!...”  With the opening phrases, Bretan 

established the relationship between Löw and Golem.  Rabbi Löw gives the 

orders and Golem obeys.  Underneath the rapid delivery of the text, the orchestra 

plays forte, pulsing between the dominant and the tonic and building to a climax.  

The Rabbi sings a high A natural that descends stepwise to the tonic.  Here 

Bretan revealed to the audience the reason for the tension on stage.  Löw’s cries 

out in anguish: “… Anna is sick.  I must find out what ails her.  I must find the 

remedy for her illness.”6  

The tonality is still centered on d minor.  By holding the tonality static, 

Bretan magnified the hopelessness felt by Rabbi Löw.  No matter what he does, 

no matter how emotional he becomes, nothing changes.  Nothing is moving 

toward a resolution. 

After Rabbi Löw’s emotional outburst, Bretan changed the texture making 

the Rabbi’s lines more cantabile (songlike) as he sings of his need to find a 

remedy for Anna.  The vocal line is paralleled by the first clarinet and viola.  

                                                
6  Ibid. 
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Sweeping scale passages in the bassoon and second clarinet punctuate each 

phrase.  The lines are constructed on a harmonic minor scale with its 

characteristic augmented step between the 6th and 7th scale degrees.  In a larger 

opera, an aria might well be inserted at this point.  But Bretan quickly brought the 

sweeping melodic lines to an end ten measures later.  The texture is completely 

broken again.  The Rabbi becomes aware that Golem has not responded to 

anything he has said.   He asks accusingly: “Golem, are you listening?”   At 

rehearsal 11, Bretan immediately changed the key to the parallel major and 

Golem responds defiantly, “No!” on an F# in D major.7  (Example 2.8) 

Rabbi Löw responds in his characteristically terse manner as the tonality 

of the music shifts under him.   Bretan shifted the tonality without any preparation 

that would destabilize the existing tonality, but used common tones to move in 

tertian relationships to other tonalities.  Löw’s music outlines the D major triad as 

he replies to Golem’s defiance: “Leave me alone.  I haven’t got time, can’t you 

see?  Go to your room, go to bed.  Come back tomorrow morning!  You have not 

slept either.”8  Ending the line on the fifth, Bretan took the A natural and made it 

the third of an F major triad in measure 148.  In the very next measure, Bretan 

changed the tonality to Db major, using the previous F natural as the third of that 

key.   

                                                
7 Bretan wrote the role of Golem to be sung by a Heldentenor, but adds a 

note on the title page that the role is scored alternately for a baritone.  Bretan the 
composer, now uses his knowledge as an operatic baritone.  An F# 4 is not an 
easy pitch for many baritones as it lies on a break in the voice.  The matter is 
complicated by the fact it is the first note of the opera for Golem.  He offers the 
baritone the option of singing a D natural in case he is not comfortable singing an 
F#. 

8 Ibid.  
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Example 2.8:  Golem’s response at rehearsal 11 

 

Bretan’s sudden shifts in tonality in measures 148-149 are based on a 

tertian relationship.  As a result, he did not use the music to create dissonance or 

tension.  The music serves the opposite purpose, to disarm any emotional 

outburst from Golem before it can be realized.  Instead of replying in anger at the 

Rabbi’s commands, Golem replies calmly: “I don’t want to sleep.  I’m not tired.9”  

The orchestra parts are marked piano.  The strings play a tremolo sustaining a 

Db major chord in second inversion while the cellos and a solo English horn play 

in unison with the vocal line.  Golem’s line is simple, descending from the 5th to 

                                                
9 Ibid.  

Golem’s response with  
optional lower pitch. 
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the root.  The downward pull of the line seems weighted and Golem sounds 

depressed and exhausted.   

At this point in the score, Bretan added a staging note that Baruch, a 

disciple of Rabbi Löw, has entered the scene.  Baruch lays another large 

manuscript on the Rabbi’s desk, looks at the bed where Anna lies ill, and leaves 

the room.  The moment may seem irrelevant, but a one-act opera leaves little 

time for inconsequential scenes.  Instead Bretan used the simple moment of 

Baruch’s glance at Anna to completely change the atmosphere on stage.  The 

glance instantly makes Golem jealous and angry.  Never leaving a detail to 

chance, Bretan described how Golem should sing his next line.  “(With hatred in 

his voice.) Does the weakling ever sleep?  He watches!  The lazybones!”10   The 

music becomes agitated, the tonality shifts to A major, and Golem’s line rises 

quickly moving non-legato.  When Löw asks who it is Golem is speaking of, 

Golem replies angrily and the vocal line leaps the interval of a fourth to a high F 

natural (F4): “Discipolul”  (Your disciple.)11    

Through Golem’s reaction to Baruch, Bretan revealed how volatile and 

unpredictable Golem can be.  All it took was a sympathetic look from Baruch 

toward Anna to immediately kindle a hateful reaction from Golem.  Golem’s 

numerous interruptions, his hatred for Baruch, and his unwillingness to provide 

much needed information is inadvertently working against Anna’s recovery.  To 

the audience, he is seen as an irresistible force, a ticking time-bomb in a room 

where all other activity is benevolent and focused on saving Anna’s life.   It is 

                                                
10 Ibid., 38. 
11 Ibid. 
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obvious to the audience that all the characters cannot continue to coexist.  A 

happy ending seems impossible. 

Following this emotional display, Golem quiets down again.  Accompanied 

only by strings, his music moves by step while the anxious Rabbi’s line moves 

more intervallically accompanied by woodwinds and horns.  Bretan changed the 

Rabbi’s approach to Golem.  He marks Löw’s part with the expressive marking 

mişcat (moved) as he begins to entreat Golem.  Bretan used the raised fourth in 

measure 178 to avoid resolution and kept the line moving forward.   

Throughout this dialogue beginning at rehearsal 13, the harmony is 

unsettled.  Bretan shifted tonalities frequently by keeping common tones between 

two chords and by allowing seventh chords to resolve ambiguously.  In measure 

167, the strings play an Eb seventh chord in second inversion that does not 

resolve according to convention to an Ab chord.  Keeping the common tones of  

Bb and Db from the Eb seventh chord, Bretan moved to a Bb minor seventh in 

3rd inversion.  This inversion places the anticipated Ab in the bass, but does not 

allow the harmony to settle with Ab as the root.  Keeping the Bb and Db, Bretan 

moved back to the Eb seventh chord, this time in first inversion.  Then completely 

breaking the texture, in measure 173-176, the timpani sustain a roll on a C 

natural along with a tremolo on C in the double basses.  When the horns enter 

again at measure 177 the key center is c minor.  Keeping the common tones C 

and Eb, Bretan shifted the key center again to Ab for Golem’s response in 

measure 182. (Example 2.9)  
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Example 2.9: Tonality shifts while keeping common tones                        

 

Eb7            bb 
4 
3 

Eb 6 
5 

Common Tones Bb and Db 
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Once again, Rabbi Löw insists that Golem leave him alone so he can 

concentrate on finding a cure for Anna.  He implores Golem saying:  “…With 

every minute her illness gets worse.  You don’t want that either. I believe you  

love Anna too.”12  With Golem’s response, Bretan was able to move in tight 

harmony on a semi-tone from Ab major to G major.  The response is scored as a 

descending diminished 3rd from Ab to F#.  The F# is in essence a raised 6th that 

pulls toward a G natural.  Throughout the opera, the descending diminished 3rd 

becomes associated with Golem.   

At the beginning, Golem’s response is tender and musically 

uncomplicated.  But Golem grows excited and every phrase of his melody rises 

higher in pitch.  Bretan added a serpentine countermelody shared between the 

first flute and second clarinet parts. The countermelody is in perpetual motion 

and rises with Golem’s response.  The whole orchestra is drawn in as Golem’s 

line grows more intense. The entire passage is marked cresc. poco a poco.  

Golem replies: “Yes, I love her.  We played together so many times.  She smiled 

at me so many times.  But no longer.  What I am trying to say is…”13     

Golem is interrupted by an impatient Rabbi Löw who is annoyed.  Löw 

raises his voice at Golem in both volume and pitch: “Tomorrow!”  Undeterred, 

Golem responds immediately: “Now!  You will understand her illness soon!”14  As 

with the text, the tension in the music mounts to a climax.  Bretan scored the 

moment for full orchestra playing in octaves with the vocal line.  Golem’s line is 

                                                
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Ibid. 
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high and dramatic, climaxing on a high A.15  While the singer holds the high note, 

the strings rush down an A major scale while the remaining instruments sustain 

octave A’s.  

As the music illustrates, Golem is driven to extreme emotion.  He has 

decided to reveal what he knows to be the cause of Anna’s illness.  The 

intolerant Rabbi peppers Golem with a series of quick questions trying to find out 

what he knows:  “Then tell me Golem!  Did she fall?  Did she hurt herself?  Did 

she eat something bad?  Or did she see something that terrified her?”16  Bretan 

suddenly changed the texture.  Though the Rabbi’s phrases are characteristically 

terse, now Bretan scored them legato, and sostenuto.  He began each of the 

Rabbi’s phrase on a Bb which in the current A major tonality functions as an 

upper neighboring tone that pulls down to resolve on the A natural.  But Bretan 

delayed the resolution downward by moving from the Bb to a higher note before 

resolving down to the A.  Each phrase is only two measures long and each ends 

in A major.  The short phrases express the anxiousness of the Rabbi, while the 

strong downward pull of the Bb to A combined with the lack of musical 

development help illustrates his exhaustion.   

In the next phrase, the Rabbi does show more emotion.  Bretan 

accomplished this musically by using another of his favorite devices.  Beginning 

at rehearsal 15, the melody leaps up a minor 6th and steps down the scale.  

                                                
15 Bretan again offers the lower octave with optional notation for a 

baritone, but the climax is much less effective without the high notes. 
16 Judit Bretan, translations for Golem, 40.  
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Bretan used this particular melodic outline frequently to express heightened 

emotions in his characters. (Example 2.10)   

 

Example 2.10:  Bretan’s frequent use of the ascending minor 6th 

 

The last expression of emotion seems to leave the Rabbi completely spent 

and resigned.  If Golem does not answer his questions, Anna is doomed.  Bretan 

further illustrated the Rabbi’s disheartened spirit by sending the clarinets and 

bassoons down a chromatic scale in a quick series of diminished seventh chords 

that finally resolve into d minor.  The music moves quickly to the dominant A 

major chord.   Bretan marked the sustained chord with a decrescendo so it fades 

quickly.  At this moment, Bretan deftly added a moment of silence by placing a 

fermata over the next bar line.  Such a moment serves the drama as much as the 

music.17  The music has expended its energy and fades to silence, yet remains 

unresolved on a dominant chord.  Likewise the drama is unresolved.  The 

audience has heard the exhausted Rabbi ask several unanswered questions.  

                                                
17 Unfortunately, the fermata is not observed in the Nimbus recording and 

Golem responds immediately without hesitation. 

Rabbi Löw 
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There is no way they can predict how the erratic Golem will respond.   For that 

brief moment of silence, they are held in suspense.  

After the silence, Golem begins to answer each question but is hesitant to 

reveal the true reason for Anna’s illness.  In answering Löw’s final question, 

“…did something terrify her?” Golem pauses to consider his answer carefully.  

When he finally answers “She was frightened”, Bretan brought attention to the 

moment by altering the melody.  He raised the 4th scale degree and creates a 

diminished seventh chord.  

Löw begins to realize the true reason for Anna’s illness.  Very determined 

he asks: “Is she under a spell?”  The horns that have sustained the harmony 

under Golem’s lines give way to the strings that sustain during the Rabbi’s 

response.  Bretan created a pattern of separating the characters when they are 

in dialogue by having one accompanied by horns and the other by strings, but 

neither character is associated more often with one or the other.  Löw becomes 

more anxious than ever:  “Tell me quickly what you know….did evil hands touch 

her?  Tell me!”18  His lines are frantic as they were in the beginning moments of 

the opera.  This time they are punctuated by short accented chords from the 

strings on the strong beats.  The Rabbi’s demand “Tell me!” is reinforced by a 

piercing, forte accent.  The full orchestra plays a quick half cadence from the 

tonic to the dominant, thereby placing the final question mark forcefully before 

Golem. 

                                                
18  Ibid. 
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At rehearsal 16, the timpani begin to roll the dominant A, creating a 

crescendo into Golem’s line.  He reluctantly reveals the truth in measure 241.  “I 

think I am to blame.”  At this important moment, he sings the theme heard in the 

final Vivace section of the overture.  It stated here in d minor as it was originally, 

From this point onward, the theme is associated with Golem.  He sings the short 

motive three times, each time revealing more of how he touched her.  (Example 

2.11)   

Between each statement, a bewildered Löw can only manage to shout 

“You?”.  Each time he shouts, it is one scale degree higher.  His one word 

response brings the orchestra to a stop each time.  The orchestra begins anew 

with every response from Golem.  With the Rabbi’s final shout, Bretan added his 

own ideas for stage direction.  Rabbi Löw strikes the table “…exceedingly hard 

and rises.  The light flickers.”  At this point, Golem responds forte, “Me!”19 on the 

tonic pitch D.  The trombones echo sustaining octave D’s.   Likewise the timpani 

rolls a D all parts slowly fade to silence.   

At rehearsal 17, Golem begins an arioso.  (Example 2.12)  The short 

melody revolves around the dominant pitch A.20  Again Bretan used the interval 

of the minor 6th followed with a stepwise descent.  (The interval is implied as the 

A is the last note in the preceding phrase.)  If there was any doubt about Golem, 

the audience now learns Golem is no mindless robot.  His passions are as real 

as any human’s. Bretan accentuated this fact with the melodies he composed for 

                                                
19 Ibid., 42. 
20 Bretan would later develop this melody into one of his Romanian songs 

La steaua (Toward the Star) based on a poem by Mihai Eminescu by the same 
title. 
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Golem.  They suggest the tender response rendered from the grotesque 

monster:  “I looked deep into her eyes and I caressed her with my hand.  I held 

her against my breast.  I tasted her lips.”21    

 

Example 2.11:  Golem’s motive 

 

                                                
21 Ibid.  

Timpani 

Motive in unison with cello and bass parts 

Violins 
 
 
Viola 
 
Cello 
 
 
Bass 
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Example 2.12:  Beginning measures of Golem’s arioso 

 

 

Rabbi Löw loses control of himself.  He shouts at Golem and strikes him 

with his fists.  Bretan conveyed the emotional outburst musically in two ways.  

First, he repeated the outburst.  In his first cry, the Rabbi sings an E natural, the 

fifth in the dominant chord.  On the second outburst, Bretan raised the E natural 

a semi-tone.  The raised pitch creates a dissonance, turning the dominant chord 

into an augmented chord.  The augmented chord destabilizes the harmony and 

creates even more tension on stage.  The augmented chord resolves in a 

conventional manner to D major setting a new tonality for Golem’s next entrance. 

Cellos in unison with vocal line 
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With a large leap upward from A to F#, Golem answers defiantly, “You hit 

me with your fist in vain.  It does not hurt me.”22  Immediately, his defiance shifts 

to regret as he tells what it is that truly hurts him.  It is Anna’s rejection that hurts 

him.  As Golem changes moods quickly, the harmony changes with each mood.  

He moves through various key centers ultimately returning to d minor for Golem’s 

most ominous statement thus far: “She wants me!”23 

It is at this moment Anna awakens and is heard for the first time.  She is 

crying out in her sleep.  Bretan used a small motive for Anna’s cry that is 

borrowed from the music Golem sang previously.  The musical link is important 

and revealing.  By using the motif associated with Golem, Bretan confirmed 

though the music that Anna has been infected by Golem. 

Bretan became the stage director again and added this note to the score: 

“The wind howls, the desk lamp goes out, only the hanging lamp lights the 

scene.”  The music fades to a measure of rest sustained longer by a fermata.    

When the orchestra returns in measure 289, it is marked forte.  The strings play a 

tremolo in g minor.  Rabbi Löw returns to his nervous chatter demanding to know 

what Golem did to her.   

Golem’s response is brutal.  The vocal line is accompanied by horns 

sustaining a diminished seventh chord with strings striking forte on the 

downbeats of each measure.  Bretan scored Golem’s line with repetitive, 

descending intervals of an augmented fourth from C# to G.  The melodic interval 

                                                
22 Bretan scores alternate notes for a baritone who may not wish to sing 

the high notes, but every effort should be given to maintaining the high passage 
or the climax in measure 266 is diminished. 

23 Ibid. 
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expands to a perfect fifth in measure 298 and climaxes fortissimo on Eb.  The 

dramatic moment is heightened by trombones, tubas and trumpets ascending the 

tonic triad playing forte. 

 The tension in the music continues to increase as one of the underlying 

conflicts in the story comes to the surface.  Golem states that he knows he was 

created from the same substance as humans.  Rabbi Löw reacts quickly to 

Golem’s revelation.  In his characteristic rapid delivery, Löw explains there is no 

comparison.  Man is God’s masterpiece.  Symbolically, the music moves down 

the scale as Löw explains God created man. The Rabbi is candid and tells 

Golem that he is a monster created by a butcher, Löw himself.  As originally 

scored, the Rabbi’s line descends well over an octave from a D# 4 to B 2.24   

 Bretan composed a brief arioso for Golem’s next reply.  In measure 308, 

the time signature changes to 2/2, but Bretan indicated the tempo as a quarter 

note equals 108, perhaps because the violins, flutes, and oboes pulse staccato 

quarter notes throughout the section.  The key signature remains unchanged, but 

the tonality changes to e minor.  The vocal line is marked Armarnic deciso 

(Bitterly decisive).  The orchestra plays tutti.  The clarinets and violas play a 

serpentine line of perpetual eighth notes while the cello and first horn play in 

unison with the vocal line. 

The expressive quality of Golem’s melody matches his text.  The melody 

is based upon the same material used earlier, beginning at rehearsal 17 

(Example 2.12) when Golem first reveals how his touch made Anna ill.  With 

                                                
24  Rabbi Löw’s part is scored for tenor, so Bretan offers pitches an octave 

higher of the line as an option for the tenor who cannot sing a B2.  
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bitterness, he asks the Rabbi discerning questions.  “You are a butcher?  If you 

are not Elohim, why did you steal the secret of creation?  If you are not Elohim, 

what did you want from Golem?  Did you perhaps steal Elohim’s secret?  Why 

didn’t you make me a man, handsome with noble features?  Then Anna would 

not suffer.  I embraced her one time, and she became mortally ill.  If I had been 

born a man, Anna would love me as I want her to.”25 

While the conflict is playing out on stage, the story reveals the Rabbi’s 

inward struggle with the desire that has plagued man since the Garden of Eden, 

the desire to be God.  But in his despair the Rabbi freely admits his creation is 

less than God’s. “You are a monster, disfigured by a butcher…I did not create 

you for her!”26 

Bretan’s music shifts unpredictably between different tempi and textures.  

Each change is designed to match both the erratically shifting disposition of 

Golem and the horror of Rabbi Löw.  In measure 351, Bretan marked Golem’s 

music tranquillo as the monster makes the solemn observation that his embrace 

is like the embrace of a grave.  “I put my clay arms around her, yet this clay 

destroys flesh.  It destroys bones too.  It’s as if the grave had embraced her…”  

Though he has sentiments like a human being, the monster inside of Golem 

cannot be hidden. “…I was so happy; I thought she would die in my arms.  Then 

she would be just like me.” 27     

                                                
25 Ibid., 44. 
26 Ibid., 44-46. 
27 Ibid., 46. 
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Löw responds to all this in horror and with emotional outcries.  Bretan 

scored the Rabbi’s outcries very dramatically.  In measure 358, Löw exclaims: 

“You are horrible!”.  Bretan scored the first pitch of the phrase forte and on a high 

A4 before dropping an octave.  In measure 365, he continues: “What you say is 

so gruesome!”28  The vocal line leaps to a high G4 in measure 372.  The Rabbi is 

beside himself with emotion.29  (Example 2.13)  

As the opera moves forward, Golem grows increasingly independent of 

Rabbi Löw.  Likewise, Bretan made the music of the two characters more 

contrasting.  At the beginning of the opera, Golem shared Löw’s sense of 

urgency as he frantically searched for a formula to cure Anna.  But now, as the 

Rabbi grows increasingly agitated and horrified, Golem grows steadily calmer.  

Bretan called attention to this development.  After the last stirring exclamation  

from the Rabbi, Bretan marked Golem’s part “mai domol” (still calmer).  The 

monster is now lost in his own world.   

Golem begins another arioso, this time consisting of a series of short, 

contrasting melodies.  The first section is marked “cantabile, expressivo”.  At first 

he sings of how he wants Anna to live, and he longs to see her “sweet and 

laughing again”, not trembling in fear of him.  The music moves lyrically using 

only strings, harp, and clarinets to accompany the melody.  Then suddenly,  

 

                                                
28 Ibid. 

29 A singer himself, Bretan is sensitive to the exhausting demands of such 
a dramatic role, a role that is on stage the entire opera.  In these two climactic 
phrases for Rabbi Löw, Bretan again offers lower pitches which make the role 
more accessible to a baritone.  The optional lower pitches, however, do not 
reflect the emotional outburst as vividly as the high pitches.   
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Example 2.13:  Rabbi Löw’s emotional outcry 

 

M. 365 

Measure 358 

Measure 365 
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Golem becomes defensive as he divulges he touched Anna once and once only, 

but she continues to grow weaker.  As his line moves toward the next part of the 

arioso, the music is marked rallentando and morendo.  Like the music, Golem 

calms down as his line fades.  Bretan placed a fermata over the bar-line between 

the two parts of the arioso.  In measure 384, rehearsal 23, the new section 

begins unaccompanied.  Bretan added another expressive marking, tranquillo, 

and specifically marks Golem’s part forte, and rugǎtor spre dînssul (Pleading with 

Löw).  Adding more detail, Bretan marked the very next phrase convins (With 

deep conviction).  It is at these moments the depths of Golem’s human-like 

feelings are laid bare.  It all happens quickly.  Bretan moved fast to develop 

depth into such a tragic character in a one-act opera.  Golem sings: “(Pleadingly)  

Turn me into a man of flesh and blood! (With deep conviction)  As long as I am 

only a clay man I am not allowed to desire her.  When the earth claims him, man 

must die.  I can’t take it anymore!”30  The tranquillo phrases are accompanied 

only by sustained chords played by the strings.  The section amounts to a 

recitativo accompagnato. 

Bretan marked the music that follows with expressivo.  Over a sustained c 

minor chord scored in the strings, a solo violin plays a haunting line characteristic 

of Bretan’s melodies in his songs and operas.  It begins with an ascending 

interval of a fifth, then steps down a scale that employs the raised 4th scale 

degree.  The violin is immediately echoed by the viola an octave lower.  Through 

the music, Bretan revealed a new mood for Rabbi Löw.  His next line is marked 

                                                
30 Ibid., 48. 
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exitind, meno mosso (hesitantly, not so fast.)  The instrumentation switches to 

the woodwinds.  Except for the 1st clarinet, all other parts play an open fifth that 

moves to parallel octaves.  The simple, hollow sounding harmony serves to 

illustrate the dispassionate mind-set of the Rabbi.  Löw explains there is nothing 

he can do to make Golem a man.  Ever emotional, Golem is not convinced.  

Moved to tears, he weeps: “I know you can, you can if you want.”31 

Bretan skillfully controlled the pacing of the story.  The characters have 

reached an impasse.  The opera has ground to a halt and the audience is held in 

suspense.  But now Bretan began to move the plot very quickly.  Immediately, 

the Rabbi recovers himself and jumps up singing:  “I don’t have the patience 

now.  But I do have the power to give you orders.  I created you and now I order 

you to stop thinking about her.  Tear her out of your thoughts forever.”32  The 

Rabbi’s outburst is accompanied only by trombones sustaining an octave.  The 

text is delivered freely in a recitative style until measure 417 where the 

trombones echo the voice line.  After measure 417, Bretan added a fermata over 

the bar line to separate it from what follows.  The final section is marked pesante 

(ponderous) 33.  The music modulates to Ab maor, the strings play accented 

chords on the strong beats to emphasize the Rabbi’s orders:  “([The Rabbi] 

Raises his arm forbiddingly.)  Don’t ever touch her, not with your hand, not with 

your arms.  Don’t ever think about her again!”34 

                                                
31 Ibid. 
32 Ibid. 
33 This expressive marking seen in the full score is missing from the piano 

vocal score.  
34 Ibid. 
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Golem responds with complete defiance, “I won’t obey!”  His strength is in 

full force illustrated by the music taken from the beginning of the overture.  The 

full orchestra plays in parallel octaves.  Golem loses control of his emotions.  

Bretan accentuated this by changing meters rapidly in every measure.  

Sarcastically, Golem reminds the Rabbi: “God also creates. And man does not 

obey Him.  Noble creatures!  You and Baruch, the disciple!  No!” 

The outburst continues and again the theme from the overture is heard in parallel 

octaves.  Marked “Maestoso”, Bretan specifically indicated the quarter note 

should equal 56 just as he did in the overture.  Golem rants: “I will do anything 

but that.  Do you want me to destroy a forest?  I will!”35  He lists several 

destructive tasks he is willing to perform, including carrying the entire city of 

Prague on his shoulders. Bretan used the full orchestra to paint the text.  In 

contrast to the rising vocal line, the strings tumble down the scale in triplet 

patterns as the objects fall in the wake of Golem’s destruction.   

Suddenly the texture breaks.  Bretan thinned the orchestration down to 

only the trombones sustaining octave C’s.  Golem boasts that he fears no one, 

not even the Emperor.  At the mention of the Emperor, Bretan employed the full 

brass.  The sound is majestic, but the image of the Emperor doesn’t last long in 

the face of Golem’s rage.  Quickly, the brass ensemble falls silent.  Having used 

every force in the orchestra during the enormous outburst, Bretan scored the end 

of the tirade with Golem singing fortissimo but completely unaccompanied.   It is 

symbolic of the fact, that in his fantasy, he has destroyed everything.  All but 

                                                
35 Ibid., 50. 
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Golem himself have fallen silent.  In the end, Golem repeats the same words that 

started the rage:  “Ask me anything! But not that!”36 

After such an emotional display, Rabbi Löw can only beg.  “(Heartbroken, 

entreating) Golem, I beg you to leave her alone.  If my Creator asks me to, I 

would even tear my heart out and offer it to Him.” 37 In contrast to what was just 

heard, Bretan scored the Rabbi’s line with harp and muted strings.  This music is 

the most sustained, lyric music the Rabbi has sung thus far in the opera.  The 

tempo is marked “Lento”, quarter note equals 66.  Unlike the force the Rabbi 

normally uses when addressing Golem, Bretan marked these lines piano.  The 

Rabbi is no longer able to order Golem to do anything.  The fissure between 

them is complete.  Golem rebuffs the Rabbi’s request.  Bretan emphasized the 

Rabbi’s exhaustion both mentally and physically with his stage instructions. 

“Broken and entreating, he drags himself to the right side of Golem.”38  

As the relationship between the two characters changes, Bretan changed 

the style of the music in new ways.  First, Golem’s response to Löw is melodic 

material taken from the Rabbi.  The music modulates from C major to Eb major in 

measure 461 as Golem begins to ask a series of questions.  All of the questions 

relate to the first one, “Why did you create me?”   

The new music is in a bel canto style with some of the most intricate 

orchestration Bretan has attempted to this point.  For the first measure of 

Golem’s response, the strings play sixteenth note patterns of broken chords.  

                                                
36 Ibid., 50. 
37 Ibid. 
37 Ibid. 
38 Nicolae Bretan, Piano-Vocal Score, 36. 
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They begin arco but switch to pizzicato in the second measure.  The basses play 

the tonic on the beat as the cellos arpeggiate the tonic chord.  The reeds are 

playing sustained chords while the English horn parallels Golem’s melody. This 

two measure pattern is repeated, but it is propelled forward by moving from Eb to 

G major.  In measure 465, the clarinets join the strings in a similar sixteenth note 

pattern, causing a very subtle change in the overall color.  Two measures later, 

another slight change in the timbre is created when the harp is added to the 

recurring pattern.  It all begins to fade away in measure 471 as all the parts begin 

a homophonic motion and are marked morendo as they cadence.  With the 

delicate changes in colorations, Bretan created a subtlety that is new to his style.  

The continual sixteenth note patterns over a pizzicato bass line are reminiscent 

of composers of the Bel Canto style such as Rossini, Bellini, and Donizetti.  The 

differences lay in Bretan’s more modern harmonic progressions and use of 

chromatics.   

The first part of Golem’s arioso cadences in G major.  The next section is 

marked tranquillo and begins in C major.  The violins and violas tremolo softly as 

the melody is echoed in the cellos and first horn.  It is a simple and somber 

orchestration as Golem asks “Why am I sterile, when I too am a meadow?  Why 

don’t flowers grow from my willing chest?  Why doesn’t grass grow on my back 

as grass grows from the earth out of which you made this deformed Golem?”39  

The second section is short and serves to transition to a third section marked 

risoluto (resolute, vigorous).  

                                                
39 Judit Bretan, translations for Golem, 50. 
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In the third and final section of the arioso, Golem becomes animated 

again.  The cantabile music of the previous sections gives way to the vigorous 

risoluto.  The vocal line begins to mount higher and higher with ascending 

intervals.40 The last notes of Golem’s arioso become the first notes of a theme 

heard in the overture.  It is the third theme of the overture (beginning in measure 

44, rehearsal 2) stated again here in c minor.  This time it is not played with the 

full orchestra, but left to the strings with chords interposed softly from the horns 

and clarinets. The melody moves ponderously as Golem begins to weep again.  

Rabbi Löw is very straightforward in his response.  Marked forte, he sings 

in a quasi-recitative: “I formed you of clay, not of fertile soil.”  Out of their mutual 

frustration, tempers begin to flair once again.  Löw insults Golem, saying he 

could have been a “brick buried in a wall.”41  At this moment, Bretan wrote a 

staging note: “Golem turns toward Löw”42 and the music returns to the opening 

motive of the overture.  Bretan inverted the motive as Golem replies threateningly 

“Better a lifeless brick than a living Golem!”43 

At the moment when it looks like Golem has lost his temper and may 

attack Rabbi Löw, Anna screams: “Gabriel!”  She calls out to the Archangel.  

Bretan scored her cry on a high Bb and A.  His stage instructions help illustrate 

                                                
40 Bretan offers the lower octave to the vocalist, but the lower octave does 

not demonstrate the increasing emotional tension. 
41 Ibid., 52. 
42 Nicolae Bretan, Piano-Vocal Score, 38. 
43 Judit Bretan, translations for Golem, 52. 
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how dramatically he wants the interruption to be: “With a sudden movement, 

[she] throws off her covers.”  After she screams, he adds “The wind howls.”44 

Löw responds anxiously. He calls out for help from his disciples Baruch 

and Jonah.45  He finds they are both asleep.  He runs to Anna’s bed and 

comforts her.  “Calm yourself, my child”.  Bretan orchestrated all this frantic 

motion over strings playing a tremolo.  Between the outcries from Löw, he uses 

descending lines from the oboe and horns which lead to a stringendo 

(acceleration).  The brass sustain a g minor chord as the strings and woodwinds 

play down a g minor scale.  

The moving scale becomes the descending theme so often heard 

associate with Golem.  Ominously, the Rabbi’s last line to Anna corresponds to 

the last pitches of the theme.  At that moment, the orchestra is silent, a rest 

sustained with a fermata.  For a brief moment, the Rabbi is left to his thoughts. It 

is as though Golem’s theme was in the subconscious of Rabbi Löw.  Bretan’s 

use of the theme reveals the Rabbi’s thoughts to the listener.  Löw fully 

understands Golem’s connection to Anna’s illness.  His next line is marked forte 

and impetuoso as he turns to Golem:  “I see it all now!  You are her illness and 

her deadly specter, you!”46   

                                                
44 Nicolae Bretan, Piano-Vocal Score, 38. 
45 Jonah is the second disciple in the original play by Kaczér, but is only 

referred to by name and never seen in Bretan’s opera.   
46 Judit Bretan, translations for Golem, 52. 
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After a brief echo from the strings of the descending theme marked Largo, 

expressivo in measures 535-536, Golem explodes in frustration.47  For this 

tremendous outburst, Bretan repeated the same music he composed for Golem’s 

previous outburst in measure 392.48  Golem launches more accusatory questions 

at the Rabbi.  “(Pacing) Why did you give me eyes?  Why did you give me arms 

to embrace?  Why don’t I have seed?  Why can’t I have children?”49  The vocal 

line is marked fortissimo and accompanied by the full orchestra.  The force of the 

music does not last long. After only seven measures, the music changes 

completely.  Characteristic of the unpredictable Golem, his flare-up is soon 

ended.  Quickly, his questions grow less accusatory and more poignant.  As this 

transformation occurs, Bretan reduced the force of the full orchestra ending with 

the woodwinds and two horns for the last phrase.    

Beginning in measure 543, Bretan labeled the new section a Berceuse 

(Cradle Song).  In contrast to the dramatic music preceding it, the Berceuse is 

atmospheric.  The rocking motion of a Berceuse fits the memory of a recurring 

dream Golem begins to relate.  “At night I have often dreamed that Anna was 

Golem’s child, my own daughter.  And during the day I held my dream in my 

                                                
47 Bretan offers three optional pitches so any voice will be comfortable.  

Nevertheless, only the high G carries the dramatic impact at this point in the 
opera. 

48 The tempo marking of a quarter note equals 190 at measure 537 
(rehearsal no.37) is impossible to achieve and is obviously a misprint.  It is not 
printed in the piano-vocal score, only the full score.  The tempo marking should 
be the same as the first rendering of the music in measure 393, a quarter note 
equals 100. 

49 Judit Bretan, translations for Golem, 54. 
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arms.  She is my little Golem...”50  Bretan scored the cradle song lightly for harp, 

strings, and reeds.  He divides the violins into three parts, each sustaining a 

tremolo consisting of two pitches from the tonic g minor triad.  A solo viola plays 

a serpentine line that twists around the gypsy scale with its characteristic raised 

fourth scale degree.  The vocal line moves in the same scale, but in different 

rhythm.  At the end of each phrase, there is a two measure interlude played by a 

flute and followed by a clarinet.  The effect is hypnotic or “dreamy”, a folk-like 

harmony that seems to emanate from Golem’s dream of his homeland. 

Golem’s dream changes again and reveals his confusion about the nature 

of his relationship with Anna.  He dreams: “If she were a Golem, she would be 

mine now.  I would not be alone.  We would have children!”  To mark the change 

in Golem’s dream, Bretan began a new section of music at measure 558, 

rehearsal 35.  It is marked Moderato assai.  He transposed the music from g 

minor to the relative major, Bb.  In a pattern now typical of Bretan’s composition, 

he scored a pulsation on the beat in the violin and viola parts over a sustained 

melody in the cello.  Often he scored the cello part in unison or octaves with the 

voice part (Example 2.11), but this time the vocal line moves in contrary, 

stepwise motion while cello plays a countermelody.  The countermelody is the 

melody heard earlier in the opera at measures 151-154.  After just 4 measures, 

Golem’s emotions change quickly and his cantabile melody gives way to shorter  

                                                
50 Ibid., 54. 
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and shorter phrases. “But, no!  But, no!  She shall not be a Golem!”51  (Example 

2.14) 

The shorter phrases spring into yet another new section of the arioso.  

Golem, who according to Bretan’s instructions has been pacing, now becomes 

still and sings with unwavering determination: “Make me a man!  Make me a real 

man!”  The music modulates to G major, and the full strength of the brass section 

accompanies the voice line.  The music moves in cut time as the voice and the 

brass move together in half notes.  Each chord in the brass is marked with an 

accent.  By the second phrase, the musical climax is building with the full 

orchestra.  The vocal line climaxes on a G4 before dropping an octave on the 

final note as the orchestra calms to a pianissimo.  Ultimately, Bretan set the last 

phrase as straightforward as possible, just as Golem’s ultimate desire is easily 

grasped.   “Make me a man!  Make me a real man!” 52  Bretan illustrated Golem’s 

confusion about his feelings for Anna by changing the mood and texture of the 

music every few measures.  On one hand, he dreams of her becoming his mate 

and giving birth to his children, but also dreams of Anna being his offspring.   

The theater is now filled with spent emotion.  It is Löw who is the target of 

Golem’s outburst and now Löw must answer.  Despite Golem’s emotional tirade, 

the Rabbi is not moved by the description of Golem’s dream.  Bretan became the 

stage director again and inserts stage instructions concerning the Rabbi: “Bitterly, 

with a foreboding of evil, he walks to the table and leafs through the books in a  

 

                                                
51 Ibid. 
52 Ibid. 
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Example 2.14:  Golem’s melody gives way to shorter and shorter phrases 
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distraught manner.”53  Likewise, Bretan composed a new section of music that 

illustrates the Rabbi is not moved.  At rehearsal 36, the new section is in 2/4 and 

marked Allegro Moderato.  Rabbi Löw snaps back at Golem: “If I were you, I 

would not want to be a man!”54  Bretan scored the music so that the tension 

begins to be released like quick bolts of lightning.  The Rabbi’s vocal line begins 

by outlining a g minor triad, re-establishing g minor as the tonal center.  The 

strings play short and accented chords on the downbeats.  The second measure 

ends Löw’s response on a diminished seventh chord.  The measure between his 

response and the retort from Golem is scored for reeds that play fast flourishes of 

diminished chords. (Example 2.15)  

Golem mocks Rabbi Löw.  His music is scored like the Rabbi’s.  Though 

Bretan was considerate of the singer and offers a lower octave, the higher octave 

carries the excitement as Golem presses the issue: “But I want to be a man!  

Listen to me, you old sorcerer!  I want to!  I want to!”55 

It would appear the Rabbi and Golem have said all they can say, and the 

hostility can only lead to physical conflict.  Only one person can interrupt the 

inevitable and it is Anna.  The physical conflict is averted when she cries out: “I 

am so cold, so cold!”56  She sings in semi-tones, f-f#, accompanied only by 

woodwinds.  This time her interruption is not only alarming, but sounds pitiful.  

Bretan made it obvious in the music that she is weakening.  It has become 

characteristic of Bretan to establish a pattern of diminished seventh chords to  

                                                
53 Ibid. 
54 Ibid. 
55 Ibid. 
56 Ibid. 
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Example 2.15:  Rabbi Löw’s emotional response 
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accentuate such tense moments in his operas.  But on this occasion, Bretan 

used a different harmonic progression.  He began the progression with an f minor 

chord.  From there, he moved to an f# diminished chord which resolves inward to 

G major.  Bretan’s music has been in G major or g minor for most of the 

preceding 100 measures.  This time the G major will serve as the dominant as he 

modulates to c minor. 

According to Bretan’s staging notes, upon Anna’s cry, Rabbi Löw rushes 

to sit on the edge of Anna’s bed.  Golem moves toward her, apparently ignoring 

the Rabbi.  He begins singing the most menacing text: “Under the earth, you do 

not feel the cold.  For there I cover you with warmth…”57  At rehearsal 37, Bretan 

set this threatening text to the most identifiable theme from the overture and 

again the orchestra plays it in full force.  (Example 2.16) 

The theme from the overture is one of the most developed musical themes in the 

opera and is presented here in three different ways.  Golem sings the first eight 

bars in a very seductive manner, trying to lure Anna to her death.  Rabbi Löw 

continues with the next part of the melody.  He is pleading to the angels as he 

touches Anna: “Your eyes burn with fever. Your lips are parched.  Help her, Uriel!  

Help her, Gabriel!”58  At measure 609, Anna is frightened as she picks up the 

theme in the dominant of G major.  Bretan added staging notes for Anna:  “She 

has seen a vision, sits up in bed.  Löw puts his arm around her.”   

 

 

                                                
57 Ibid. 
58 Ibid., 56. 
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Example 2.16:   Return of theme from the overture 

 

Theme 
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Anna’s text is ominous: “Look the black bridegroom is handing me my death 

shroud...Why do you call on me hideous Death?”.59  The last measure of Anna’s 

melody merges into the next section of music, which is taken from the fourth 

section of the overture.  Löw and Anna sing the melody in octaves.  The only new 

part added to the music is Golem’s part which harmonizes.  All three characters 

are calling upon God to help Anna.   

Bretan continued to quote from the overture as the ensemble moves into 

the next section of descending octaves in the key of d minor.  The first statement 

of the theme is an exact quote from the overture. It descends from the tonic and 

ends on the dominant.  Immediately upon the second statement, Golem joins in 

the unison and with all his might demands: “Golem wants to be a man!”  Unlike 

the overture, Bretan suddenly raised the theme up a minor third to F major.  Löw 

responds to Golem in like manner: “Make yourself a man, if you can!”  The music 

ultimately cadences back into d minor.  

Bretan set the vocal line to illustrate Golem’s rage.  After moving up the d 

minor triad, Golem sustains his fury.  His vocal line encircles the now 

characteristic raised fourth scale degree.  The effect of the raised fourth scale 

degree is that of an alien tone with no relationship to the tonic.  As a result, the 

harmony becomes unstable as Golem’s line climaxes on an E natural.   

As the tension builds in the music, it increases on stage as well.  Bretan 

scored the strings in pulsating octaves.  He created an accelerando by 

continually dividing the beat into smaller rhythmical values.  The first two beats of 

                                                
59 Ibid.  
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the measure are divided into eighth notes, the third beat into triplets, and the last 

beat into sixteenth notes.  The raised fourth scale degree and the repeated pitch 

E natural help Bretan suspend the tension in the music just as he suspends the 

dramatic action on stage.  No one in the audience can be sure where the music 

is going to move next, nor can they be sure of how the Rabbi or Golem will 

respond to the increasing tension.  (Example 2.17) 

It is Löw that responds, and he does so hysterically. The music modulates 

to a minor.  The pulsating strings have yielded to the brass section.  Löw “goes to 

a chair upstage” 60 to respond:  “I have no power to make you a man.”.  Golem 

reacts vehemently, “Liar, Liar, Liar!”. 61   Bretan set each of the three expressions 

with descending minor seconds, each word beginning a third above the previous 

word.  Tension builds further as each time the line begins over a seventh chord.  

Bretan inverted each seventh chord, moving them up a third with each 

expression, paralleling the movement of the voice line.  He prolonged the 

moment of heightened tension further in a new section of music marked instante 

impetuoso (urgent impetuously).  Things have changed on stage as well.  Golem 

is no longer asking questions.  He is attacking Rabbi Löw personally: “…You are 

sly, you are a cheat…I want to be a man, too.  Do you understand me?”62  The 

music surges underneath his verbal barrage.  The phrases are short, two 

measures each.  The clarinets play a perpetual sixteenth note pattern of broken 

chords.  The strings play chords on the beat.  Each phrase is a semi-tone above  

                                                
60 Nicolae Bretan, Piano-Vocal Score, 52. 
61 Judit Bretan, translations for Golem, 60. 
62 Ibid. 
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Example 2.17:  Rabbi Löw’s Hysterical Response 

 

Tutti 

Clarinets 

Strings 

     Strings pulsating in octaves 
    Brass 

“Liar!”--descending minor seconds, each word 
beginning a third above the previous. 
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Phrases shorten to one measure. 
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the preceding phrase.  Bretan propelled the lines forward by composing each 

phrase to end on the dominant seventh chord of the key which is to follow for the 

next phrase.  In so doing, one phrase sets up the next phrase. The first phrase is 

in a minor.  At the end of the first phrase, an F major seventh chord resolves into 

the second phrase which is set in b flat minor.  The phrases shorten to one 

measure, but continue the same harmonic pattern for the next five phrases.63  

Bretan’s inventive progression does not destabilize the a minor tonality, but 

cadences on the dominant E major chord.  The strength of Golem’s lines are 

driven home as Bretan reiterated the climactic cadence by sending the violins 

and woodwinds down the scale and back up again. 

In complete contrast, Bretan scored the Rabbi’s response as though there 

is no strength left in him. Bretan added that Löw “falls into the chair” as he 

responds “But, I cannot do it.”  To make the Rabbi’s response sound even 

feebler, Bretan scored the line, a part intended for lyric tenor voice, an octave 

below the climatic note of Golem, scored for Helden-tenor or baritone.  The 

Rabbi seems defeated.   

Golem senses the Rabbi’s weakness.  It is here that Bretan scored the 

first physical confrontation in the opera.  He changed the time signature to cut-

time and the tempo is marked Allegro.  Bretan revealed Golem’s rage by creating 

a storm in the orchestra.  The violins and violas play repeated sixteenth note 

patterns in oblique motion.  The cellos and basses move in octaves down and 

back up the scale in eight note patterns.  The first and second horns reinforce the 

                                                
63 If this pattern holds true, the viola part in measure 651 should play a C 

and Eb, not a C and E natural as it is shown in the full score. 
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vocal line.  Golem sings: “(Menacingly) So die, if you don’t want to give me life 

too!...”  The melody, though now augmented, is based upon the same material 

used at rehearsal 17 (Example 2.12) and again in measure 308.  The Rabbi 

pleads for his life asking Golem “…What will become of Anna?”  He tries to rise 

from his chair, but Golem strikes him with “two heavy hands…[Löw] sinks back 

into the chair.  The candle goes out.  It is almost dawn.”64  (Example 2.18) 

The Rabbi shrieks: “Golem!” and immediately the singing is silenced by 

the struggle on stage.  For a few measures, it is only the orchestra that carries 

the drama.  The wind instruments sustain a diminished seventh chord built on D# 

as the strings race up the scale in unison.  At the height of the action in measure 

690, Bretan changed the orchestration.  The sustained chord is released while 

the strings sustain a tremolo on D#.  The sudden shift in orchestration draws 

attention to the fact, something is about to happen on stage.  At this moment, the  

struggle is interrupted by the entrance of Baruch, the Rabbi’s disciple. Bretan 

added a stage note: “Golem releases Löw.”65 

Baruch is unaware of the action that preceded his entrance.  He has 

overheard the cries of Rabbi Löw which woke him from his sleep.  He enters 

hurriedly: “Did you call me? Forgive me Master.66”  Bretan suspended Baruch’s 

line over the tremolo.  The music is unresolved and the effect is that no one 

knows what will happen next.  The Rabbi is barely able to answer.  The  

orchestral part is marked calmato.  The woodwinds play softly, eventually  

                                                
64 Ibid., 62. 
65 Nicolae Bretan, Piano-Vocal Score, 56. 
66 Ibid. 
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Example 2.18:  Golem’s line augmented from rehearsal 17  

 

 

 

Cellos and basses 
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resolving to e minor by measure 706.  Baruch brings more sadness to the Rabbi: 

“I fell asleep by the fire.  The medicine has evaporated.”67 

After such dramatic music, Bretan reduced the orchestration down to 

reeds and flutes.  The Rabbi is despondent.  His responses are barely audible.  

After resolving to e minor in measure 706, the orchestra drops out completely.  

Baruch sings unaccompanied: “But I know the formula.  I could prepare it 

again.”68  Löw’s seemingly innocuous response is important musically.  He simply 

responds softly:  “Yes, get to work.”  Bretan set the text so that it returns to 

Golem’s theme.  The orchestra plays the descending theme softly, this time 

marked Moderato.   First, it is played in e minor, then again in c minor.  It turns 

the audience’s attention back to Golem, but gives no indication of what is in the 

future.  Golem’s rage has not relented “(Golem leans forward slowly, whispering 

into Löw’s ear with deep hatred), Tell him to help you now.  Come on, both of 

you. I want to kill both of you at the same time.”69   

 Bretan scored Löw’s response forte, “No!”70  It is Golems response that is 

curious.  Löw has exploded in anger, but Golem continues to whisper “Yes!”  

Then with a sudden forte he yells for Baruch who turns to him “aggressively”.  

The Rabbi steps between them and “…pushes Baruch gently toward the door.”71  

In all this, Bretan scored the orchestra lightly, with short outburst from the strings, 

                                                
67 Ibid. 
68 Ibid., 64. 
69 Ibid.  
70 Though marked forte, it is scored on an F# 3 which is low in the tenor 

voice.   It common to simply cry out the response on a non-harmonic pitch to 
assure it is audible and dramatic. 

71 Ibid.  
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horns, and woodwinds as punctuation with no melodic interest.  As a result, the 

scene moves hurriedly. 

 Baruch exits as Golem begins to mock him.  Bretan set Golem’s short 

outburst of laughter with horns and trumpets.  He added the stage note that 

Golem “Laughs roughly.”  Suddenly he changed the key to A major.  Golem 

sounds victorious and in control of the situation.  He is beyond menacing.  He 

announces he will not kill the Rabbi so he can live and see how unfruitful his 

efforts have been.  “Anna will still die! Because that is the way I want it!”72  Bretan 

continued to score Golem’s music in a way that the character can exude 

strength.  After Golem tells the Rabbi he will not kill him, Bretan added the 

expressive marking Affretando (Hurrying) in measure 729.  Golem’s line rushes 

up the a minor triad.  In the next measure, the line is echoed in a short, three 

note motive played by horns, oboes, flutes and piccolos in succession while the 

strings sustain a tremolo.  In measure 731, Bretan returned to the horns and 

repeats the motive, but this time it leads the horns and cellos into unison with the 

voice.73  The music reaches a half cadence on the dominant E major in measure 

734.  The cellos and basses step down the scale and lead to another new 

section. 

Beginning at rehearsal 43, Bretan changed the texture of the music 

completely.  The tonality changes as once again he employs the characteristic 

raised fourth and sixth scale degrees.  The full orchestra accompanies as 

                                                
72 Ibid., 66 
73 In the full score, measure 734 (one before rehearsal 43) the horn part 

should be a D# (concert G#) rather than a C# as mistakenly printed.  
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Golem’s madness is completely revealed.  He tells the Rabbi repeatedly: “If you 

don’t change my cold clay body into warm flesh and blood, then she will become 

earth!  She will become earth!  Earth, earth will Anna be!  Earth, earth will Anna 

be!”74  Bretan’s orchestration adds a sense of agitation to the scene.  Between 

each short sentence, the cellos and basses rush up the scale in sixteenth notes.  

(Example 2.19)  After just two phrases, he marks the tempo poco piu mosso (a 

little quicker) which leads to Golem’s climactic phrase: “She will become earth!”    

 

Example 2.19:  Bretan’s use of raised 4th and 6th scale degrees 

 

 

                                                
74 Ibid., 66. 

Raised 
4th and 6th 
scale 
degrees 

Cellos and basses Tutti 
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Golem’s phrase begins yet another section of music.  Bretan composed a 

new theme in A major.  Bretan changed the tempo to Maestoso (Majestic).  The 

brass accompanies Golem as his line moves in accented half notes.75  He 

confidently reiterates his statement that Anna “will become earth”.  Golem’s 
                                                

75 Once again Bretan offers lower notes as an option to the voice, but it is 
such a climatic moment, the higher pitches are preferred as usual. 
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intentions are unmistakable and seem inevitable.  He will be united with Anna in  

death.  The force of the orchestra is quickly spent on Golem’s last whole note.  

All the instruments sustain and diminuendo as the flute spins out the tonic triad.  

Only the 3rd and 4th horns hold an A and C# with a fermata to allow all the energy 

to dissipate.76 

All the energy in the scene is spent and once again everything is at a 

standstill.  Rabbi Löw responds almost in a chant, on a single pitch.  His line is 

marked lamentoso. “What a horrible revenge!  You want to see her dead?!”  

Bretan began to condense the action.  Immediately Anna calls out to God in her 

sleep.  She is very weak, singing very softly.  The Rabbi is exhausted.  Bretan 

notes in the score: “Löw staggers to the bed.” Quickly Golem repents and quiets 

down.  He sings: “No, No!  Death terrifies her so!  Let me live as a man.” 77
  

Bretan marked his lines “calmer” and piano.  Golem sings in unison with the 

strings as they quietly play an altered version of his descending theme. 

Rabbi Löw begins an arioso marked tranquillo.  Bretan added a staging 

note: “The sun begins to rise.”78  The music and the scene itself begin to change.  

Löw’s strength begins to return.  Just like the candle going dark as the worst was 

about to happen, the sun is foreshadowing a change yet to come.  The vocal part 

is characterized by very long descending lines.  It is accompanied by woodwinds 

                                                
76 There is another fermata placed over the double bar line that separates 

the two sections in the piano-vocal score.  The fermata does not appear in the 
full score.  

77 Ibid.  
78 Ibid., 62. 
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playing in parallel thirds and sixths.  Bretan created a calm, almost sympathetic 

response as the Rabbi replies to Golem.  (Example 2.20) 

 

Example 2.20: Rabbi Löw’s arioso marked tranquillo 

 

 

Woodwinds 
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The Rabbi tells Golem the secret of his existence.  Löw tells him of the 

talisman placed beneath his tongue.  He tells Golem that if he does not taste the 

sweetness of life, he should tear out the talisman. Bretan set the text to a melody 

that shows Löw’s determination and confidence.  Up to this point, Löw’s line has 

moved virtually by step but now moves intervallically.  The new section is marked 

marcato risoluto (marked, bold).  He resolves to have Golem remove the 

talisman.  It would be the solution to so many problems if Golem would just 

remove the secret to his existence and become earth yet again.   

As he grows more and more insistent, Bretan changed the key from a 

minor to C major.  The music that follows is orchestrated for horns and 

woodwinds only.  In measure 791 an accelerando is added as the parts move in 

running triplets.  During this short transitional section of music, Bretan added 

many stage notes:  

[Golem] Listens to Löw deep in thought. He raises his hands to his mouth, 
but changes his mind.  Letting his hands fall, his rigid face lights up with a 
smile.  Löw, who has been watching him, reacts desperately when he 
sees that he has failed to convince Golem to tear out the parchment.79 
 
In measure 794, the orchestra suddenly crescendos to fortissimo as 

Golem sings, “No, I won’t tear it out!  I want to live!”  He returns to his psychotic 

ranting.  He fantasizes about how Anna should greet him with laughter, not terror.   

Golem demands a second talisman under his skin so he can look handsome and 

children will not laugh at him on the streets and so Anna can be his wife.80  

                                                
79 Ibid., 68. 
80 Ibid.  
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Bretan set the fantastical lines of Golem to long cantabile lines paralleled by the 

strings.  The woodwinds now pulse a triplet pattern.   

At rehearsal 48, the music becomes more agitated.  Bretan did not change 

the texture of the orchestra, but the voice line begins to move in the hurried triplet 

pattern with the orchestra.  The phrases become short as Golem continues to 

demand he be formed into flesh and blood.   Each short sentence is punctuated 

by an echo in the cellos, basses, and bassoons.  The short phrases add 

momentum as Golem grows ever more demanding.  (Example 2.21) 

Adding to the myriad of mood changes, Golem suddenly becomes 

melancholic for the next two lines. Likewise, Bretan thinned out the orchestration 

and adds a stage note: “Turning his head all around, Golem looks at himself.”81  

The orchestra is reduced to only strings playing sustain chords softly in e minor.  

Golem sings sadly: “Make me handsome...”  The strings drop out as the line is 

echoed in the woodwinds.  The flute plays the melody.  The second of these two 

lines Bretan moved to the relative major, G major.  “Make me better looking than 

your disciples...”  Again the line is repeated in the woodwinds.  Suddenly Golem 

sings forte: “…So that the boys on the street will no longer laugh at me!...”  The 

vocal line breaks out dramatically on a high A natural and descends.  The 

stepwise movement and shape of the line match the line he sang just before the 

sudden shift to melancholy.  Bretan did not use the force of the full orchestra, but 

set the momentary outburst with only the woodwinds pulsating sixteenth notes.  

The energy breaks the melancholy and Golem’s extreme emotions come  

                                                
81 Nicolae Bretan, Piano-Vocal Score, 69. 
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Example 2.21:  Rehearsal 48 – Golem grows more demanding 

 

The voice line begins to move in the hurried 
triplet pattern with the orchestra.   

Cellos, basses, and bassoons echo the vocal part. 
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to the surface again.  Again his mood changes quickly and Bretan marked the 

last line of the section tranquillo.  Golem reveals his ultimate desire “…So that I 

may be Anna’s husband.”82 

Energy returns to the music as Rabbi Löw’s response shows his utter 

repulsion at the thought.  “You, Golem!”  Bretan marked the Rabbi’s response 

with one word: “Revolted!”  Golem is not deterred and again sings of his 

daydreams of what a rich life he would have as a man.  Bretan marked the music 

energico and risoluto and set the sweeping vocal line in unison with the first horn 

over pizzicato strings.  After each phrase, the vocal line is echoed by cellos, 

violas, and bassoon.   By measure 817, the orchestra is playing in full force as 

Golem sings of his incredible strength.   He continues with: “My back is the 

battlefield of the world, where the horses neigh…”83   Bretan changed the meter 

to 2/4 and the orchestration shifts entirely to the brass.  The drums, horns and 

trombones portray the marching steps of the armies while the trumpets sound the 

call to battle in open fifths.  After four measures, it all changes back and the 

music from the beginning of the section is repeated.  Golem continues in his 

dream world, envisioning how his strength will subdue the enemies of Prague 

and win him the praise of the Emperor himself.    

Bretan noted that Golem is lost in ecstasy but he has grown silent as the 

music segues into another march.  Beginning in measure 853, rehearsal 52, the 

music marked quasi Marcia is music quoted from the second section of the 

                                                
82 Judit Bretan, translations for Golem, 68. 
 
83 Ibid., 70 
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overture.  The march, serving as an instrumental interlude, lasts for 18 

measures.  During this interlude, Bretan wrote staging instructions indicating that 

Golem becomes “..conscious of his predicament and turns to Löw and speaks in 

a harsh tone.”  Suddenly, Golem’s theme descends in the cellos and bassoons.   

It is in contrast to the brass, which are marked moderato and piano.  Bretan 

added a turn at the end of the theme that weakens its statement.  Previous 

statements of the theme simply step down the scale to the tonic, repeating the 

tonic pitch twice for emphasis.  This time, Bretan added a moving sixteenth note 

turn on the supertonic, delaying the step down to the tonic.  He also added an 

expressive marking to Golem’s next line, “aspru” (coarse), yet adds the dynamic 

marking piano. Golem sings: “Why don’t you give me the talisman?”.  (Example 

2.22) 

The effect of the combined elements is unsettling to the listener.  We have 

seen the strength of Golem several times.  He has been enraged, weeping, 

pleading, and demanding.  Now, all of it is reduced to the one question aimed at 

the Rabbi.  Löw answers sharply that he has no stronger talisman than he has 

already given Golem.  He continues courageously,   “Even if I had one…(they 

look at each other with hatred.)  What a horrible thing you want!  My Anna, my 

Anna!...I would rather destroy you!  You will become earth again.  You will no 

longer envy man and field.”84  Löw strength has returned with his courage.  His 

music is based upon the same music Golem just sang.  He is matching Golem, 

he is not wavering.   

                                                
84 Ibid. 
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Example 2.22: Rehearsal 52, return of the march to rehearsal 53 
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For one brief measure, the music calms, then Golem begins to mock the 

Rabbi.  Bretan helped create the mockery by once again employing the raised 

fourth scale degree, but not in a scale passage which has become so 

characteristic of his writing.  This time he uses the interval of a tri-tone from the 

root up to the augmented fourth.   He approached the tritone with an 

appoggiatura.  Golem’s part is marked “Calm, Ironical” as he taunts the Rabbi:  

“All right, Master. You can go head and kill me…(Threateningly) But I will take 

with me the one I love.”  Golem moves toward Anna:  “(Triumphantly) I will 

embrace her!  And she will be mine!” 85  The orchestra is in full force, the horns 

sustaining chords as all other parts play triplets on each beat.  Löw can only cry 

out at Golem and seems powerless to stop him.  Bretan added many stage 

notes.  The Rabbi fights “…as if fighting a phantom”86  Golem advances toward 

Anna’s bed “…with his arms outstretched, walking from side to side, his knees 

barely bending.”87 

As Golem advances, the music rises to a boiling point.  Beginning at 

rehearsal 56, the strings transform the descending theme associated with Golem 

into a tumultuous chase.  The triplets now become sixteenth notes.  The flutes 

play quick flourishes up the scale as all the other woodwinds and brass sustain 

the harmony.  Over this storm in the orchestra, Rabbi Löw sings: “(Horrified) 

Stop! Golem! Stop! Don’t go near the bed! Don’t you dare touch her!...”  The 

music culminates with a ritenuto as Golem takes his last steps near the bed.  The 

                                                
85 Ibid., 72. 
86 Ibid. 
87 Ibid. 
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strings stop the chase and play a series of diminished seventh chords.  They are 

played as block chords, mimicking his heavy footsteps.  Suddenly they stop.  

Unaccompanied, Golem cries out: “Come with me, Anna, come with me!”88 

The orchestra enters again at measure 934 in powerful half-note triplets.  

The music reflects power as the Rabbi calls out with authority:  “In the name of 

the Sacred One whose word I placed under your tongue, I command you to 

halt!”89   The vocal line is high and dramatic as the low brass and strings burst 

forth from the orchestra.  Suddenly and unexpectedly, Bretan revisited the 

powerful theme from his first opera, Luceafărul.   Just as Luceafărul descended 

with power from the heavens, power from the heavens descends again with the 

same music. (Example 2.23)   It is as though Rabbi Löw has conjured the power 

of the true Creator a second time, this time to remove life from his Golem.  At that 

very moment, Anna awakens and sees Golem near her.  She screams out (on a 

high C) as the orchestra sustains and crescendos on a C major chord which 

releases to a short, accented diminished seventh chord on the next downbeat. 

Bretan added extensive detail to the score trying to create the dramatic 

moment to follow.  As she screams, “…her nightgown has slipped to reveal her 

bare shoulder and breasts, illuminated by a ray of sunlight…Golem, charmed at 

the sight of Anna…gapes at her, stunned by her nakedness.”  Golem is stopped, 

his jaw drops open as he gapes at her and he cries out forte: “Ah!”  The 

orchestra is silent.  Rabbi Löw recognizes the Divine deliverance and seizes the 

                                                
88 Ibid., 74. 
89 Ibid. 
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moment.  His part is marked sotto voce (under his breath): “Good!  Open your 

mouth!”  The score is replete with stage instructions from the composer that 

illuminates the intended action.   

Golem: “(Completely absorbed in the beauty of Anna, he does not hear 
Löw.)  Anna!” 

Löw:  “(Places his hand into Golem’s mouth.)  I have it! 
Golem: “(Realizing the danger, he breathes heavily, raises his arms to 

defend himself, but when he tries to yell, an inarticulate sound 
comes from his throat.)  Ha-a-a-a-a! 

Löw:  (Tears the parchment from under Golem’s tongue.)  Silence!  It’s 
out! (Golem freezes with his arms raised. Löw hits Golem in the 
chest.) Go!  (Golem falls dead with his arm still raised….)90  

 
 
Example 2.23: Theme from his Bretan’s first opera, Luceafărul 

 
 

                                                
90 Ibid., 74-76. 

Trumpets and trombones 

Luceafărul ‘s theme 
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All the action takes place in six measures.  The orchestration was reduced 

to trombones and tubas sustaining an A in octaves.  Bretan scored Golem’s line 

without specific pitches.  Löw’s lines are notated to pitch, but the overall effect of 

both parts is Sprechstimme (Inflected speech).  The sustained octaves in the 

orchestra allowed the action to play out as if spontaneous and without being 

timed to the orchestral music.  Only the last words from Löw are accompanied by 

sharply accented diminished seventh chords. “Plea-că” (Go!)91 (Example 2.24) 

As Golem falls, the timpani rolls the tonic pitch and begins a crescendo.  

The crescendo continues and dovetails into a new section of music.  Beginning in 

measure 969, rehearsal 58, Bretan changed the meter from cut-time to 4/4.   It is 

marked Grave fortissimo. (Example 2.24) The full orchestra plays Golem’s theme 

four times as he dies.   Bretan thinned the orchestra to woodwinds and trumpets 

for four final chords as Golem breathes his last.  The monster Golem is dead.  

The tension on stage is eased.  Rabbi Löw “…watches Golem for a while.”92  He 

sings a simple melody:  “My miracle clay man.  I have killed you so that my Anna 

may live!”  The melody is set as a hymn.  Bretan even used a three-four 

suspension on the penultimate chord which heightens the religioso effect.  The 

orchestration is light, only strings.  The elements Bretan combines create a short, 

elegiac lamentation for Golem. 

 Bretan added another stage note: “Deep in thought, he [Löw] listens to the 

sighs of the autumn wind, which seem to echo his thoughts.”93  At rehearsal 59,  

                                                
91 Ibid. 76 
92 Ibid. 
93 Ibid.   
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Example 2.24:  Rabbi Löw tears the talisman out of Golem’s mouth 

 

Sprechstimme 
notation 

Orchestra reduced to 
trombones and tuba. 
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Timpani rolls as Golem falls.  
 Leads to return of Golem’s theme at 
rehearsal 58. 
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Bretan began the first chorus of the opera.  Set in four parts, the chorus is 

unaccompanied and sings as in a chant.  “Peace to you, dream of the human 

mind.  Seek a resting place for your dream.  Peace, dream of a tortured man.  

Seek a peaceful resting place for your mind.”  Between each line, Bretan added 

the instruction that wind should be heard whistling.  The chorus cadences and 

immediately the Largo theme first heard as the third section of the Overture is 

heard yet again. (Example 2.25)    

 

Example 2.25:  Largo theme from the Overture  

 

The chorus cadences and Bretan uses the Largo 
theme from the third section of the overture. 

Theme in strings,  
English horn, and 3rd clarinet 
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Bretan’s attention to detail continued as he added numerous stage notes 

to set the final scene exactly as he sees it.   

Löw gets up, walks over to Anna and caresses her.  She has recovered. 
Löw shows her Golem’s lifeless body.  Anna leans forward to see him, and 
makes an attempt to get out of bed.  Overjoyed, Löw helps her put on her 
shoes, then helps her to stand.  He tries to help her walk.  After she takes 
a couple [of] steps, Anna refuses his help, she can walk be herself.  Löw 
follows her joyfully to the window.94 
 
Anna enters singing “Grandfather look!  Grandfather, see!  The sun is 

shining!”  Anna’s music is climactic as the orchestra crescendos, leading her to a 

new and triumphant melody.  At that moment, Baruch hurries with medicine he 

has formulated.  Happy to see Golem lying dead and the medicine is no longer 

needed, he joins Anna and the Rabbi in a final ensemble.  Anna’s new music is 

symbolic of her new beginning.  She rejoices that she is healthy and can greet 

the sun, sky and meadows again.  She ends by praising God: “Hosanna, joyful 

life!  Hosanna, joyful sun!  I praise you, God!”95  The Rabbi and his disciple join in 

harmony as she repeats the melody a second time. 

It is ironic she mentions meeting the earth and sky again.  That is exactly 

what Golem wanted with her in her death.  The trio cadences into the march 

already associated with Golem and his desire to be heroic.  He was proud to be 

made of a battleground.  Anna crosses toward Golem and tells him he will not be 

the things he selfishly desired to become: “You will not go to the Emperor, nor 

                                                
94 Ibid. 
95 Ibid., 78. 
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will he make you a field-marshal. But your back will again be a battlefield, horses 

will gallop over you.  You are the earth."96   

Anna crosses to Löw and Baruch.  Bretan noted that she takes their 

hands.  With the same music of the military march, she tells them to bury him like 

a man because he loved her so much. “…He lived like a slave, and died like a 

man.  A poor man.”  Rabbi Löw sings the last line of the opera: “(Sadly) His death 

gave you life, my child! (Embraces her.)”97  

At that moment the orchestra begins playing unison octaves again, this 

time stepping up the scale as they did in the opening measure of the overture.   

But instead of moving to a diminished seventh chord, they move to a final tonic A 

major chord.  Bretan added one last stage note: “Curtain!” (Example 2.26) 

                                                
96 Ibid., 82. 
97 Ibid. 
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Example 2.26:  Orchestra in unison octaves 

 

Theme from overture resolving to A major.. 
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CHAPTER 6 

STRIGOII, THE POEM 

 

Background 

Any satisfaction Bretan felt after the premier of Golem at the Hungarian 

Theater was short lived.  It was replaced quickly with further disappointment at 

the Romanian Opera.  Though Bretan had sacrificed a good contract with the 

Hungarian Theater to join his countrymen across town, the Romanian Opera 

notified him on August 1, 1925 that he would be formally released from his 

contract effective on September 1, 1925.   

Suddenly, Bretan was out of work and unable to provide for his family.  He 

had always made a living as a singer and stage director, but now his options 

were few.  If he was to resume his career as a singer, he would have to leave his 

family in Cluj and find opportunities elsewhere.  He was encouraged by a friend, 

a fellow Romanian who was singing at the Vienna State Opera, to come to 

Vienna.  Bretan gave the idea serious consideration, but before he could make 

plans to go, another crisis developed in his personal life that made leaving his 

family impossible.   

During the same month Bretan was released from the Romanian Opera, 

his son Andrei became critically ill.  The diagnosis took several agonizing 

months.  Ultimately, it was determined Andrei had contracted tuberculosis.  In the 
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end, the treatments for the disease were successful and Andrei recovered.  But 

the medical expenses plunged the family deep into debt.1   

Nearing despair, there was a sudden, unexpected change of fortune for 

Bretan. His rival, Constantin Pavel, left the Romanian Opera at the end of the 

1925-26 season.  The Director, Dimitrie Popovici-Bayreuth asked Bretan to 

replace Pavel as First Stage Director for the next season.  But as quickly as good 

fortune came for Bretan, it disappeared again.  In April of 1927, The Director 

Popovici-Bayreuth died.  “A troubled time began for the Romanian Opera.  One 

director followed the other, and the theater was practically leaderless.”2   There 

were three different directors during the next two seasons.  Despite the instability 

in the opera’s administration, Bretan continued working as First Stage Director 

for the 1930-31 season and was able to get Golem on the schedule for its 

Romanian premiere.  But it would not happen. The administrative board of the 

Romanian Opera hired another director, none other than Bretan’s rival, 

Constantin Pavel.  In November of 1930, Pavel once again returned to the 

Romanian Opera in Cluj.  One of his first acts as director was to remove Golem 

from the schedule and soon thereafter, he relieved Bretan of all his 

responsibilities.  Bretan was allowed to keep his job, but he was given no 

assignments.3 

With Golem on the shelf, and little to do at the Romanian Opera, Bretan 

began to sketch a new opera in 1931, his third one-act opera entitled Arald, 

                                                
1 Hartmut Gagelmann, Nicolae Bretan: His Life – His Music, Lives in Music 

Series (Hillsdale, New York:  Pendragon Press, 2000), 50. 
2 Ibid., 54. 
3 Ibid. 
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based upon Mahai Eminescu’s poem entitled Strigoii.  Unlike Golem which was 

completed in a frenzy of activity over nine days, Bretan’s final one-act opera 

Arald took eleven years to complete.  He did not work on Arald consistently 

during the eleven years.  He indicated the dates in which he worked on the opera 

as July 9-19 and August 8 of 1931, March 23 and 25, 1937 and December 21, 

1942, a total of 15 days.4  Bretan’s work on the opera was interrupted when he 

was involved with other projects or working through numerous personal trials. 

The opera was completed in December 21, 1942.  Much like Bretan, the finished 

opera would languish unsung under the fascist regime.  It would not debut until 

May 12,1982 at the Romanian Opera in Laşi. 

 

Synopsis of the Poem 

Like Bretan’s first opera Luceafărul, Arald is based upon an epic poem by 

Mihai Eminescu entitled Strigoii (Ghosts).   According to a date penned by 

Eminescu at the end of the poem, it was completed in 1876.   

The poem describes the events in the life and death of King Harold, a 

mythical King of a mythical land called Avari.  As the poem opens, the scene is 

very solemn.  Inside an ancient church with a “lofty soaring dome”5, Maria, the 

young bride of King Harold lies dead.  Two large, wax candles are at either end 

of her coffin.  King Harold is kneeling beside the coffin.  He is in complete 

despair. 

                                                
4 Ibid., 127. 
5 Corneliu M. Popescu, Mihai Eminescu Poems (Bucharest: Editura 

Cartea Românească, 1989) 137. 
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In the quiet of the church, the King begins to speak.  He tells the story of 

his life before meeting Maria.  He was a mighty warrior, a leader of numerous 

hosts.  There was no land he could not conquer.  He sums it up in the fifth 

quintet:   

Domnind semet si tînar pe roinicele stoluri, 
Caror a mea fiinta un semizeu parea, 
Simteam ca universul la pasu-mi tresarea, 
Si natii calatoare, împinse de a mea, 
Împlut-au sperioase pustiul pîn? la poluri. 
 
Countless mighty hosts my youthful zeal led forth 

By whom as of some God my name was worshipped. 
I felt the very earth tremble beneath my tread; 
Before my marching hosts the wandering nations fled, 
Crowding in their terror the empty frozen North.6  
 
One evening King Harold encamped along the river Nistru to wage battle 

on the army of his enemy.  But here he would meet an enemy that he, with all his 

armies and all his might, could not conquer.  It was on this evening he met 

Queen Maria.  During the night, she called upon the king accompanied by her 

counselors.  King Harold was so moved by her beauty and youthful pride that he 

could not speak a word, but rather did something he had never done before.  He 

wept openly. 

La blînda ta mustrare simt glasul cum îmi seaca... 
Eu caut a raspunde, nu stiu ce sa raspund; 
Mi-ar fi parut mai bine-n pamînt sa ma cufund, 
Cu mînile-amîndoua eu fata îmi ascund 

Si-ntîia data-n viata un plîns amar ma-neaca. 
 
Before your soft reproach my words dried on my tongue. 
I strove to make an answer, but could no answer find. 
Would earth have swallowed me, and left no trace behind, 

                                                
6 Ibid., 138. 
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My hands before my face I put my shame to blind, 
And tears came to the eyes where tears had never sprung.7 
 
The love they shared changed the King.  “Harold no longer dreamed the 

universe to ride, His ears for tender tone and poetry did abide.”8  Now as he lays 

her to rest, he wonders had it not been better if they had never met. 

Ah ! unde-i vremea ceea cînd eu cercam un vad 
Sa ies la lumea larga... si fost-ar fi mai bine 
Ca niciodata-n viata sa nu te vad pe tine - 
Sa fumege nainte-mi orasele-n ruine, 
Sa se-mplineasca visu-mi din codrii cei de brad ! 
 
Ah, where are gone the days when brave I probed the ford 
To stride into the world. Far better had it been 
If so much loveliness my eyes had never seen... 
To ride through ruined towns, to lead the battle keen 
And thus fulfill those dreams the pine-tree forest stored!9 
 
 
The second section of the poem begins with a new scene.  King Harold is 

on his charger riding swiftly through the countryside. Turning his back on the 

ancient church and Christianity, he speeds toward a forest that is far away.  

There he seeks a pagan priest, a Seer who can win back his bride from death. 

Pe-un jilt taiat în stînca sta tapan, palid, drept, 
Cu cîrja lui în mîna, preotul cel pagîn; 
De-un veac el sede astfel - de moarte-uitat, batrîn, 
În plete-i creste muschiul si muschi pe al lui sîn, 
Barba-n pamînt i-ajunge si genele la piept... 

 

                                                
7 Ibid. 
8 Ibid., 139. 
9 Ibid. 
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Upon a rocky ledge, quite stiff and ashen faced, 
There sits, with crutch in hand, a priest of pagan creed 
For ages sits he thus, by death forgot indeed, 
Moss growing on his forehead and on his breast long weed, 
His beard reaching to the ground, his eyebrows to his waist.10 
  
Eminescu creates a vivid scene in which the Seer calls Maria from the 

grave.   Amid the dramatic scene, King Harold sees “the Christian church bow 

‘neath the tempest’s host…”11 which has been conjured by the pagan priest.  

Queen Maria appears as a ghost, and reunites with King Harold, but only after a 

series of events that lead King Harold from life to life after death. 

Îsi simte gîtu-atuncea cuprins de brate reci, 
Pe pieptul gol el simte un lung sarut de gheata, 
Parea un junghi ca-i curma suflare si viata... 
Din ce în ce mai vie o simte-n a lui brate 

Si stie ca de-acuma a lui ramîne-n veci. 
 
He feels two icy hands clasp gently round his heart, 
A long and freezing kiss is set upon his breast, 
As though from him in sleeping his very life would wrest... 
Then feels the life returning to her against him pressed 
And knows that from that hour they nevermore will part.12 
 
The two lovers are united forever.  Riding as ghosts on their horses, they 

speed through the night “like the tempest with a thousand wings”13.   They race 

back to the temple as daylight dawns and the gates of the tomb close behind 

them.   

Calari ei intra-nuntru si portile recad; 
Pe veci pierira-n noaptea maretului mormînt. 
În sunete din urma patrunde-n fire cînt, 
Jelind-o pe craiasa cu chip frumos si sfînt, 
Pe-Arald, copilul rege al codrilor de brad. 

                                                
10 Ibid., 140 
11 Ibid., 143. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid., 146. 
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They ride into the temple, the gates behind them swing. 
Lost for all eternity within the tomb's constraint; 
Around them in the darkness there sounds a sad complaint 
For that fair mortal maid whose face was of a saint, 
For Harold, youthful monarch, the pine-tree forest's king.14 
 

 The poem ends with the Seer returning to his rocky ledge where he 

remains seated as the tale of Harold becomes a “tale of long ago” in his “failing 

mind”.15 

 

Analysis of the Poem 

Though the definition of epic poetry has evolved since its roots in classical 

antiquity, Eminescu’s Strigoii contains features that have remained consistent 

with epic poetry over time.  In brief, an epic is defined as “A long narrative poem 

that usually describes the exploits of heroic people important to a nation’s or 

race’s origins.  Its style is elevated.”16  Strigoii is a narrative poem of 295 lines 

(plus eight lines of epigraphs) arranged in 59 quintets.  Each quintet is 

constructed in an enveloped rhyme scheme of abbba, a pattern that never varies 

throughout the long poem. The meter is iambic with six stresses per line creating 

a hexameter.  There is a caesura (break) near the middle of each line which is a 

characteristic associated with lines in Alexandrine form.  The Alexandrine 

hexameter is a feature often found in dramatic and narrative poetry.  After the 

17th century, it was the dominant meter of French serious poetry most notably in 

                                                
14 Ibid., 147. 
15 Ibid., 148. 
16 Joseph Powell and Mark Halperin, Accent on Meter: a Handbook for 

Readers of Poetry (Urbana, Illinois:  National Council of Teachers of English, 
2004), 153. 
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the poems of Moliére and Racine.  It continued to dominate French serious 

poetry into the French Romantic Period and through the time of Verlaine who 

died in 1896.17 

Eminescu divides the poem into three sections of unequal length, 

beginning each section with a short epigraph.  Each epigraph is a quote from the 

Indereptarea legii, an ancient code of Walachian law.18  While serving to 

introduce the section that follows, the quotes also create an air of mystery and 

antiquity.  The first section of the poem is eighty lines, not counting the following 

epigraph: 

... ca trece aceasta ca fumul de pre pamînt. 
Ca floarea au înflorit, ca iarba s-au taiat, 
cu pînza se-nfasura, cu pamînt se acopere. 
 
... for it fades away like smoke above the earth. 
They bloomed like flowers, were cut like grass, 
Wrapped up in a linen and buried in the ground19 
 

The first section deals with King Harold’s history as he reminisces about his 

youth before he met Queen Maria.  The last two quintets speak of the Queen’s 

burial.  The burial is well placed in the poem to set the action that follows. 

 The second section of the poem is 115 lines and begins with a four line 

epigraph: 

În numele sfîntului 
Taci, s-auzi cum latra 

Catelul pamîntului 
Sub crucea de piatra. 

 

                                                
17 Ibid. 
18 Walachia is a region in southern Romania. 
19 Popescu, 137. 
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Be silent, in God's name, 
To hear the bay 

Of the earth-hound 

Under the stone cross.20 
 

In the opening lines of the second section, King Harold is speeding on his 

charger and soon arrives at the rocky ledge to address the old priest referred to 

as the Seer.  King Harold wakes the old priest to ask for his help. 

Arald atunci coboara de pe-al lui cal. C-o mîna 

El scutura din visu-i mosneagu-ncremenit: 
- O, mag, de zile vecinic, la tine am venit, 
Da-mi înapoi pe-aceea ce moartea mi-a rapit, 
Si de-astazi a mea viata la zeii tai se-nchina. 
 
And now upon his arm the youth doth sudden lay 
His eager hand, and wakes the old priest terrified; 
"To you, o timeless Seer, across the world I ride 
To give me back the one that envious death does hide, 
And all my days for you I will unceasing pray."21 

 
 Even after the King pledges to abandon Christianity and to pray to the 

pagan god, the Seer does not address him directly.  Eminescu’s words create a 

scene for the reader’s imagination as the Seer slowly calls forth the powers of 

nature and creates a large tempest.  It is in the second section of the poem that 

Queen Maria is brought forth from her tomb as a ghost.  Rather than coming 

back to King Harold’s world, she takes King Harold to hers.  The second section 

closes peacefully as the lovers are reunited. 

Si blînde, triste glasuri din vuiet se desfac, 
Acusa la ureche-i un cîntec vechi strabate, 
Ca murmur de izvoare prin frunzele uscate, 
Acus o armonie de-amor si voluptate 

Ca molcoma cadenta a undelor pe lac. 
 

                                                
20 Ibid., 140. 
21 Ibid., 141. 
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And now a sound of voices does gradually awake, 
A song that ancient sweetness upon the ear bestows, 
As when a spring at autumn among the dead leaves flows, 
A harmony of love, voluptuous repose, 
As when in silver cadence the breeze enfolds the lake.22 
 
The third section begins with another epigraph. 

... cum de multe ori cînd mor oamenii, 
multi deîntr-acei morti zic se scoala de se fac strigoi... 
Îndereptarea legii, 1652 
 
... as often when people die, many of those 

dead, they say, wake up to become ghosts...23 
 

The 100 lines of the final section tell of the eternal existence of the two lovers.  

Separated by daylight, each eagerly awaits the fall of night.  Once night falls, 

they mount their horses and ride until they find each other.  But the night is short 

and soon they must part again.   

Cum ei mergînd alaturi se cearta si se-ntreaba, 
Nu vad în fundul noptii o umbra de roseata, 
Dar simt ca-n al lor suflet trecu fior de gheata, 
De-a mortii galbeneala pieriti ei sunt la fata... 
Ei simt c-a lor vorbire-i mai slaba, tot mai slaba. 
 

Thus flying like the wind they each of love inquire, 
Nor see beyond the night the dawn already glowing; 
Yet in their souls they feel an icy shiver growing 

And o'er their pallid faces a mask of death is showing 

While slowly on their lips their whispered words expire.24 
 

The daylight chases them back into their tomb where they are forever lost to the 

world of the living. 

                                                
22 Ibid., 144. 
23 Ibid. 
24 Ibid., 146. 
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Symbolism in Strigoii 

 Mihai Eminescu studied the works of Kant and Schopenhauer while a 

student in Berlin beginning in 1872.   Eminescu wrote Strigoii four years later, 

penning the date 1876 at the end of the poem.  Luceafărul was published later in 

1877.  However obvious it may be that Eminescu embodied Schopenhauer’s 

metaphysics in Luceafărul, it is difficult to know how much Schopenhauer 

influenced Eminescu’s writing of Strigoii.  Nevertheless, there are several 

occurrences in the poem that are aligned with Schopenhauer’s philosophy, 

namely Schopenhauer’s writings on love and suicide.   

 The epic nature of Strigoii is far beyond a simple romance. This is a love 

story that goes beyond life, beyond the grave, and into a life after death.  There is 

much in the poem concerning love that Schopenhauer would explain as a 

manifestation of the will to live, but a love that continues after death is not a 

concept Schopenhauer considered.  Such a desire could never be a part of the 

nothingness that follows a natural death and the cessation of the desires of the 

will as conceived by Schopenhauer. 

King Arald was an individual who had a strong will to live.  Before he found 

love with Queen Maria, he was a warrior.  His will to live was exhibited in his will 

to possess.  Schopenhauer sees the results of love to be closely aligned with the 

will to possess.   

But in every case of being in love, however objective and touched with the 
sublime that admiration may appear to be, what alone is aimed at is the 
generation of an individual of a definite disposition.  This is confirmed first 
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of all by the fact that the essential thing is not perhaps mutual affection, 
but possession.25 
 

 In part one of the poem, the story of King Arald’s military conquests are 

presented before the story of his quest to be reunited with the dead Queen.  The 

same will to live drove both of these missions, his will to possess foreign lands 

and his will to repossess his love.  He stopped raging battles and conquering 

lands and when his will turned toward Maria.  This fact brought a moment of 

regret as he knelt beside her coffin in despair. 

Ah ! unde-i vremea ceea cînd eu cercam un vad 

Sa ies la lumea larga... si fost-ar fi mai bine 

Ca niciodata-n viata sa nu te vad pe tine - 

Sa fumege nainte-mi orasele-n ruine, 
Sa se-mplineasca visu-mi din codrii cei de brad ! 
 
Ah, where are gone the days when brave I probed the ford 

To stride into the world. Far better had it been 

If so much loveliness my eyes had never seen... 
To ride through ruined towns, to lead the battle keen 

And thus fulfill those dreams the pine-tree forest stored!26 
 
According to Schopenhauer, Maria would be a possession in the same 

manner as the conquered lands were a possession.  Each acquisition fulfilled a 

desire of the will to live, however temporal the fulfillment.  Likewise, Maria 

possessed King Arald.  Both individuals were able to fulfill the desires of the 

other.  Schopenhauer addresses the mutual longing in less romantic words.  “But 

what ultimately draws two individuals of different sex exclusively to each other 

with such power is the will-to-live which manifests itself in the whole species, and 

                                                
25 Arthur Schopenhauer, The World as Will and Representation, vol. 1, 

trans. E.F. Payne (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1966), 1:535. 
26 Popescu, 139. 
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anticipates, in the individual that these two can produce, and objectification of its 

true nature corresponding to its aims.”27 

The individual Schopenhauer mentions is a child, an offspring that is the 

manifestation of such a love and the will to live of both individuals.  King Arald 

and Queen Maria had no children.  This fulfillment of their love not having been 

obtained, a fulfillment Schopenhauer holds is also temporal, King Arald is driven 

by his will to live to find a way to bring Queen Maria back from the dead.   

Arald atunci coboara de pe-al lui cal. C-o mîna 

El scutura din visu-i mosneagu-ncremenit: 
- O, mag, de zile vecinic, la tine am venit, 
Da-mi înapoi pe-aceea ce moartea mi-a rapit, 
Si de-astazi a mea viata la zeii tai se-nchina. 
 
And now upon his arm the youth doth sudden lay 

His eager hand, and wakes the old priest terrified; 
"To you, o timeless Seer, across the world I ride 

To give me back the one that envious death does hide, 
And all my days for you I will unceasing pray."28 
 
But the Seer does not raise Queen Maria from the dead and return her to 

the life she had before.  Instead, she returns as a ghost, a specter, one of the 

living dead.   In Schopenhauer’s theory, the world of phenomenon exists only on 

this side of death.  The reunification in the after-life leaves behind any possible 

connection with Schopenhauer.   According to Schopenhauer, the will to live as 

an individual does not exist after death. He states it succinctly, “The end of the 

                                                
27 Schopenhauer, 536. 
28 Popescu, 141. 
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person is just as real as the beginning and in just that sense in which we did not 

exist before birth, shall we no longer exist after death.”29    

                                                
29 Arthur Schopenhauer, The World as Will and Representation, vol. 2, 

trans. E.F. Payne (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1966), 2:495. 
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CHAPTER 7 

ARALD, THE OPERA 

 

 Before writing Arald, Bretan had written two one-act operas and numerous 

songs.  By now, he had developed a recognizable style.  His harmony is rooted 

in the conventions of the 19th century.  Though he never quoted folk-songs 

directly, he adopted characteristics identified with nationalistic sounds such as 

his frequent use of the raised 4th degree in minor scales.  He made frequent use 

of diminished seventh chords to create tension or as pivot chords before 

modulating.  His melodies move forward in long lines which generally move in 

conjunct motion.  Characteristically, they begin with an ascending interval, often 

a perfect 4th or a minor 6th, and then step down a minor scale.  Many times these 

stepwise descents end on a raised 4th scale degree.   

 With a full orchestra seated at the Romanian National Opera in Cluj, his 

orchestrations ultimately use every instrument in the orchestra.  Bretan used 

choruses sparingly and the choruses do not appear on stage in the one-acts.  

They are used as supernatural, disembodied entities that illuminate meaning or 

make commentary on the opera as a whole.  Dancers appeared with the King’s 

Daughter in Luceafărul in a short dance designed to cheer her spirits, but Bretan 

does not use the dancers in either Golem or Arald.  
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Arald is different than Bretan’s first two one-act operas.  The opera 

contains numerous long stretches of repeated music, has little harmonic 

movement and lacks the advancement in compositional technique seen in the 

earlier operas.  The text Bretan extracted from the poem deals with King Arald’s 

inner emotional conflict and contains very little action for the characters on stage.  

In Gagelmann’s biography, he offers a positive light on these characteristics: 

Although Bretan worked at his one-act opera Arald for more than eleven 
years, during which he often and repeatedly left his incompleted [sic] 
composition untouched for long stretches of time, the piece nevertheless 
shows a remarkable uniformity and compactness, musically as well as 
dramaturgically…The perfection of form displayed in the composition and 
the poetry may stem partly from the fact that the action does not progress 
in a straight line from cause to effect, but rather takes the shape a 
parabola, with words and music constantly returning to their points of 
origin as they circle around mythic, mystical depths. 
 

Prelude 
 

 The opening music of Arald is short, only 18 measures.  As a result, 

Bretan labeled it as a Preludio instead of an Overture.  It begins with force.  The 

strings, brass, and woodwinds are marked forte.  The time signature is 2/2 and 

he marked the tempo Allegro moderato.  Beginning with an anacrusis, the first 

measure outlines an f minor triad played out in accented quarter notes. The next 

measure moves up by step to the dominant and uses the now characteristic 

raised 4th.  In measure 4, the frantic nature of the situation soon to appear on 

stage begins to be revealed in the sounds of the orchestra.  The violins begin a 

pulsation of a staccato, sixteenth note pattern based on a repeated tonic pitch.  

The only note not treated staccato is the first sixteenth note on beats one and 
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three where the pattern bends down to the seventh scale degree before 

recovering to the tonic.  

Bretan continued the relentless pulsation as he repeated the opening 

intervals that outline the tonic triad.  Though marked forte like the opening 

measures, Bretan cut back the orchestral forces.  The violas, cellos, and basses 

sustain half notes as he cut the other parts back to one instrument on a part.  He 

continued to mark all the moving parts with accents, but added the expressive 

marking marcato (marked) over the brass parts indicating these lines are to be 

played with added emphasis. 

Beginning in measure 11, the music moves through a brief modulatory 

section.  With the violins continuing the sixteenth note pattern, the music 

progresses to a submediant chord in first inversion, back to tonic, then to a 

diminished seventh chord in first inversion with a B natural as the root.  In so 

doing, he employs both the raised fourth and raised sixth scale degree.  Bretan 

then moved the music back to the tonic and repeated the pattern.  Instead of 

repeating the diminished seventh chord in measure 14, he moved to 

subdominant chord in first inversion.  The subdominant releases the tension 

created by the diminished seventh chord and allowed Bretan to raise the fourth 

scale degree, creating a V of V on the last beat of the measure, leading 

seamlessly to the dominant chord.   (Example 3.1) 

By now, the repeated sixteenth note pattern has created both a sense of 

motion and a sense of urgency.  The pattern rests briefly once the dominant is 

reached in measure 16, but begins anew at rehearsal 1.  This time the brass and  
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Example 3.1: Preludio 

 

 

 

Violins, Violas 
Horns, 
Woodwinds 

Bassoons, Trombones, Tuba, 
Timpani, Cellos, Basses  

 
Raised 
 4th 

Violins 
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Diminished 7th  i VI6 
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iv6 

        
V/V 

    (Raised 4th) 
        

V 
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woodwinds do not play.  The first character to be seen in the opera steps in front 

of the curtain1 and begins to sing the same melody that began the opera.  

(Example 3.1) 

 

The “Poetul” 

Bretan created a character to narrate the beginning of the opera.  He 

named him simply “Poetul” (the Poet).  The Poet’s opening lines reveal why the 

Preludio was so frantic.  It represented King Arald on his charger as he raced up 

the rocky ledge to find the Seer. The text is taken straight from the second 

section of the poem, beginning with line 81.   

Arald pe un cal negru zbura, si dealuri, vale 
În juru-i fug ca visuri - prin nouri joaca luna - 
La pieptu-i manta neagra în falduri si-o aduna, 
Movili de frunze-n drumu-i le spulbera de suna, 
Iar steaua cea polara i-arata a lui cale. 
 
Harold on his charger sweeps far o'er hill and dale, 
Like a dream he goes within the moon's pale zone; 
Across his breast in folds his black cloak he has thrown, 
Behind him drifts of leaves high in the air are blown, 
While never straight before him the Polar Star does sail.2 
 
The Poet, scored for a basso, sings the twelve measures of melody as 

played by the brass in the previous measures.  Interestingly, Bretan does not 

modulate to a key that would offer the singer a higher starting pitch.  The melody 

begins on the low tonic pitch in the key of f minor.  The pitch Bretan scores for 

the bass voice is an f3.  Had he chosen to start an octave higher on f4, the part 

                                                
1 Bretan added the stage note that the Poet should sing these lines in front 

of the curtain. 
2 Corneliu M. Popescu, Mihai Eminescu Poems (Bucharest: Editura 

Cartea Românească, 1989) 140. 
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would have to be scored for a tenor, taking the tenor to a high C in the first seven 

beats of the opening scene. Given such choices in the key of f minor, Bretan 

scores the role of the Poet for a bass and starts with one of the lowest pitches 

ever to begin an opera.3 

 

Setting the Scene 

At measure 42, the key changes from f minor to F major.  The Poet’s lines begin 

to lose the driving momentum established in the opening statement.  Bretan 

thinned the orchestration down to strings and woodwinds all marked piano.  The 

clarinets and violins play a repeated triplet pattern on the strong beats of the 

measure.  A triangle is struck on beats one and three.  The music is setting a 

new scene as the Poet sings about the light from the Polar Star that sails straight 

before Arald.  The orchestration thins even more as the Poet disappears behind 

the curtain.  The strings sustain an F major chord as a solo flute plays repeated 

intervals of a major and minor thirds.  After nine measures, the strings and flute 

sustain with a fermata.  Bretan marked the score with “Sus cortina!” (The curtain 

rises!)  (Example 3.2)  

 

 

 

 

                                                
3 Unlike other times when Bretan scored a vocal line in an extreme part of 

a singers range, this time he offers no optional notes in a more comfortable 
range.  It was obviously his intent to start with a bass who can sing very low and 
even marks the opening low f pitch forte.   
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Example 3.2: Orchestration sets the scene before the curtain rises 

 

 

Violin I 
and Clarinet I 

Flutes, Reeds 
Violin II, 
Cello 

Triangle 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
* 

 
Music representing the Polar Star 

 
Poet 

Flute I, Solo 

Strings 

Theme borrowed from Lasă-Ńi lumea ta uitată 
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Bretan’s use of the orchestra to help set the scene is characteristic of his 

composing style.  But unlike the previous two one-act operas, the music in Arald 

begins to show specific connections to objects and meanings.  The thundering 

power of the charger in the opening bars is very obvious from the driving rhythms 

in the violins.  Now with the reduced orchestration, the repeated triplet patterns, 

and the added coloration provided by the chime of a triangle, the music reveals 

the twinkling light of the Polar Star.  In both instances, the orchestra begins to 

create the impression before the text reveals the specific meaning.  This type of 

specific indication differs somewhat from Bretan’s earlier use of the orchestra 

when setting the scenes.  The Reminiscence Theme of The Evening Star in 

Bretan’s first one-act opera, Luceafărul characterized The Evening Star’s majesty 

and strength, but did not represent anything specific.  In Golem, twice Bretan 

added the sounds of a military band, but they did not represent any specific 

historical event.  The military music had a symbolic meaning that referred to 

Golem’s creation.  But in Arald, Bretan had a different objective as he used the 

orchestra to depict literal actions and scenic details that are important to the story 

but do not appear on the stage.  The ride of King Arald as he is guided by the 

Polar Star is a scene from the epic poem, but a scene that happened in the 

opera before the curtain rises.    

As in the other two operas, Bretan wrote specific instructions for setting 

the scene that should be revealed as the curtain rises.  Under the heading 

“Decor şi Regie”  (Scenery and Direction), he quoted lines from the poem 

beginning with line 91. 
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Pe-un jilt taiat în stînca sta tapan, palid, drept, 
Cu cîrja lui în mîna, preotul cel pagîn; 
De-un veac el sede astfel - de moarte-uitat, batrîn, 
În plete-i creste muschiul si muschi pe al lui sîn, 
Barba-n pamînt i-ajunge si genele la piept... 
------------------------------------------------------------4 
Şi fîlfîie deasupra-i gonindu-se în roate, 
Cu-aripile-ostente, un alb ş-un negru corb. 
 
Upon a rocky ledge, quite stiff and ashen faced, 
There sits, with crutch in hand, a priest of pagan creed 
For ages sits he thus, by death forgot indeed, 
Moss growing on his forehead and on his breast long weed, 
His beard reaching to the ground, his eyebrows to his waist. 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
While over him are circling in endless circles vast 
Two crows on weary wings, one black, the other white.5 

 

This is followed by instructions on how to create the scene with rocks, a stream, 

and ravens that fly in a spiral, as well as instructions about the whistling winds. 

At rehearsal 3, the curtain is opened and the scene is revealed.  Bretan 

returned the music back to the key of f minor.  The meter remains in three and 

the tempo is marked Andante.  At this point, Bretan borrowed a familiar melodic 

formula from his own compositions.  The shape of such a melody has become a 

signature of Bretan’s work.  Typically such melodies begin on an anacrusis, often 

on the dominant and then ascend to the downbeat of the next measure.  The 

interval is usually that of a fourth to the tonic, or a minor sixth.  The downbeat is 

sustained for at least a beat, then the melody steps down to a raised fourth scale 

degree.  Bretan used a similar theme in the Prologue to his first opera, 

Luceafărul.  He took the theme from one of his art songs written with text from 

                                                
4 The broken line is original with the composer and separates a quintet 

from only two lines of the following quintet. 
5 Ibid. 
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another Eminescu poem entitled Lasă-Ńi lumea ta uitată (Forget Your Home) 

composed in 1921.  Here the orchestra plays the theme with full strings, 

woodwinds, and four horn parts.  The harp adds a broken chord as 

accompaniment while the first oboe doubles the melody played by the violins.  

(Example 3.2)  Before the entrance of King Arald, Bretan removed the oboe from 

the mix and created a warmer timbre by allowing the strings to dominate. 

Arald enters after the orchestra plays the eight measure melody.  His 

opening lines are quoted from lines 103-105 of Strigoii.  Bretan’s treatment of the 

Eminescu’s poem is as careful as it is calculated.  He changed the order of the 

quintets and omitted some of the lines to skillfully abridge the poem and create a 

drama suitable for staging.  Otherwise, the only change Bretan made to the text 

was to change it from third person to first person as necessary to accommodate 

the character that is singing at any given time.  These changes do not interfere 

with the original meter of the poem.   

Arald sings the first six measures of the melody borrowed from Lasă-Ńi 

lumea ta uitată as it was played by the strings.  But the melody is developed 

further, ultimately consisting of thirteen measures and ending on the dominant in 

a half cadence.  A solo violin outlines the dominant chord, playing a short motive 

reminiscent of the opening melody from the Preludio.  This time the melody is not 

surging with energy as it did when depicting King Arald’s heroic ride.  Instead the 

solo line is marked expressivo and mp.   

The soft solo line helps to set the poignant opening scene.  The swift ride 

of the King has ended and he enters carrying the lifeless body of Queen Maria.  
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Bretan added instructions as to what should happen on the stage. “He [Arald] 

deposits Maria at the Seer’s feet and kneels.  The Seer rises.”6  

 In measure 84, the time signature changes to 3/4. The key signature 

remains f minor but Bretan momentarily destabilizes the tonal center by moving 

from the sustained dominant chord of the half cadence to a French augmented 

sixth chord.  The sound of the French sixth chord is distinctive due to the double 

tritone and minor third.  The augmented sixth expands outward by steps to 

octave C’s reinforcing the dominant of f minor.  (Example 3.3)  

 

Example 3.3:  Use of French Augmented Sixth Chords  

 

 

For entrance of the Seer, Bretan reinforced the key with the French 

augmented sixth chords, but changed the orchestration completely.  He replaced 

the melancholic sound of the strings with double reeds and two horn parts.  The 

strings add only a percussive effect as they play pizzicato on beats one and 

                                                
6 Nicolae Bretan, Arald, Piano-Vocal score, original in the Library of 

Congress, Washington, D.C. 

  Fr+6     V        Fr+6        V Half Cadence 
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three.  The downbeat of each measure is soft, marked mp in all parts, but the 

third beat is marked with an accent.  When the Seer begins to sing, he is 

accompanied only by the three trombone parts, tuba and timpani all marked to 

play softly.  Bretan used this orchestration to emphasize the age and the 

laborious movements of the Seer as he rises and begins to move about.   

The vocal line reestablishes the f minor tonality but the Seer hardly begins 

with a developed melody.  Bretan gives the aged character what may be 

described as a repeating series of short, linked motives, each lasting the 

equivalent of two measures.  The motive begins with an ascending interval from 

the dominant to the tonic.  It then steps up to the third of the minor scale and 

back to the tonic before descending to a raised fourth scale degree.  Instead of 

using the French augmented sixth chord again at this point, Bretan makes use of 

his more familiar diminished seventh chord.  Using a B natural as the root 

(though in first inversion), it resolves smoothly to the dominant C major chord.  

Back on the dominant, it is all repeated.  The short motive gives way to another 

motive of equal length.  In measure 89, the Seer’s line suddenly leaps up a minor 

seventh to a Bb and then steps down to the raised seventh scale degree, an E 

natural.  The Seer’s vocal line is purposefully arduous.  All these elements 

combine to give the listener the notion that the Seer is as old as the ages.  It is as 

though he exists outside of time and guards a place where nothing ever changes. 

(Example 3.4) 
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Example 3.4:  Short motives comprising the Seer’s melody 

 

vii°           V 

 I 

 I 

vii°           V          IV    V               IV  

 V            etc. 
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After the first four short phrases of the Seer, Bretan warms the 

orchestration by adding the strings, horns and woodwinds and removing the 

trombones, tuba and timpani.  The Seer repeats the same music with the last two 

phrases being altered slightly.  As though the old prophet begins to gain strength, 

Bretan stretched the phrases in range and length.   Beginning in measure 101, 

the vocal line begins to step up, climaxing the 4 measure phrase on a high F4 

that steps down a semi-tone to an E as a half-cadence is reached.  The next 

phrase begins climactically, jumping from the dominant pitch back up to the high 

F, again reestablishing f minor as tonic. 

The short musical climax helps to illuminate the text.  The text is quoted 

from the poem beginning with line 141, the first time the Seer speaks in the 

Eminescu’s poem.  The Seer does not respond to the King, but enters the rocky 

temple where he has existed forever.  He speaks and summons his powers to 

bring the Queen back from the dead. 

Out of the heart of earth let man the dead awake, 
And let the stars her eyes their pristine spark ignite, 
Her golden hair the moon, like it was once, make bright, 
While you, o Zalmoxis7, eternal seed of light, 
With breath of fire and frost let her of life partake.8 
 
The music becomes climactic as the Seer calls upon the pagan god 

Zalmoxis to free Queen Maria’s soul but calms again as the Seer continues.   

Search wide throughout the kingdom where Harold is the king 
Search deep the very entrails of this revolving earth, 
Out of ice make vapour, from stone make gold of worth, 

                                                
7 Zalmoxis is an ancient pagan god believed by the Dacians, ancient 

inhabitants of modern Romania and Maldova, to be the only true god. 
8 Popescu, 142. 
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Blood make out of water, and fire from rock give birth, 
While in her maiden heart again let hot blood spring.9 
 

Sensitive to Eminescu’s writing, Bretan carefully changed meters from 4/4 to 3/4 

in measures 102 – 104 to accommodate the caesura in the Alexandrine lines.  

 In measure 118, without preparation, Bretan changed the tonal center to 

the subdominant, Bb major.  In measure 122, he changed the meter to 2/2 which 

leads to the most climactic line in the opera thus far.   As the Seer sings: “While 

in her maiden heart again let hot blood spring” the vocal line reaches a high Gb.  

The music cadences three measures later and is followed immediately by a 

Grand Pause marked over measure 126. The pause allows the climactic music to 

ring in the hall and settle as it ends the first of five sections that comprise the long 

monologue for the Seer.  In essence, Bretan scores the Seer as the narrator and 

uses him to render much of the poem.  (Example 3.5) 

During the pause, Bretan notated within the score what action should take 

place on the stage.   

At a sign from the Seer, two ravens rise with outstretched wings and 
disappear.  In four places, from the back of the stage, four flames appear 
for a second, then are extinguished.  Each of these occurrences is 
immediately followed by a long and powerful whistling of the wind – the 
flames symbolizing the appearance, and the wind the disappearance, of 
the four elements to execute the Seer’s orders.  The Seer, at first standing 
with arms outstretched sits again on the rocks; Arald is placed lower than 
the Seer, either standing or on his knees; between them lies the dead 
Maria. 
 
Following the Grand Pause, the brass enters and plays a four part eb 

minor chord in a dirge-like repetition.  The brass is doubled by bassoons and 

clarinets.  The strings double in pizzicato style on beats one and three.   

                                                
9 Ibid. 
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Example 3.5:  The first climatic passage 

m. 118 
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 Likewise, the timpani pulse Eb quarter notes on the strong beats.  All the parts 

are marked piano save for the timpani which are marked pianissimo. After four 

measures, the dirge transitions into new music that includes a short solo for the 

first oboe.  

Now the Seer continues the narrative.  He sings as one who knows in 

great detail of the King’s conquests as well as the King’s dreams.  Bretan scored 

the part in 5/4.  The asymmetrical meter serves to further emphasize the 

hexameter of the poem.  Each measure of the vocal line begins with an eighth 

rest.  After the rest, the pitches move upward in straight eighth notes until beats 

four and five.  He uses quarter notes to stress the fourth beat of each measure 

and then steps down to an unstressed quarter note on the fifth beat.  (Example 

3.6) 

The melody is joined in paralleled motion by the orchestra.  Bretan created 

diminished seventh chords on the fifth beat that propel the music forward into the 

next measure.  The music is repeated once in measure 135.  A similar pattern 

follows until measure 138 where another climax begins to build.  The orchestra 

begins a tremolo in eb minor.  The Seer, still repeating the same rhythmic pattern, 

begins on a Bb dominant, moves up one semi-tone to a lowered sixth on the 

fourth beat, then resolves back down to the dominant on beat five.  Likewise the 

orchestra moves up on beat four to what is now a predictable diminished seventh 

chord and resolves to a dominant chord on beat five.  The music repeats three 

times, each time starting on the dominant but jumping higher on the fourth beat.   
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Example 3.6:  Dirge leading to 5/4 meter at Rehearsal 6 

 

Brass 
Bassoons  
Clarinets 

Solo Oboe 
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 The final time the bass-baritone is required to sing a high Gb on the fourth beat, 

and resolve down a half-step to a F.   

Bretan avoided monotony in these repeated phrases by varying the 

movement of the orchestra.  For the first two phrases, the orchestra moves into a 

closed position as the lower instruments move up at the end of the measures 

while the melody moves down. But in the following measures, Bretan used 

oblique motion in the opposite direction.  As the Seer’s pitches rise, the 

bassoons, cellos, and basses all move down the scale.  The contrasting motion 

expands the harmony and the motion adds to the climactic nature of the vocal 

line.  The last phrase stretches over three measures.  The music serves to 

illustrate that the old Seer has gained strength as he relates the history of the 

numerous conquests the King has accomplished.  The final climactic phrase tells 

of how the King’s sword has led him to cross the mighty Volga river and of his 

dream to conquer the whole world.  At the height of the climax, Bretan returns the 

meter to 4/4.    The energy dissipates quickly and the ominous dirge that began 

this section returns. Like the constancy of the Old Seer’s existence, the music 

remains constant.  (Example 3.7) 

 At measure 144, eb minor is re-established.  One measure later, the Seer 

begins the next section of narration with a melody like the one in the previous 

section.  Bretan built momentum quickly by keeping the melody in 4/4 and linking 

the short series of phrases. Though the harmony progresses once again from eb 

minor to ab minor, the energy never reaches a climax as it did in the previous  
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Example 3.7:  Contrasting motion leading to climactic phrase 

Oboe I, Clarinets,  
Violins, Viola 

Bassons, Cellos, 
Basses 

Oblique Motion to closed position 

Contrasting Motion building to climax 

Return of Dirge 

Meas. 138 
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section.  By contrast, Bretan ended this section by adopting ab minor as the tonal 

center.  He accomplished the modulation quickly by using an Fb and a G natural 

(the lowered sixth and raised seventh in ab minor.)   

At rehearsal 8, measure 156, Bretan did change the key signature to ab 

minor.  The time signature changes back to 5/4 and the melody first heard in 

measure 134 returns, this time in ab minor instead of eb minor.  The sweeping 

eighth notes are now dotted eighth, sixteenth note patterns, but the melody 

remains heavy and ponderous.  The drudgery of the Seer’s existence stands in 

stark contrast to King Arald who arrived charging in on his swift horse.  Likewise, 

the music Bretan composed for the two characters is in complete contrast.  

Despite the slow delivery of the Seer’s soliloquy, the King listens intently as he is 

desperate to have Queen Maria returned to him alive. 

After only two measures, Bretan changed the meter to 3/4 and marks the 

new tempo Lento.  The Seer has related the historical conquests of the King and 

now the listener knows about the King’s heroic character.  His words tell of how 

the King has chased all the inhabitants of the lands to the frozen north.  Now they 

are cornered and must face his wrath.  In Eminescu’s poem, it is the King that 

relates the story.  To give this part of the poetry to the Seer, Bretan had to 

change the text from first person to second person.   

You were still but a child. Within the pine-tree glade 

Your greedy eyes already had conquered many a land, 
You dreamed an empire grew beneath your fancy's wand, 
You dreamed the world entire was under your command, 
The foaming Volga's ford you fathomed with your blade. 
 

Countless mighty hosts your youthful zeal led forth 

By whom as of some God your name was worshipped. 
You felt the very earth tremble beneath your tread; 
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Before your marching hosts the wandering nations fled, 
Crowding in their terror the empty frozen North. 
 

For Odin had deserted his frosty ancient home, 
Down long and tortuous ways his wandering people went; 
Priests with snowy locks and backs that time had bent 
Roused and led through forests where peace an age had spent 
Thousand diverse tongues along the way to Rome.10 
 
At rehearsal 8, the Seer sings of Odin11 in a reverent, chant-like monotone 

accompanied softly by wind instruments.  After 10 measures Bretan returned to 

the same melody used in measure 134.  This time Bretan set the melody in 4/4, 

linking the short phrases until the section ends in measure 172. 

The Seer continues in measure 173, but Bretan set the next music in the 

parallel key, Ab major.  Suddenly the Seer’s melody moves intervallicaly outlining 

the Ab tonic chord.  The strings play tremolo and the reeds double in sustained 

half-notes.  Bretan created the change because now the Seer sings of Queen 

Maria.  The Seer relates the point in time when Maria approached King Arald to 

persuade him not to attack her army, instead to offer himself as a prisoner.  

Again, Bretan changed the tense from first person to second person as the Seer 

relates the story.  He also removed a line from the next two quintets. Though it 

did not disturb the story, it did allow for symmetry in the phrasing of the music. 

One eve your troops you camped upon the Dniestr’s bank. 
Intending on the morrow the battle host to quell; 
But there amidst her counselors you came beneath her spell…12 
 

                                                
10 Judit Bretan, translations for Golem and Arald by Nicolae Bretan, 

Nimbus Recordings, NI 5424, 100. 
11 Odin is the highest god in Norse mythology, known better by another of 

his names as Wotan in Wagner’s Der Ring des Nibelungen.  
12 Bretan,102. 
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The change is short lived and at measure 179 Bretan returned to the 

same melody that has dominated the music of the Seer since first heard in 

measure 134.  Likewise, he returned the meter to 5/4 while the key remains ab 

minor.  The one measure phrases move ponderously, never reaching a climax.  

At the moment the music seems completely predictable, it modulates from ab 

minor to Db major at rehearsal 10. 

The new key begins a new section.  Bretan reduced the orchestration 

down to strings and harp.  The change accommodates a different focus in what 

the Seer is relating.  No longer does the Seer tell of how threatening King Arald 

has been, instead he speaks of how the Queen’s Counselors saw it was love at 

first sight between the King and Queen.  The Counselors smiled knowingly, and 

then left the two alone.  The sweetness of the music is hardly what Bretan had 

associated with King Arald thus far.  (Example 3.8)   

In measure 200, the Seer relates the question the King asks the Queen:   
 
Why have you come, O Queen, into this desert place 
What do you seek so far away from courts and men?13 
 
In measure 208, Bretan accommodated the question of the King by ending 

the phrase on the leading tone.  Like the question, the music must be resolved.  

Moving back to the tonic, Bretan added nine measures of instrumental music that 

are an augmentation of the short phrases just heard.  The music serves two 

purposes.  It holds the listener in suspense as the questions hangs in the air 

unanswered, and it provides a musical transition into the next section. 

 

                                                
13 Ibid. 
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Example 3.8:  Rehearsal 10, Modulation to Db Major 

 

Db Major 
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As though the Seer is incapable of moving forward in time, Bretan 

returned to the music first heard in measure 134, but used again in the sections 

of music beginning at measure 156, 166, and again in measure 179.  The Seer 

sings of the Queen’s answer, Bretan built the music to one of its most forceful 

climaxes thus far in the opera.   

In a murmur filled with tears, gentle and sad she spoke, 
Holding you with her eyes in which the sky shone clear. 
She said: “I beg of you, O King and cavalier, 
To give to me as prisoner the one I hold most dear, 
Arald, that untamed youth, him would I captive take!”14 
 
The moment the Seer tells of the Queen’s answer, the orchestra plays 

dramatically.  Playing tutti, all the instruments are marked forte with accents.  The 

music is triumphant.  Quickly, after only three measures, Bretan pared down the 

orchestra.  The less forceful music sets the scene for the King’s remarkable 

response to the Queen’s request.  The Seer reminds Arald of the moment: 

“Turning your head away, you handed her your sword.”15  Immediately the full 

orchestra echoes the Seer’s melody.  The music is marked Maestoso 

(Majestically), accented and forte.  

 The preceding line of the Seer is taken from the beginning of the eleventh 

quintet in the original poem by Eminescu.  Beginning with the second stanza of 

the quintet, Bretan returns the narration to King Arald in measure 234.  This 

change restores the poetry to first person as Eminescu rendered it, though at 

times Arald speaks of himself in the third person.  

 

                                                
14 Ibid. 
15 Ibid. 
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 My people ceased their march along the Danube’s bank, 
Arald no longer dreamed the universe to ride16 
 
Bretan changed the meter to 2/2 to set the King’s response.  The melody 

is accompanied by strings and woodwinds playing light, ascending arpeggios.  

The orchestration is full, though Bretan used the brass sparingly.  What can now 

be seen as typical of Bretan’s melodies, Arald begins each phrase with an 

anacrusis that leaps upward in pitch to the downbeat of the next measure.  This 

interval between the first two notes characteristically increases as the phrases 

move forward and build momentum.  Usually, the first note for each phrase 

remains the same, in this case an Ab functioning as dominant.  The first two 

phrases of Arald’s music ascend from the Ab to the tonic Db.  Then in the phrases 

which follow, the interval increases in width from the perfect fourth, to a minor 

sixth, and ultimately to a minor seventh.  

At rehearsal 13, measure 243, the texture changes again.  The new music 

is marked Moderato in 4/4, and the character of the melody becomes less 

majestic and more lyrical.  The lighter music descending through a repeated 

triplet pattern on beat two of each measure reflects the change that came over 

Arald as Maria spoke to him that night.  Speaking of himself in the third person, 

he tells the Seer of this transformation. 

His ears for tender tones and poetry did abide, 
The conqueror from that hour was vanquished by your word.17 
 
The majestic music returns in measure 247.   Likewise, Bretan returned 

the meter to 2/2, but changed the meter to 4/4 once every three measures. The 

                                                
16 Ibid. 
17 Ibid. 
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change is curious as the value of the quarter remains unchanged.  It is possible  

the meter change relates to the one thing added to the music in the 4/4 

measures.  In those measures, the violin plays a one measure motive that is 

reminiscent of the previous music.  The change of meter allows the motive to be 

set in the meter of the original music.  (Example 3.9) 

Arald continues his narration.  He describes the sensuous nature of their 

relationship and how she came to him each evening with the same request. 

From then, sweet maid with hair of Gold as ripened grain, 
Each night you came to me when nobody should know, 
And your white, slender arms around my neck did throw, 
And raising coaxing lips to mine you said in whispers low: 
“O, King, it is for Arald I come to beg again!”18 
 
 The King’s response shows how his heart has softened.  He tells Maria to 

ask for anything on earth or in heaven, but “do not ask for Arald, for he is nothing 

worth.”19  At these words, Bretan reduced the orchestra to only strings playing 

sustained chords.  The music comes to a momentary pause on a half cadence.  

Suddenly, the first violins sweep up the scale and King Arald cries out: 

Ah, where are gone the days when brave I probed the ford,   
To stride into the world.  Far better had it been 
If so much loveliness my eyes had never seen… 
To ride through ruined towns, to lead the battle keen 
And thus fulfill those dreams the pine-tree forest stored. 20 
 

 

 

 

                                                
18 Ibid., 104. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid. 
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Example 3.9:  Alternating Meters of 2/2 and 4/4 

 

 

 

 

Solo Violin 

Solo Violin 
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No more is the King reliving the past, but is back in the present with all the 

sorrow that brought him to this place.  Again, Bretan quoted the melody from his 

song Lasă-Ńi lumea ta uitată (Forget Your Home).  The melody reflects the King’s 

anguish.  The high tenor range adds to the dramatic effect with intervals reaching 

a high Bb 4.  The dramatic outburst is finished by the orchestra playing tutti and 

ending strong on a chord marked sforzato (sudden emphasis). 

The next section begins in complete contrast.  Marked piano the voice and 

orchestra begin together. Arald bookends his plea to the Seer by returning to the 

text and the music he sang after his first entrance.  Measures 314 through 328 

are an exact quote of measures 69 though 83.  Likewise, the Seer’s response is 

an exact quote of text and music.  Measures 329 through 370 are an exact quote 

of the music in measures 84 through 125.  The Seer’s text is a summons for the 

dead Maria to arise.  After this second statement of the incantation, Bretan the 

Composer becomes Bretan the Stage Director again.  In the score, he writes a 

detailed description of events that should happen, the order they should occur 

and what they mean.  

He takes a cup in the shape of a shell and, holding it to a fountain, fills it 
and offers it to Arald.  Arald drinks and, so doing, he becomes a ghost.  A 
purple light appears on his face. 
 
The instructions continue as a short transitional section of music begins at 

rehearsal 19, measure 371.  Bretan marked the music Adagio and scored the 

same melody he used beginning in measure 243 as King Arald spoke tenderly of 

how his heart had changed because of Queen Maria.  The orchestra plays tutti 
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but the movement is lyrical and legato.  Bretan’s instructions continue, his notes 

written in parentheses between the scores of music. 

Turning to the right, the Seer cups his hands and three times he splashes 
water on Maria.  Four flames appear again, followed by the whistling of the wind 
and a short thunderclap; the crows descend from above.  The place where Maria 
lies [a thick sheet of glass] is lighted from underneath.  In Maria’s golden hair 
burn flaming rubies; her lips are as red as blood; Arald falls to his knees.21 

 
 

Queen Maria’s Entrance 
 

Queen Maria is heard for the first time beginning in measure 374.  The 

transitional music in Bb major cadences on a D major chord.  The F# pulls the 

tonality to resolve in g minor, but the music moves back to Bb major as Maria 

begins to sing.  Bretan set Maria’s haunting melody in 3/4 time with only strings, 

clarinets and bassoons to accompany her.  In death, as in life, she comes to call 

for the King.  Her melody begins softly, moving easily in conjunct motion.  She 

entices King Arald with flattering words: 

Come, Arald, your sweet brow against my bosom lay 
Thou god with eyes of darkness, how wonderful they shine! 
But let me round your neck my golden hair entwine… 
My life and youth your presence does in the sky enshrine. 
O let me gaze into your eyes of sweet and fatal sheen!22 
 
As she sings of her golden hair entwining about his neck, the music again 

returns to the melody Bretan first used in measure 243 to set the text of how the 

King was changed by Maria.  It is now apparent that the melody is a 

reminiscence theme associated with Queen Maria.  Her first melody lasts only 20 

                                                
21 Ibid. 
22 Bretan recording translations, 106. 
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measures and Arald responds with exactly the same music beginning at 

rehearsal 20, measure 398.   

Bretan added one short staging instruction for Arald as he begins to sing: 

“o ridică” (“lifts her”).  The quintet he set for the King’s response is comprised of 

the last two lines from the 36th quintet (line 179) and the first three of the 37th.  

Also, he reversed the order of lines 181 and 182.  Though the alterations do not 

change the text of the individual lines, they do undo the rhyme scheme of abbba 

established throughout the poem.  But it is apparent Bretan made the change to 

benefit the story as it unfolds on stage and to better fit the reminiscence theme.  

With her in his arms, Arald sings the altered text to the melody now associated 

with the Queen: 

I feel the life returning to you against me pressed 
And know that from this hour we never more will part. 
I feel in you the life yet ever warmer glow. 
You’re verily the maid who in this coffin lay? 
Now throw back your snowy arms around my neck!23 
 
Like the music sung by Maria, Arald’s finishes in Bb major.  Bretan moves 

the music from the tonic chord to an augmented dominant chord.   He scored the 

timpani to softly roll an F as the harp enters to outline the augmented chord.  

After four measures, only two horn parts sustain a F in octaves for four 

measures.  Though the augmented chord has disturbed the strong dominant pull 

of the F, the sustained pitch still pulls towards a resolution in Bb.  But instead, it 

appears Bretan used the F as a leading tone to the new key as the key signature 

changes to gb minor.  The key signature is misleading because Bretan did keep 

                                                
23 Ibid., 108. 
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the new tonality in bb minor, but used the gb key signature to provide a lowered 

6th scale degree.  What he gained in a lowered sixth in the key signature, he lost 

in a lowered second.  To avoid the Cb in given in the key signature, he had to 

write a C natural at every occurrence.   

The new music that is begun in measure 430 is a duet between the Queen 

and King.  The poem Bretan used for the duet is another poem by Eminescu 

entitled Din noaptea (From the Night).  The music of the duet is adapted from 

one of Bretan’s Romanian songs by the same title written in 1921 in Cluj.  For the 

setting of the song as a duet in the opera, Bretan moved the vocal line up a 

fourth within the key.  In the original song, the melody began on the 3rd of the 

key, but in the opera, it begins on the seventh scale degree.  Despite the melody 

being raised a fourth, it is presented with only slight alterations in Maria’s part.  

Arald’s part is a harmony line written below the melody that allows both parts to 

move in a homophonic uniformity.    

Bretan’s use of Eminescu’s poem Din noaptea allows the lovers to sing to 

one another in a way the original poem Strigoii does not allow.  Once Queen 

Maria is raised from the dead in Strigoii, the poem turns to scenes of the two 

lovers riding on horse back from dusk until dawn, united in death.  But there is no 

dialogue between the two that Bretan could set to music.24  

The orchestration for the duet is full, using strings, woodwinds, and horns.  

The final lines of the poem are climactic.  “I know that there, within your tomb, 

                                                
24 See the complete text of Strigoii in the appendix. 
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Your voice, your voice is calling me.”25  Bretan drove the music to the climax by 

having the full orchestra pulsating in eighth note triplet patterns.  The tonality has 

modulated to Db major.  Singing as loudly as possible, the singers sustain high 

Ab‘s in octaves, before resolving to the tonic. On the last syllable of the last word, 

he marked all the orchestra parts forte and crescendo.  The timpani roll while the 

bassoons, cellos, and basses sustain the tonic chord.  All other instruments 

continue the pulsating triplet pattern and soar up the octave.  It all culminates in a 

strong downbeat on the tonic Db chord in measure 465 with all parts marked 

sforzato.  

Bretan followed the dramatic ending with an extended moment of silence.  

He placed a fermata over the beats of rests that fill the remainder of measure 

465.  At this point, he added two brief staging instructions: “A very long kiss; light 

projected in the background becomes increasingly stronger.”26  Then without 

warning, the full orchestra explodes forte.27  The new melody is played in octaves 

in the violins, cellos, flutes, clarinets and trumpets. Cymbals crash at the 

beginning of each statement of the two measure motive.  The other instruments 

add to the percussive effect by accenting the downbeat and pulsing each beat 

with accented quarter notes. Bretan set the new music in c# minor.  The new key 

is the enharmonic equivalent to db minor, the parallel minor of the previous key of 

Db major.  The melody begins high on the tonic, and then steps down 

                                                
25 See the complete text of Din noaptea in the appendix. 
26 Judit Bretan, translation of Bretan’s instructions in the vocal/piano score, 

pg. 42. 
27 The piano/vocal score has the added expressive marking 

drammaticamente (dramatically) which is not in the orchestra parts. 
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chromatically to the dominant.  The trumpets hammer the dominant pitch in 

unison with a driving rhythm into the next statement of the motive.  After the first 

two phrases, each statement of the motive is lower than the previous.  Gradually 

the music is settling. 

The exhilarating music Bretan composed for this moment is the most 

dramatic used in the opera.  It is not romantic music as one might expect when 

two lovers are reunited and fall into a kiss.  When they first met on the shores of 

the Danube River, Maria transformed King Arald from a ruthless conqueror into a 

man who became kind and sensitive to finer things.  She asked him to be her 

prisoner, figuratively speaking, and he willingly submitted.  At the moment of this 

kiss, she transforms him again, this time from a mortal to an immortal.  The 

immensity of the kiss is reflected in the enormous explosion of sound from the 

orchestra. This music is meant to reflect the horror of King Arald, who, however 

willingly, is passing from life to death so he can be with Queen Maria forever.   

After eight measures, the music has settled.  In measure 474, Bretan 

removed all the brass parts from the orchestration except the horn parts which 

are no longer marked with an accent.  He changed the key to the parallel major.  

Whatever horror may have been expressed in the music at the beginning of this 

scene is now transforming just as the King willingly transforms from mortality to 

immortality.   

After six measures, the motive reverses direction for the last two 

measures and steps up to cadence in C# major.  At the cadence, Bretan added 

these staging instructions: “In the background of the horizon, a giant cock is 
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projected with his wings wide open.  The trumpet imitates the crowing of the 

cock.”28  The first trumpet is marked con sord. (with mute) and plays the rhythm 

of a rooster’s crow, an eighth note followed by two sixteenth notes, then a 

sustained note.  The first two calls are on an E#, played over the strings as they 

sustain a C# major chord, followed by two more calls on E natural over a C# 

minor chord.  Each call is softer than the one before.  Again, Bretan added a 

stage note: “Maria jumps, startled.”29  The sun is rising and the two ghosts can 

only exist in the daylight. 

Using the descending chromatic theme of the dramatic music just 

previous, she asks King Arald to protect her: 

O Arald, allow my face to hide, 
Hear far off the cock’s hoarse morning cry!   
The brutal shaft of light that sprang across the eastern sky 
Has torn into my heart to wound my fleeting life.30 
 
 

Bretan adapted the four lines from the lines 256 through 260 of Eminescu’s 

poem.  The change is made to accommodate the four phrases of music.  He 

writes further stage instructions in the score:  “(Maria falls into Arald’s arms as 

the cock vanishes and the two lovers are swallowed by the earth...)”31  As Maria 

faints into Arald’s arms, the dramatic music from measure 474 returns.   

After the sixteen measures are repeated, King Arald and Queen Maria 

have disappeared into the tomb and the Seer remains on stage alone.  He 

begins singing with one line marked quasi recitative.  It is line 282 from the poem: 

                                                
28 Ibid., 43. 
29 Ibid. 
30 Bretan recording translations, 110. 
31 Bretan score translations, 45. 
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“Lost for all eternity within the tomb’s constraint.”  Then the Seer returns to the 

melody that characterized most of his earlier music.  His lines appear twice in the 

original poem, once when he is first introduced, and a second time as the last 

lines of the epic poem.  The latter is how Bretan used them here, to end the 

opera.  The only change he made was from third person to first person. 

Upon my rocky ledge, upright and ashen-faced. 
There I sit with crutch in hand, priest of an old creed. 
For ages shall I sit thus, by death forgot indeed, 
Moss growing on my forehead, and on my breast long weed, 
My beard reaching the ground, my eyebrows to my waist.32 
 

Bretan marks the music of the last lines Lento, misterioso (Slow, 

mysterious).  He used orchestration consisting mostly of sustained trombones 

and tubas with pizzicato chords on the downbeats played by the strings.  The 

lines move painstakingly slowly as the old Seer returns to his original post.  As he 

finishes his last line, the trumpets are heard playing the theme that bounded 

upward in the Prelude.  Although the orchestra is playing tutti, it does not 

maintain the momentum.  This time the harmony moves quickly to a c# minor 

tonic chord that is played three times.  Bretan separated the chords with quick 

sounding dominant chords on the last eighth note of each measure.   

Bretan added one last staging note in the score.  “The Seer remains 

motionless on the rock.  He lowers his eyes as the world fades from his sight and 

remembers in his failing mind Arald - a take of long ago.  Overhead two ravens 

soar – one white and one black.”  33 

                                                
32 Ibid. 
33 Ibid. 
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In the penultiment measure, the timpani roll as the orchestra crescendos, 

sustaining a tonic chord.  The orchestra plays the final chord marked sfozato 

(accent) as the curtain falls.  (Example 3.10) 

 

 Example 3.10:  The final moments of the opera 

 

                                                                                                                                            
 

sf 
(tutti) 

> 

> 
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CHAPTER 8 
 

DIFFICULT YEARS 
 
 

Dishonoured let me perish, an outcast among men; 
My body less than worthy to block the gutter then, 
And may, o God of mercy, a crown of diamonds wear 
The one who gives my heart the hungry dogs to tear, 
While for the one who in my face does callous fling a clod 
In your eternal kingdom reserve a place, o God. 

   Mihai Eminescu, A Dacian’s Prayer 
 
 

The eleven years that spanned the creation of Arald were often difficult 

years for Bretan.  The instability that characterized the first decade in the 

Romanian National Opera in Cluj continued into the 1930’s and beyond, 

mirroring the unrest that was growing within the government.  The historic events 

in Romania during the years between the World Wars would make life difficult for 

all Romanians and Bretan would not be excluded.   

The instability during the formative years of the Romanian government 

grew into horrific turmoil during the reign of King Carol II in 1930.  Following the 

death of his father King Ferdinand I, King Carol’s ascent to the throne came on 

the heels of several scandals.  During World War I, Carol deserted his military 

unit and eloped with a local member of the aristocracy.  The foreign born 

monarchies were forbidden to marry Romanians, so Carol was forced to 

abdicate.  He soon divorced and married Princess Helen of Greece and returned 

to Romania. After returning, he began an open affair with Elena Lupescu.   
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Lupescu was Jewish and due to the scandal of the affair and an increasing 

current of anti-Semitism, Carol was forced to abdicate a second time in 1926.  

But in 1930, promising to leave Lupescu (a promise he did not keep), Carol II 

returned to Bucharest and took the throne again.1 

Unfortunately for citizens such as Bretan who simply wanted to pursue 

their life in peace, King Carol’s reign in 1930s ushered in a decade of crisis.  The 

contributing factors were many, but the worldwide depression gave impetus to 

unrest.  It also kindled the rise of organizations such as The Legion of Saint 

Michael, more often called The Iron Guard, which sought to create oligarchy and 

used anti-Semitism as a unifying principle.  King Carol himself sought to bring 

about an authoritarian regime making no disguise of his disdain of democracy.2  

He extorted money from casinos and night clubs in Bucharest, sold Romanian lei 

on the black-market for dollars, and even passed a rumor in the financial markets 

that sent the value of the lei tumbling so he could buy them for less.  Stalin took 

Bessarabia and paid Carol and his ministers millions of dollars, but countrymen 

were not allowed to sue for compensation.  Carol sold his family’s property to the 

government just before allowing the Bulgarians to claim the land.  “Between 1930 

and 1940, he reportedly deposited between $40 million and $50 million abroad, a 

                                                
1 Robert D. Kaplan, Balkan Ghosts, A Journey Through History (New 

York: St. Martin’s Press, 1993), 85. 
2 Keith Hitchins, Rumania 1866-1947,Oxford History of Modern Europe 

[book on-line] (Oxford: New York Oxford University Press [UK], 1994), 378; 
available from http://www.netlibrary.com; Internet.   
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huge sum for that time.”3  The government had little money left to support its 

institutions including the Romanian Opera in Cluj. 

 

The Effect on Bretan 

Of all the factors that contributed to the civil unrest, it was the rise of anti-

Semitism which created immediate concern for Bretan.  Bretan was Christian by 

faith, but he married Nora Osvát, a Hungarian Jewess in 1915.  Bretan 

associated openly with Jews and never discriminated against any artists because 

of ethnicity.  He promoted the hiring of Hungarian and Jewish musicians equally 

alongside Romanians.  Golem was based upon a Jewish legend and steeped in 

Jewish mysticism.  In 1930, his free association with Jewish and Hungarian 

musicians would cost him personally.  Bretan was dismissed from the Romanian 

Opera at the end of the season and the reason was presented to him on a single 

sheet of paper.  He was presented a list of artists that he had promoted to the 

management for use at the opera, a list containing Hungarian and Jewish names.  

As word of Bretan’s dismissal spread, a lawyer, Dr. Augustin Pordea, threatened 

to go to the press and create a scandal.  As a result, Bretan’s dismissal was 

revoked.4 

Bretan kept his job, but after the return of his adversary, Constantin Pavel 

in November of 1930, he was given no assignments.  He began work on Arald in 

1931.  In 1932, Pavel left the Romanian Opera again and a new director was 

hired.  Bretan returned and staged three operas in the 1932 – 1933 season.  

                                                
3 Kaplan, 86-87. 
4 Gaglemann, 55. 
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Pavel was rehired a fourth time at the end of the season and Bretan was 

furloughed again in 1933.  Apparently Bretan was not the only employee to suffer 

from Pavel’s practice of favoritism.  During the 1933-1934 season, the 

employees submitted a petition against Pavel.  “Bretan was the only member of 

the opera company who did not sign the petition.  In spite of all the indignities he 

had suffered, it was against his character to seek revenge, even it were only 

through a signature.”5  Pavel left the opera for the last time in 1934. 

 When Pavel was director, the by-product was that Bretan had more time 

to compose.  During Pavel’s last season in 1933-1934, Bretan composed his 

largest work, Horia, an opera in three acts.  Though it was completed in 1934, 

Bretan revised it before the first performance in 1937.  Horia is nationalistic, 

based upon the 1784 peasant uprising in Transylvania.  The violent uprising was 

put down and the leaders, including Vasile Ursu Nicola (Horia), were executed.  

Bretan staged his opera and conducted the premiere on January 24, 1937.  The 

public identified with the story and Bretan’s greatest opera was a success.   

There was little time for Bretan to enjoy or build upon his success.  The 

Romanian government was about to collapse.  In 1938, King Carol II declared a 

dictatorship, but Adolph Hitler, who had come to power five years earlier in 

Germany, wanted a say in the formation of this new dictatorship in Romania.  He 

was never impressed with King Carol II and preferred Carol’s rival, Cornelio 

Codreanu to become dictator.  Cordreanu was the leader of The Iron Guard.  

                                                
5 Ibid., 55-58 
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King Carol answered the Führer by murdering Codreanu and thirteen other 

legionnaires by having them strangled to death.   

Codreanu had been very popular with the people of Romania, some even 

thinking him a god come to save the peasants.  After his murder, civic unrest 

became unruly.  Carol issued rumors that Codreanu sold out to the Jews in 

hopes of swaying public opinion and justifying what he called executions.  This 

rumor, coming from a foreign ruler with a Jewish mistress, only served to inflame 

the protesting masses further.  In the summer of 1940, King Carol II fled the 

country with the surviving members of The Iron Guard giving chase.  He escaped 

to Mexico with his mistress taking large amounts of cash and national treasures.  

Ultimately they would settle in Portugal where he died in 1953.  His mistress 

Lupescu died in 1977.6 

The end of King Carol’s reign brought little relief to the Jews and other 

Romanians like Bretan who associated openly with them.  After King Carol II fled 

the country, power came to rest in a Nazi-backed military junta headed by the 

“Red Dog”, Ion Antonescu.  Antonescu appointed his fellow members of the 

Legion of Saint Michael to government posts.  In revenge for the murder of 

Cordreanu and their fellow Legionnaires, they began a murderous rampage.  

They murdered sixty-four former officials in Carol’s government, and then 

terrorized the Jewish quarter in Bucharest, burning, killing and looting as they 

went.  Soon, the atrocities spread and the Legionnaires sought to topple 

Antenescu and the military junta.  In the end, the military was able to subdue the 

                                                
6 Ibid, 86-96. 
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Legionnaires, but not before horrible atrocities were committed against 

thousands of Jews in Romania. 

 

Hungarian Rule 

Making the world around Bretan less stable, the Axis powers awarded a 

large part of Transylvania to Hungary, known as the Second Vienna Award on 

August 30, 1940.  All the dreams of being in a Romanian homeland north of the 

Carpathian Mountains seemed to end for Bretan.  The city of Cluj was again 

known by its Hungarian name, Kolozvár.  The Romanian Opera closed and the 

Hungarian Opera reopened across town.  Bretan was able to keep a small civil 

servant job that he had taken when first released from the opera, but his salary 

was insufficient to support his family.  He requested a raise from the Hungarian 

mayor, a request that was ignored, but “instead something occurred that [he] 

could scarcely have foreseen, for on May 29th Bretan received a contract from 

the Hungarian Theater, which had returned from Szeged.”7  Bretan’s ability to 

work with Hungarians without prejudice which had brought him grief in 1938 with 

his countrymen, now served to his advantage.  But many of the Hungarians 

working in the theater resented his nationality.  After three years, he was 

dismissed on April 3, 1943.  “He was advised to go into early retirement…That 

request was never fulfilled, because the political situation turned into chaos.”8  

Life under Hungarian rule for Bretan and his family was extremely difficult, 

but it was going to get worse.  In March of 1944, German troops reached 

                                                
7 Gagelmann, 62. 
8 Ibid., 63. 
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Kolozsvár.  Bretan witnessed the deportation of Jews with his own eyes.  A 

lawyer in town, Anna Baumann, admired Bretan and offered to lend him a piano.  

She had the piano delivered and on the same day, she and 150 other Jews were 

deported to Auschwitz and never returned.  The deportation did not include 

Bretan’s wife, Nora.  Nevertheless “…her mother, four sisters, two brothers, and 

the rest of her mother’s family were taken away, lost forever.”9 

Bretan was not composing operas during this volatile time, but in 1945 he 

composed a musical drama depicting three victims who survived Auschwitz 

named A Különös Széder-est (The Mysterious Seder).  The three survivors are 

waiting for other victims from Auschwitz to arrive.  No one else ever returns, but 

angels appear and deliver messages from their murdered loved ones.  Bretan 

was never happy with the final composition and it was never published.  No 

subject in his one-act operas ever came as close to his personal life as these 

experiences.  It was an enormous subject he could not express in music to his 

own satisfaction. 

Nicolae Bretan, who throughout his life was faced with ethnic bigotry and 
national rivalry, who was constantly a victim of intrigues, now because he 
was a Romanian, now because he worked with Hungarians, now because 
half his family was Jewish—that same Bretan could not cope with what 
happened toward the end of the war and directly affected his family.  
Testimony to that was his attempt, if not to compose, then at least to 
pray.10 
 
In the spring of 1944, the democratic opposition to Antonescu’s 

dictatorship, led by Iuliu Maniu, increased pressure on Antonescu to extricate 

Romania from the war.  Maniu began contacts with the Allies in 1942, working to 

                                                
9 Ibid. 
10 Ibid., 125. 
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find a solution that would preserve Romanian independence in face of what they 

saw as a growing threat from Russia.  Though he had hoped to avoid an alliance 

with Russia for fear they would occupy Romania, the Allied response was sharp 

and unmistakable.  The Romanian Government was to capitulate immediately to 

the advancing Soviet Army and not offer any resistance.11 

As Dictator, Antonescu never did away with the Romanian Constitution, a 

mistake that brought about his undoing.  He continued to meet with Hitler and 

refused to cooperate with the democratic opposition.  The opposition leaders 

sought the cooperation of the figure-head King Michael, son of deposed King 

Carol II, to orchestrate a coup.  King Michael summoned Antonescu and the 

leaders of his government for a meeting of the Crown Council.  Antonescu was 

presented the terms as specified by the Allies.  When he refused the terms, the 

King invoked his authority and Antonescu and his associates were arrested. 

Once only a figure-head, King Michael proceeded to use his constitutional 

powers to appoint a new government.  He appointed Maniu and other democratic 

opposition leaders to head the government and declared Romania’s allegiance to 

the Allies.  Further, he pledged Romanian troops to liberate Transylvania.  

Transylvania was again united with Romania.  The Red Army drove out the 

remaining German troops, but in a twist of fate that was Maniu’s greatest fear, 

did not liberate, but occupied Bucharest.12 

 

 

                                                
11 Hitchens, 490. 
12 Hitchens, 490-500. 
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Restoring the National Theater in Cluj 

For Bretan, it meant his country of residence had changed for the fourth 

time in his life and for the third time in two years.  He had lived in Transylvania 

under Magyar rule through World War I and into a struggling Romanian 

democracy.  Within twenty years, he saw Transylvania torn from Romania as the 

Nazi leaders desperate for oil and other resources awarded the region back to 

their Axis partner, Hungary.  Now he lived on Romanian soil once more, but the 

reunion with Romania came on a strong eastern wind.  A new era was beginning 

for Bretan and for Romania. 

The war was over.  Bretan’s hometown was named Cluj again, no longer 

Kolozsvár.  As one of its first acts, the new city government appointed a board of 

five members to determine the fate of the National Theater.  On November 2, 

1944, Bretan was selected Chairman of the Board.  Two weeks later, he reported 

back to the city officials that though the theater could be repaired and was 

basically functional, there was no ensemble of Romanian artists available for 

singing or spoken drama.  Bretan promised to use whatever artists he found in 

Transylvania to get the theater up and running as soon as possible.  On 

December 28th, the curtain rose again.  On the first program, Bretan was 

determined to show diversity but did not program one of his own works.  The 

program included George Enescu’s First Romanian Rhapsody, a one-act play 

Mireasa roşie (The Red Bride) by Eftimiu, and Mascagni’s Cavalleria rusticana.13 

                                                
13  Gagelmann, 65-69.  
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The reopening of the theater began a new phase in Bretan’s career in the 

theater.  Bretan began working with his children, now grown and professional 

artists in their own right.  His daughter, Judit, staged and performed the female 

lead in the one-act play, while his son, Andrei, played opposite her in the role of 

The Poet.   

All three Bretan’s worked together on and off stage on several occasions 

at the theater in Cluj through 1945, but Bretan also used Hungarians.  There 

simply were not enough Romanian artists available to fill the season.  Though 

Bretan made it clear to the city council he would use any artist he could find to 

open the theater, he was soon criticized for using Hungarians in a Romanian 

theater.  Though the critics became more vocal, he continued work at the 

National Theater in Cluj.  His one-act opera Golem was revived in December of 

1947 with his son Andrei singing the title role.  “It seemed as if for Bretan, who 

was now filled with pride in both his children, the happiest time of his life had 

begun.”14  His daughter’s acting career blossomed.  She was invited to perform at 

the National Theater in Bucharest by the Ministry of Culture, and soon after sent 

to Budapest by the Prime Minister, Petru Groza who sought reconciliation 

between Hungary and Romania.  But once again, happiness for Bretan would be 

short lived. 

 

 

 

                                                
14 Ibid., 73. 
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The Rise of Communism 

In 1944, as Bretan worked feverishly to open the National Theater in Cluj, 

the Romanian government was in transition.  With Russian troops still in 

Bucharest, nationalists tried to form a liberal democratic government under the 

regime of Michael II.  While the Russians did not interfere directly with the 

formation of a popular government, the Romanian Communist Party (the PCR) 

began to re-organize.  The party leaders spent the years during World War II in 

Moscow, but returned with the occupation of the Red Army in Bucharest.  From 

1945 to 1947, the government under Petru Groza moved from a coalition 

government with PCR representation to one where the PCR had a monopoly.  As 

Bretan was reviving Golem in December of 1947, King Michael abdicated the 

throne.  Romania became known as a people’s republic.   

The transformation went beyond who controlled the government to a 

restructuring of the socioeconomic system.  Land reform led to state farms, joint 

Soviet-Romanian industries were formed, and the economy became centralized.  

Much of this was redesigned by Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej, the next leader of the 

PCR.  While an ally of the Soviets, he worked to create a semi-autonomous 

economy and foreign policy.  After his death in 1965, Nicolae Ceauşescu 

became leader of Romania, awarding himself the title of President.  Ceauşescu 

continued to promote Romanian independence within the socialist model.  In the 

same year, he announced the transition to socialism was complete and the 
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country would be known as a socialist republic and no longer a people’s 

republic.15 

While fascism was a political movement in Romania during World War II, 

communism had become a regime in the years following. The PCR penetrated 

every walk of life.  It was no longer a matter for the populace to choose sides 

politically, there was in essence only one side.  Political opposition was not 

allowed.  Either one joined with the communists, or simply ceased to exist.  

There was no work and little assistance for those, such as Bretan, who refused to 

join the communist party.   

Bretan’s refusal to join the PCR sealed his fate.  Repeatedly, he applied to 

for reinstatement in the Composer’s Union, but repeatedly his application was 

refused.  There was one last opportunity for Bretan’s music to be heard in his 

lifetime.  In 1961, the National Opera in Cluj asked for the scores of his three-act 

opera Horia.  Bretan knew they would want to cut the religious references, which 

were central to the opera’s story, so he agreed only if no cuts or revisions were 

made.  He was told his opera would be cut and revised.  “Bretan said no and 

preferred that his works remain silent.” 16  His works were not heard in public 

again until after his death. 

Bretan never chose sides politically within his own country, nor did he 

promote his nationalism over another’s.  He saw no such distinctions among 

artists.   But after his daughter married an American diplomat, Bretan was forced 

                                                
15 Lawrence S. Graham, Romania, A Developing Socialist State, Nations 

of Contemporary Eastern Europe, (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press Inc., 
1982), 30-32. 

16  Gagelmann, 76. 
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to choose a side.  He chose freedom over suppression.  He chose not to turn his 

back on his fellow artist, friends and family because they were Jews and 

Hungarians.  As a result, the most loyal of Romanians, Nicolae Bretan ceased to 

exist for the last 20 years of his life.   

Bretan was born in a land that would not recognize Romanians.  He died 

in a Romania that would not recognize him.  On the first page of his collection of 

songs, he quoted the French Romantic poet Théophile Gautier: “We do not 

always belong to the land in which our cradle rocked, and therefore we are often 

searching for our true fatherland.”  He titled his collection, Mein Liederland, (My 

Land of Song).  Ultimately he found his homeland in his gift of song. 

 

 

Value to a Culture 

The value of Bretan’s music is not found in its novelty or in the superficial 

preferences of the one who experiences it.  The significance of his music is not 

established through the analytical, anthropological digging of musical analysis.  

The importance of his music is not found in any innovative compositional 

technique that he developed.  He invented no new musical forms nor could it be 

argued that he even expanded the forms in which he worked.  The importance of 

Bretan’s music is in what it restores to the Romanian culture, and by extension, 

the culture of all peoples.  It is significant because of his intent to create uniquely 

Romanian objet d'art which is only now being freely heard.  During a time when a 
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Romanian culture was actively being defined, Bretan’s music with its Romanian 

core was silenced.  

As far back as the mid-nineteenth century, at the beginning of the 

Kingdom of Romania, intellectuals such as Titu Maiorescu, devoted themselves 

to the advancement of Romanian culture.  Maiorescu, was a founding member of 

the influential Junimea (Youth) Society.17  The society consisted of young 

intellectuals centered in Iaşi who were educated in Western universities and 

shared as their common goal the development of Romanian culture.  They 

advanced the thought that to simply imitate Western models while forgetting their 

unique heritage would create a form of culture without any substance.  Maiorescu 

wrote about his concern for Romanian culture in an article entitled, “În contra 

direcŃiei de astăzi în cultura română” (Against the Contemporary Direction in 

Rumanian Culture), published in Convorbiri literare (Literary Conversations) in 

1868 where he expressed the following:   

…Before having village teachers, we established schools in our villages, 
and before having an extensive cultural life outside of the schools, we 
created athenaeums and cultural associations and thus we cheapened the 
spirit of our literary societies.  Before having even the shadow of original 
scientific activity we founded the Rumanian Academy…and we falsified 
the idea of an academy.  Before having the necessary musicians, we 
created a music conservatory; before having a painter of any value, we 
founded the Ècole des Beaux Arts. Before having a single play of any 
merit, we built a national theater and in the process, we cheapened and 
falsified these forms of culture.18 
 

                                                
17 The poet so favored by Bretan, Mihai Eminescu was also a member of 

the same society. 
18 'În contra directiei * de astazi* în cultura romana*' (Against the 

Contemporary Direction in Rumanian Culture), published in Convorbiri literare in 
1868 as quoted by Hitchens, pg. 62. 
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Maiorescu went on to conclude that though the Rumanians imitated the 

culture of Western civilization, in reality “…the politics, the science, the 

academies, the newspapers, the theatre, and the constitution were all stillborn, 

'phantoms without bodies', and 'forms without substance'”.19   

The development of Romanian culture was impeded by the country’s 

involvement in the Second Balkan War and World War I.  After the ratification of 

the Treaty of Trianon in 1920, members of the government, as well as 

intellectuals outside the government, were anxious to advance the Romanian 

culture throughout the newly expanded territory including Transylvania.  Bretan 

was aware of the contribution of the fine arts to Romanian culture and tirelessly 

sought recognition of his music in his own country.  His compositions, though 

western in form, were comprised of uniquely Romanian substance.  He took 

pride in the fact he had composed the first Romanian operas.  The poetry, the 

permeation of tonalities and melodies that were nationalistic, were all deeply 

rooted in his Romanian heritage.  It will never be known how Bretan might have 

contributed to the development of a Romanian culture had he been free to work 

without the obstacles that were placed in his path.   

The first priority of the communist regime in Romania, as with any system 

of government, was self-preservation.  The regime suppressed any manifestation 

of opposition by groups or individuals, including artists.  The way to control the 

production of art that might be subversive was not to eliminate the arts, but to 

fund them.  State control is the ubiquitous string attached to state funding.  If an 

artist wanted to work in communist Romania, he did so within the confines of the 
                                                

19 Ibid, pg. 63 
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Romanian communist ideal.  If they wanted to work freely, they had to leave the 

country, following the example of artists such as Brancusi who remained in Paris 

until his death.   

Bretan never left Romania.  He refused to join the communists and as a 

result, he never worked as an artist again.  Governmental regulation as Bretan 

experienced in communist Romania distorts cultures by coercing artists to 

produce art according to certain ideals and by suppressing the production of art 

that does not conform.  Either way, the controlling party regulates what art the 

populace is allowed to experience.  To suppress art is to suppress imagination 

and knowledge.  Such was certainly the case in communist Romania.   

Since the fall of the communist regime in 1989, Romania is once again in 

a position to define its culture and to restore what was kept from it.  Bretan’s 

music is one example of cultural events now being experience by the free people 

of Romania.  Bretan wrote that he never knew a fatherland, that his music was 

his homeland.  Now, owing to the tireless efforts of his daughter Judit, Bretan’s 

music has finally found its homeland in a free Romania. 
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APPENDIX 
 

LUCEAFĂRUL AND STROGII BY MIHAI EMINESCU 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LUCEAFĂRUL  
 
A fost odata ca-n povesti, 
A fost ca niciodata, 
Din rude mari imparatesti, 
O prea frumoasa fata. 
 
Si era una la parinti 
Si mindra-n toate cele,  
Cum e Fecioara intre sfinti 
Si luna intre stele. 
 
Din umbra falnicelor bolti 
Ea pasul si-l indreapta 
Linga fereastra, unde-n colt 
Luceafarul asteapta. 
 
Privea in zare cum pe mari 
Rasare si straluce, 
Pe miscatoarele carari 
Corabii negre duce. 
 
Il vede azi, il vede mini, 
Astfel dorinta-i gata; 
El iar, privind de saptamini, 
Ii cade draga fata. 
 
Cum ea pe coate-si razima 
Visind ale ei timple 
De dorul lui si inima 
Si sufletu-i se imple. 
 
Si cit de viu s-aprinde el 
In orisicare sara, 
Spre umbra negrului castel 
Cind ea o sa-i apara. 

LUCIFER 
 
Once on a time, as poets sing 
High tales with fancy laden, 
Born of a very noble king 
There lived a wondrous maiden. 
 
An only child, her kinsfolk boon, 
So fair, imagination faints; 
As though amidst the stars the moon, 
Or Mary amidst the saints 
 
From 'neath the castle's dark retreat, 
Her silent way she wended 
Each evening to the window-seat 
Where Lucifer attended. 
 
And secretly, with never fail, 
She watched his double race, 
Where vessels drew their pathless trail 
Across the ocean's face. 
 
And as intent she drank his light, 
Desire was quickly there; 
While he who saw her every night 
Soon fell in love with her. 
 
And sitting thus with rested head, 
Her elbows on the sill, 
Her heart by youthful fancy led 
Did with deep longing fill. 
 
While he, a brilliant shining spark, 
Glowed always yet more clear 
Towards the castle tall and dark 
Where she would soon appear 
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Si pas cu pas pe urma ei 
Aluneca-n odaie, 
Tesind cu recile-i scintei 
O mreaja de vapaie. 
 
Si cind in pat se-ntinde drept 
Copila sa se culce, 
I-atinge miinile pe piept, 
I-nchide geana dulce; 
 
Si din oglinda luminis 
Pe trupu-i se revarsa, 
Pe ochii mari, batind inchisi 
Pe fata ei intoarsa. 
 
Ea il privea cu un suris, 
El tremura-n oglinda, 
Caci o urma adinc in vis 
De suflet sa se prinda. 
 
Iar ea vorbind cu el in somn, 
Oftind din greu suspina: 
- "O, dulce-al noptii mele domn, 
De ce nu vii tu? Vina! 
 
Cobori in jos, luceafar blind, 
Alunecind pe-o raza, 
Patrunde-n casa si in gind 
Si viata-mi lumineaza!" 
 
El asculta tremurator,  
Se aprindea mai tare 
Si s-arunca fulgerator, 
Se cufunda in mare; 
 
Si apa unde-au fost cazut 
In cercuri se roteste, 
Si din adinc necunoscut 
Un mindru tinar creste. 
 
Usor el trece ca pe prag 
Pe marginea ferestrei 
Si tine-n mina un toiag 
Incununat cu trestii. 
 

* 
* 
* 
* 
 
Until one night with shower of rays 
He slips into her room, 
As though a strange and silver haze 
Did round about her loom. 
 
And when at last the child to rest 
Upon her sofa lies, 
He lays her arms across her breast 
And closes her soft eyes. 
 
While where his ray on mirror lands 
And is upon her couch red rifted, 
It falls upon her throat and hands 
And on her face uplifted. 
 
A smile is on her lips it seems; 
He in the mirror trembles, 
For smooth his ray glides midst her dreams 
And round her soul assembles. 
 
And while she is in slumber gone 
She murmurs through her sighs: 
"Come down to me beloved one, 
Fair prince of the clear skies. 
 
Come down, good Lucifer and kind, 
O lord of my aspire, 
And flood my chamber and my mind 
With your sweetest fire !" 
 
And Lucifer beams still more bright 
To hear her word's emotion; 
Then like a comet in its flight 
Dives down into the ocean. 
 
And where his bolt is lost to view 
The sea in whirlpool surges, 
Till out of the unfathomed blue 
A handsome youth emerges, 64 
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Parea un tinar voievod 
Cu par de aur moale, 
Un vinat giulgi se-ncheie nod 
Pe umerele goale. 
 
Iar umbra fetei stravezii 
E alba ca de ceara - 
Un mort frumos cu ochii vii 
Ce scinteie-n afara. 
 
- "Din sfera mea venii cu greu 
Ca sa-ti urmez chemarea, 
Iar cerul este tatal meu 
Si muma-mea e marea. 
 
Ca in camara ta sa vin, 
Sa te privesc de-aproape,  
Am coborit cu-al meu senin  
Si m-am nascut din ape. 
 
O, vin'! odorul meu nespus, 
Si lumea ta o lasa; 
Eu sunt luceafarul de sus, 
Iar tu sa-mi fii mireasa. 
 
Colo-n palate de margean 
Te-oi duce veacuri multe, 
Si toata lumea-n ocean 
De tine o s-asculte." 
 
- "O, esti frumos, cum numa-n vis 
Un inger se arata, 
Dara pe calea ce-ai deschis 
N-oi merge niciodata; 
 
Strain la vorba si la port, 
Lucesti fara de viata, 
Caci eu sunt vie, tu esti mort, 
Si ochiul tau ma-ngheata." 
 
Trecu o zi, trecura trei 
Si iarasi, noaptea, vine 
Luceafarul deasupra ei 
Cu razele-i senine. 
 

Who, leaping off the fretful wave, 
Lightly through her casement passes; 
And in his hand he holds a stave 
Crowned with a wreath of grasses. 
 
A prince indeed of royal stock, 
With heavy hanging golden hair; 
A purple winding-sheet his smock, 
Hung round his shoulders bare. 
 
A starry glow shines from his eyes, 
His cheeks are deathly white; 
A lifeless thing in living guise, 
A youth born of the night. 
 
"Down from the spheres do I come 
Though dreadful the commotion, 
My father is the vaulted dome, 
My mother is the ocean. 
 
For I have left my realm to keep 
Obedience to your command; 
Born of the zenith and the deep 
Here I before you stand. 
 
O come, fair child of royal birth, 
Cast this your world aside, 
For Lucifer has flown to earth 
To claim you as his bride. 
 
And you will live till time is done 
In castles built of sky, 
And all the fish will be your own, 
And all the birds that fly". 
 
"O, beautiful you are, good Sire, 
As but an angel prince could be, 
But to the course that you desire 
I never shall agree 
 
Strange, as your voice and vesture show, 
I live while you are dead; 
Your eyes gleam with an icy glow 
Which fills my soul with dread." 
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Ea trebui de el in somn 
Aminte sa-si aduca  
Si dor de-al valurilor domn 
De inim-o apuca: 
 
- "Cobori in jos, luceafar blind, 
Alunecind pe-o raza,  
Patrunde-n casa si in gind 
Si viata-mi lumineaza!" 
 
Cum el din cer o auzi, 
Se stinse cu durere, 
Iar ceru-ncepe a roti 
In locul unde piere; 
 
In aer rumene vapai 
Se-ntind pe lumea-ntreaga,  
Si din a chaosului vai 
Un mindru chip se-ncheaga; 
 
Pe negre vitele-i de par  
Coroana-i arde pare, 
Venea plutind in adevar 
Scaldat in foc de soare. 
 
Din negru giulgi se desfasor 
Marmoreele brate, 
El vine trist si ginditor 
Si palid e la fata; 
 
Dar ochii mari si minunati 
Lucesc adinc himeric, 
Ca doua patimi fara sat 
Si pline de-ntuneric.  
 
- "Din sfera mea venii cu greu 
Ca sa te-ascult s-acuma, 
Si soarele e tatal meu,  
Iar noaptea-mi este muma; 
 
O, vin', odorul meu nespus,  
Si lumea ta o lasa; 
Eu sunt luceafarul de sus, 
Iar tu sa-mi fii mireasa.  
 

One day went past, and went past-two, 
Then o'er the castle dark, 
Fair Lucifer again to view 
Shone forth his lustrous spark. 
 
And scarce his beam waved bright above, 
Her dreams to him were borne, 
Her heart again by aching love 
And cruel longing torn. 
 
"Come down, good Lucifer and kind, 
O lord of my aspire, 
And flood my chamber and my mind 
With your sweetest fire !" 
 
Now, as he heard her tender cry 
With pain he faded out, 
And lightning flew about the sky, 
Which wheeled and rocked about; 
 
Around the earth a lurid glow 
Poured like a torrent race, 
Till out of its chaotic flow 
There grew a human face; 
 
About the head dark wisps of hair 
Girt with a crown of flame, 
And through the sun-illumined air 
Borne up by truth he came. 
 
His arms of rounded marble sheen 
Did 'neath a cloak of raven show, 
And sad and thoughtful was his mien 
And pallid was his brow. 
 
Bright eyes he had that seemed to tell 
Of strange chimerical bonds; 
And deep they were as passion's spell, 
And dark as moonlit ponds. 
 
"Down from the spheres have I flown, 
Though terrible my flight; 
My father wears Apollo's crown, 
My mother is the night. 
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O, vin', in parul tau balai 
S-anin cununi de stele,  
Pe-a mele ceruri sa rasai 
Mai mindra decit ele." 
 
- "O, esti frumos cum numa-n vis 
Un demon se arata, 
Dara pe calea ce-ai deschis 
N-oi merge niciodata! 
 
Ma dor de crudul tau amor  
A pieptului meu coarde, 
Si ochii mari si grei ma dor, 
Privirea ta ma arde." 
 
- "Dar cum ai vrea sa ma cobor? 
Au nu-ntelegi tu oare,  
Cum ca eu sunt nemuritor,  
Si tu esti muritoare?" 
 
- "Nu caut vorbe pe ales,  
Nici stiu cum as incepe -  
Desi vorbesti pe inteles, 
Eu nu te pot pricepe; 
 
Dar daca vrei cu crezamint 
Sa te-ndragesc pe tine,  
Tu te coboara pe pamint, 
Fii muritor ca mine." 
 
- "Tu-mi cei chiar nemurirea mea 
In schimb pe-o sarutare, 
Dar voi sa stii asemenea 
Cit te iubesc de tare; 
 
Da, ma voi naste din pacat, 
Primind o alta lege; 
Cu vecinicia sunt legat, 
Ci voi sa ma dezlege." 
 
Si se tot duce... S-a tot dus. 
De dragu-unei copile, 
S-a rupt din locul lui de sus, 
Pierind mai multe zile. 
 

O come, fair child of royal birth, 
Cast this your world aside, 
For Lucifer has flown to earth 
To claim you as his bride. 
 
A starry halo from the skies 
About your hair will fall, 
And you among the spheres will rise 
The proudest of them all." 
 
"O, beautiful you are, good Sire, 
As but a demon prince could be, 
But to the course of your desire 
I never shall agree. 
 
You wound me with your crude behest; 
I dread what you extol; 
Your heavy eyes, as though possessed, 
Gleam down into my soul." 
 
"But why should I descend to thee? 
Far better what I give; 
My days are all eternity, 
While you but one hour live." 
 
"I would not chosen phrases seek, 
Nor carefully my words arrange, 
But though with human mouth you speak, 
Your speech to me is strange. 
 
Yet if you wish to prove your worth, 
That I betroth myself to you, 
Well, then come down to me on earth 
And be a mortal too." 
 
You ask my endless, life above 
To barter for a kiss. 
Aye, I will show how my love, 
How deep my longing is. 
 
My birthright I will fling aside 
To be reborn of sin, and I 
Who to all rolling time am tied, 
Will that great knot untie." 
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In vremea asta Catalin, 
Viclean copil de casa, 
Ce imple cupele cu vin 
Mesenilor la masa, 
 
Un paj ce poarta pas cu pas 
A-mparatesii rochii, 
Baiat din flori si de pripas, 
Dar indraznet cu ochii, 
 
Cu obrajei ca doi bujori 
De rumeni, bata-i vina, 
Se furiseaza pinditor 
Privind la Catalina. 
 
Dar ce frumoasa se facu 
Si mindra, arz-o focul; 
Ei Catalin, acu-i acu 
Ca sa-ti incerci norocul. 
 
Si-n treacat o cuprinse lin 
Intr-un ungher degraba. 
- "Da' ce vrei, mari Catalin? 
Ia du-t' de-ti vei de treaba." 
 
- "Ce voi? As vrea sa nu mai stai 
Pe ginduri totdeuna, 
Sa rizi mai bine si sa-mi dai 
O gura, numai una." 
 
- "Dar nici nu stiu macar ce-mi ceri, 
Da-mi pace, fugi departe - 
O, de luceafarul din cer 
M-a prins un dor de moarte." 
 
- "Daca nu stii, ti-as arata 
Din bob in bob amorul, 
Ci numai nu te minia, 
Ci stai cu binisorul. 
 
Cum vinatoru-ntinde-n cring 
La pasarele latul, 
Cind ti-oi intinde bratul sting 
Sa ma cuprinzi cu bratul; 
 
 

At which he turned and went away 
Midst a cloud of sombre pearl, 
To renounce his birthright from that day 
For the love of a mortal girl. 
 
* 
* 
* 
* 
 
About this time young Catalin 
Was a page boy of that house, 
Who filled the festive cups with wine 
At feast and royal carouse. 
 
And carried high the regal train; 
A foundling, brought by chance, 
Born of a humble unknown strain, 
Though roguish in his glance, 
 
Round-cheeked, like rose-apples red, 
Mischievous, bright-eyed, 
A slipped with quick yet stealthy tread 
To Catalina's side. 
 
Upon my soul, Queen of romance ! 
Was such a darling ever? 
Come Catalin, quick try your chance, 
For now's your time or never. 
 
At which he round her waist did twine 
His arm in sudden wooing. 
"Behave, you rascal Catalin, 
Whatever are you doing?" 
 
"By sorrow brooding all the while 
You would your heart assuage, 
But better you would turn and smile 
And kiss just once your page." 
 
"I know not what your wishes are, 
Leave me alone, you knave. 
Ah me ! The longing for that star 
Will drive me to the grave." 
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Si ochii tai nemiscatori 
Sub ochii mei ramiie... 
De te inalt de subtiori 
Te-nalta din calciie; 
 
Cind fata mea se pleaca-n jos, 
In sus ramii cu fata, 
Sa ne privim nesatios 
Si dulce toata viata; 
 
Si ca sa-ti fie pe deplin 
Iubirea cunoscuta, 
Cind sarutindu-te ma-nclin, 
Tu iarasi ma saruta." 
 
Ea-l asculta pe copilas 
Uimita si distrasa, 
Si rusinos si dragalas, 
Mai nu vrea, mai se lasa, 
 
Si-i zise-ncet: - "Inca de mic 
Te cunosteam pe tine, 
Si guraliv si de nimic, 
Te-ai potrivi cu mine... 
 
Dar un luceafar, rasarit 
Din linistea uitarii, 
Da orizon nemarginit 
Singuratatii marii; 
 
Si tainic genele le plec, 
Caci mi le imple plinsul 
Cind ale apei valuri trec 
Calatorind spre dinsul; 
 
Luceste c-un amor nespus, 
Durerea sa-mi alunge, 
Dar se inalta tot mai sus, 
Ca sa nu-l pot ajunge. 
 
Patrunde trist cu raze reci 
Din lumea ce-l desparte... 
In veci il voi iubi si-n veci 
Va raminea departe...  
 
 

"If you don't know, and you would learn 
How love is set about, 
Don't recklessly my teaching spurn, 
First fairly hear me out. 
 
As trappers deftly birds pursue 
With nets among the tree, 
When I stretch out my arm to you, 
Slip your arm thus round me. 
 
Your eyes into my eyes must glow, 
Nor turn away, nor close 
And when I lift you softly, so, 
Rise gently on your toes. 
 
And when my face is downwards bent 
Your face turned up will stay, 
That we may gaze with sweet intent 
For ever and a day. 
 
While should you wish at last to learn 
The measure of love's bliss, 
When hot my lips on yours do burn 
Give back again my kiss." 
 
Amused, yet with a girl's surprise 
At what the youth acclaimed, 
She blushed and turned away her eyes, 
Half willing, half ashamed. 
 
"A chatterbox you were since small 
With overmuch to tell, 
Yet I had felt, in spite of all, 
We'd suit each other well". 
 
But Lucifer's slow sailing spark 
Crept up out of the sea 
Over the horizon's arc, 
Prince of eternity. 
 
And now my wretched heart does bleed, 
With tears my eyes grow dim, 
When e'er I watch the waves that speed 
Across the sea to him. 
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De-aceea zilele imi sunt 
Pustii ca niste stepe, 
Dar noptile-s de-un farmec sfint 
Ce-l nu mai pot pricepe." 
 
- "Tu esti copila, asta e... 
Hai s-om fugi in lume, 
Doar ni s-or pierde urmele 
Si nu ne-or sti de nume. 
 
Caci amindoi vom fi cuminti, 
Vom fi voiosi si teferi, 
Vei pierde dorul de parinti 
Si visul de luceferi." 
 
Porni luceafarul. Cresteau 
In cer a lui aripe, 
Si cai de mii de ani treceau 
In tot atitea clipe. 
 
Un cer de stele dedesupt, 
Deasupra-i cer de stele - 
Parea un fulger nentrerupt 
Ratacitor prin ele. 
 
Si din a chaosului vai, 
Jur imprejur de sine, 
Vedea, ca-n ziua cea dentii, 
Cum izvorau lumine; 
 
Cum izvorind il inconjor 
Ca niste mari, de-a-notul... 
El zboara, gind purtat de dor, 
Pin' piere totul, totul; 
 
Caci unde-ajunge nu-i hotar, 
Nici ochi spre a cunoaste, 
Si vremea-ncearca in zadar 
Din goluri a se naste. 
 
Nu e nimic si totusi e 
O sete care-l soarbe, 
E un adinc asemene 
Uitarii celei oarbe. 

While he looms with adoring ray 
My grief to overthrow, 
Yet ever climbs to heights away 
Where mortals cannot go. 
 
His silver beams that space defy 
Sadly my watchers are 
And I shall love him till I die, 
Yet he be ever far. 
 
And thus it is the days to me 
Are drear as desert sand, 
The nights filled with a mystery 
I dare not understand..." 
 
"How childish is the way you speak. 
Come on ! Come, lets run away, 
That all the world for us shall seek 
Though no one finds the way. 
 
And we shall nothing of this life regret 
But joyous live and sprightly, 
Till soon your parents you'll forget, 
Nor dream your longings nightly." 
 
* 
* 
* 
* 
 
Lucifer set out and o'er 
The sky his wings extended, 
And million years flew past before 
As many moments ended. 
 
A sky of stars above his way, 
A sky of stars below; 
As lightning flash midst them astray 
In one continuous flow. 
 
Till round his primal chaos hurled 
When out of causeless night 
The first, up flaming dawn unfurled 
Its miracle of light. 
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- "De greul negrei vecinicii, 
Parinte, ma dezleaga 
Si laudat pe veci sa fii 
Pe-a lumii scara-ntreaga; 
 
O, cere-mi, Doamne, orice pret, 
Dar da-mi o alta soarte, 
Caci tu izvor esti de vieti 
Si datator de moarte; 
 
Reia-mi al nemuririi nimb 
Si focul din privire, 
Si pentru toate da-mi in schimb 
O ora de iubire... 
 
Din chaos, Doamne,-am aparut 
Si m-as intoarce-n chaos... 
Si din repaos m-am nascut. 
Mi-e sete de repaos." 
 
- "Hyperion, ce din genuni 
Rasai c-o-ntreaga lume, 
Nu cere semne si minuni 
Care n-au chip si nume; 
 
Tu vrei un om sa te socoti, 
Cu ei sa te asameni? 
Dar piara oamenii cu toti, 
S-ar naste iarasi oameni. 
 
Ei numai doar dureaza-n vint 
Deserte idealuri - 
Cind valuri afla un mormint, 
Rasar in urma valuri; 
 
Ei doar au stele cu noroc 
Si prigoniri de soarte, 
Noi nu avem nici timp, nici loc, 
Si nu cunoastem moarte. 
 
Din sinul vecinicului ieri 
Traieste azi ce moare, 
Un soare de s-ar stinge-n cer 
S-aprinde iarasi soare; 

Still further flew he ere the start 
Of things of form devoid, 
Spurred by the yearning of his heart, 
Far back into the void. 
 
Yet where he reach's is not the bourn 
Nor yet where eye can see; 
Beyond where struggling time was torn 
Out of eternity. 
 
Around him there was naught. And still, 
Strange yearning there was yet, 
A yearning that all space did fill, 
As when the blind forget. 
 
"O, Father God, this knot untie 
Of my celestial birth, 
And praised you will be on high 
And on the rolling earth. 
 
The price you ask is little count, 
Give fate another course, 
For you are of fair life the fount 
And of calm death the source. 
 
Take back this halo from my head, 
Take back my starry lower, 
And give to me, o God, instead 
Of human love one hour. 
 
Out of the chaos was I wrought, 
In chaos would I be dispersed, 
Out of the empty darkness brought, 
For darkness do I thirst..." 
 
"Hyperion, o child divine, 
Don't thus your state disclaim, 
Nor ask for miracle, nor sign 
That has nor sense nor name. 
 
You wish to be a man of son, 
To be a star you scorn; 
But men quick perish every one, 
And men each day are born. 
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Parind pe veci a rasari, 
Din urma moartea-l paste, 
Caci toti se nasc spre a muri 
Si mor spre a se naste. 
 
Iar tu, Hyperion, ramii 
Oriunde ai apune... 
Cere-mi cuvintul meu dentii - 
Sa-ti dau intelepciune? 
 
Vrei sa dau glas acelei guri, 
Ca dup-a ei cintare 
Sa se ia muntii cu paduri 
Si insulele-n mare? 
 
Vrei poate-n fapta sa arati 
Dreptate si tarie? 
Ti-as da pamintul in bucati 
Sa-l faci imparatie. 
 
Iti dau catarg linga catarg, 
Ostiri spre a strabate 
Pamintu-n lung si marea-n larg, 
Dar moartea nu se poate... 
 
Si pentru cine vrei sa mori? 
Intoarce-te, te-ndreapta 
Spre-acel pamint ratacitor 
Si vezi ce te asteapta." 
 
In locul lui menit din cer 
Hyperion se-ntoarse 
Si, ca si-n ziua cea de ieri, 
Lumina si-o revarsa. 
 
Caci este sara-n asfintit 
Si noaptea o sa-nceapa; 
Rasare luna linistit 
Si tremurind din apa. 
 
Si imple cu-ale ei scintei 
Cararile din cringuri. 
Sub sirul lung de mindri tei 
Sedeau doi tineri singuri: 
 

Yet stars burn on with even glow, 
And it is fate's intending 
That they nor time, nor place shall know, 
Unfettered and unending. 
 
Out of eternal yesterday 
Into tomorrow's grave, 
Even the sun will pass way 
That other sun's shall lave; 
 
The sun that every morn does rise 
At last it's spirit gives, 
For each thing lives because it dies, 
And dies because it lives. 
 
But you, Hyperion, never wane, 
Night's miracle sublime, 
But in the sky your place retain, 
The wonder of all time. 
 
So what strange fancy holds your mind 
What dreaming thus berates you? 
Return to earth and there you'll find 
The awakening that awaits you." 
 
* 
* 
* 
* 
 
Hyperion did straightway go 
To where through ages gone 
His gleam upon the earth below 
Nightly he had shone. 
 
And it was evening when he came, 
Night's darkness slow assembled, 
And rose the moon a frozen flame 
That in the water trembled, 
 
And filled the forest's twilight clime 
With a silver starry mist, 
Where 'neath a tall and spreading lime 
Two fair-haired children kissed. 
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"O, lasa-mi capul meu pe sin, 
Iubito, sa se culce 
Sub raza ochiului senin 
Si negrait de dulce; 
 
Cu farmecul luminii reci 
Gindirile strabate-mi, 
Revarsa liniste de veci 
Pe noaptea mea de patimi. 
 
 
Si de asupra mea ramii 
Durerea mea de-o curma, 
Caci esti iubirea mea dentii 
Si visul meu din urma." 
 
Hyperion vedea de sus 
Uimirea-n a lor fata; 
Abia un brat pe git i-a pus 
Si ea l-a prins in brate... 
 
Miroase florile-argintii 
Si cad, o dulce ploaie, 
Pe crestetele-a doi copii 
Cu plete lungi, balaie. 
 
Ea, imbatata de amor, 
Ridica ochii. Vede 
Luceafarul. Si-ncetisor 
Dorintele-i increde: 
 
- "Cobori in jos, luceafar blind, 
Alunecind pe-o raza, 
Patrunde-n codru si in gind, 
Norocu-mi lumineaza!" 
 
El tremura ca alte dati 
In codri si pe dealuri, 
Calauzind singuratati 
De miscatoare valuri; 
 
Dar nu mai cade ca-n trecut 
In mari din tot inaltul: 
- "Ce-ti pasa tie, chip de lut, 
Dac-oi fi eu sau altul? 
 

"O, let me lay in lover's wise 
My head upon your breast, 
Beneath the wonder of your eyes, 
In soft and fragrant rest. 
 
In mystery's enchanted light 
Pervade me with your charm, 
And flood my soul through passion's night 
With time's eternal calm. 
 
 
O, quench my longing's eager thirst, 
My aching doubts overcast, 
For you to me are love the first, 
And of my dreams the last." 
 
Hyperion gazed down and knew 
The fire their souls possessed; 
For scarce the boy her nearer drew, 
She clasped him to her breast. 
 
A rain of petals in the air 
That softly did enfold 
Two fervent children strangely fair, 
With locks of plated gold. 
 
She, lost in love's enraptured flight, 
To heaven turned her eyes, 
Saw Lucifer's down shining light 
And whispered through her sighs: 
 
"Come down, good Lucifer and kind, 
O lord of my aspire. 
And fill the forest and my mind 
With your sweetest fire !" 
 
And Lucifer, alone in space, 
Her tender summons heard, 
A planet o'er the ocean's face 
That trembled at her word, 
 
But did not plunge as in former day, 
And in his heart did cry: 
"O, what care you, fair face of clay, 
If it be he or I? 
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Traind in cercul vostru strimt 
Norocul va petrece, 
Ci eu in lumea mea ma simt 
Nemuritor si rece." 
 
1883, 24 apr - 6 mai 
 
Mihai Eminescu 

Still earth shall only earth remain, 
Let luck its course unfold, 
And I in my own kingdom reign 
Immutable and cold."  
 
April 24 – May 6, 1883 
 
Translation by Corneliu M. Popescu 
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STRIOGII 
 
... ca trece aceasta ca fumul de pre pamînt. 
Ca floarea au înflorit, ca iarba s-au taiat, 
cu pînza se-nfasura, cu pamînt se acopere. 
 
Sub bolta cea înalta a unei vechi biserici, 
Între faclii de ceara, arzînd în sfesnici mari, 
E-ntinsa-n haine albe, cu fata spre altar, 
Logodnica lui Arald, stapîn peste avari; 
Încet, adînc rasuna cîntarile de clerici. 
 
Pe pieptul moartei luce de pietre scumpe salba 
Si paru-i de-aur curge din racla la pamînt, 
Cazuti în cap sunt ochii. C-un zîmbet trist si sfînt 
Pe buzele-i lipite, ce vinete îi sunt, 
Iar fata ei frumoasa ca varul este alba. 
 
Si lînga ea-n genunche a Arald, mîndrul rege, 
Scînteie desperarea în ochii-i crunti de sînge, 
Si încîlcit e parul lui negru... gura-si strînge; 
El ar racni ca leii, dar vai! nu poate plînge. 
De zile trei îsi spune povestea vietii-ntrege: 
 
?Eram un copilandru. Din codri vechi de brad 
Flamînzii ochi rotindu-i, eu mistuiam pamîntul, 
Eu razvrateam imperii, popoarele cu gîndul... 
Visînd ca toata lumea îmi asculta cuvîntul, 
În valurile Volgai cercam cu spada vad. 
 
Domnind semet si tînar pe roinicele stoluri, 
Caror a mea fiinta un semizeu parea, 
Simteam ca universul la pasu-mi tresarea, 
Si natii calatoare, împinse de a mea, 
Împlut-au sperioase pustiul pîn? la poluri. 
 
Caci Odin parasise de gheata nalta-i doma, 
Pe zodii sîngeroase porneau a lui popoara; 
Cu crestetele albe, preoti cu pleata rara 
Trezeau din codrii vecinici, din pace seculara 
Mii roiuri vorbitoare, curgînd spre vechea Roma. 33 
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GHOSTS 
 
... for it fades away like smoke above the earth. 
They bloomed like flowers, were cut like grass, 
Wrapped up in a linen and buried in the ground 
 
Within an ancient church with lofty soaring dome, 
Between tall waxen candles, does in her coffin lie, 
Her face towards the altar, wrapped in white drapery, 
The bride of brave King Harold, the King of Avari, 
While softly chanted dirges do from the darkness come. 
 
Upon the dead girl's breast a wreath of jewels glows, 
Her golden hair hangs loosely over the coffin side, 
Her eyes are sunken deep; a sad smile sanctified 
Rest on her parched lips, that death to mauve has dyed, 
While is her lovely face as pale as winter snows. 
 
Beside her on his knees is Harold, mighty King, 
And from his bloodshot eyes does shine untold despair, 
His mouth with pain is drawn, dishevelled is his hair. 
Though like a lion he would roar, grief holds him silent there; 
Three days he thinks upon his life in nameless sorrowing. 
 
"I was still but a child. Within the pine-tree glade 
My greedy eyes already had conquered many a land, 
I dreamed an empire grow beneath my fancy's wand, 
I dreamed the world entire was under my command, 
The foaming Volga's ford I fathomed with my blade. 
 
Countless mighty hosts my youthful zeal led forth 
By whom as of some God my name was worshipped. 
I felt the very earth tremble beneath my tread; 
Before my marching hosts the wandering nations fled, 
Crowding in their terror the empty frozen North. 
 
For Odin had deserted his frosty ancient home, 
Down long and tortuous ways his wandering people went; 
Priests with snowy locks and backs that time had bent 
Roused and led through forests where peace an age had spent 
Thousand diverse tongues along the way to Rome. 33 
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Pe Nistru tabarîsem poporul tau sa-mpil; 
Cu sfetnici vechi de zile ma-ntîmpinasi în cale, 
Ca marmura de alba, cu par de aur moale; 
În jos plecat-am ochii-naintea fetei tale, 
Statînd un îndaratnic - un sfiicios copil. 
 
La blînda ta mustrare simt glasul cum îmi seaca... 
Eu caut a raspunde, nu stiu ce sa raspund; 
Mi-ar fi parut mai bine-n pamînt sa ma cufund, 
Cu mînile-amîndoua eu fata îmi ascund 
Si-ntîia data-n viata un plîns amar ma-neaca. 
 
Zîmbira între dînsii batrînii tai prieteni 
Si singuri ne lasara... Te-ntreb într-un tîrziu, 
Uitîndu-ma la tine, privind fara sa stiu: 
TLa ce-ai venit, regina, aicea în pustiu ? 
Ce cauti la barbarul sub streasina-i de cetini ? 
 
Cu glasul plin de lacrimi, de-nduiosare cald, 
Privindu-ma cu ochii, în care-aveai un cer, 
Mi-ai zis: TAstept din parte-ti, o, rege cavaler, 
Ca-mi vei da prins pe-acela ce umilit ti-l cer... 
Eu vreau sa-mi dai copilul zburdalnic - pe Arald. 
 
Si întorcîndu-mi fata, eu spada ti-am întins. 
Pe plaiuri dunarene poporu-si opri mersul, 
Arald, copilul rege, uitat-a Universul, 
Urechea-i fu menita ca sa-ti asculte viersul, 
De-atunci, învingatoareo, iubit-ai pe învins. 
 
De-atunci, fecioara blonda ca spicul cel de grîu, 
Veneai la mine noaptea ca nimeni sa te vada 
Si-nlantuindu-mi gîtul cu brate de zapada, 
Îmi întindeai o gura deschisa pentru sfada: 
TEu vin la tine, rege, sa cer pe-Arald al meut. 
 
De-ai fi cerut pamîntul cu Roma lui antica, 
Coroanele ce regii pe frunte le aseaza 
Si stelele ce vecinic pe ceruri colindeaza, 
Cu toate la picioare-ti eu le puneam în vaza, 
Dar nu-l mai vrei pe Arald, caci nu mai vrei nimica. 68 
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One eve my troops I camped upon the Nistru's side, 
Intending on the morrow your battle host to quell; 
But there amidst your councillors I came beneath your spell; 
Before your marble loveliness my eyes in wonder fell, 
So fearless you stood, in all your childish pride. 
 
Before your soft reproach my words dried on my tongue. 
I strove to make an answer, but could no answer find. 
Would earth have swallowed me, and left no trace behind, 
My hands before my face I put my shame to blind, 
And tears came to the eyes where tears had never sprung. 
 
Your councillors did smile and soon departed then 
To leave us quite alone. I asked you, after a space, 
Though scarcely did I dare to look upon your face; 
Why have you come, o Queen, into this desert place? 
What do you seek so far away from courts and men? 
 
In a murmur filled with tears, gentle and sad you spake 
Holding me with your eyes in which the sky shone clear, 
You said: "I beg of you, o King and cavalier, 
To give to me as prisoner the one I hold most dear, 
Harold, that untamed youth, him would I captive take." 
 
Turning my head away, I handed you my sword. 
My people ceased their march along the Danube side; 
Harold no longer dreamed the universe to ride, 
His ears for tender tones and poetry did abide, 
The conqueror from that hour was vanquished by your word. 
 
From then sweet maid with hair of gold as ripened grain 
Each night you came to me when nobody should know, 
And your white, slender arms around my neck did throw, 
And raising coaxing lips to mine you said in whispers low: 
"O, King, it is for Harold I come to beg again." 
 
If you would ask for Rome, if you would ask the earth, 
Or all the crowns that rest on mortal monarch's head, 
The wandering stars that beam across the heavens shed, 
There heaped about your feet would I bestow instead, 
But do not ask for Harold for he is nothing worth. 68 
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Ah ! unde-i vremea ceea cînd eu cercam un vad 
Sa ies la lumea larga... si fost-ar fi mai bine 
Ca niciodata-n viata sa nu te vad pe tine - 
Sa fumege nainte-mi orasele-n ruine, 
Sa se-mplineasca visu-mi din codrii cei de brad !" 
 
Facliile ridica, se misc-în line pasuri, 
Ducînd la groapa trupul reginei dunarene, 
Monahi, cunoscatorii vietii pamîntene, 
Cu barbele lor albe, cu ochii stinsi sub gene, 
Preoti batrîni ca iarna, cu gîngavele glasuri. 
 
O duc cîntînd prin tainiti si pe sub negre bolti, 
A misticei religii întunecoase cete, 
Pe funii lungi coboara sicriul sub parete, 
Pe piatra pravalita pun crucea drept pecete 
Sub candela ce arde în umbra unui colt. 
 

II 
 
În numele sfîntului 
Taci, s-auzi cum latra 
Catelul pamîntului 
Sub crucea de piatra. 
 
Arald pe un cal negru zbura, si dealuri, vale 
În juru-i fug ca visuri - prin nouri joaca luna - 
La pieptu-i manta neagra în falduri si-o aduna, 
Movili de frunze-n drumu-i le spulbera de suna, 
Iar steaua cea polara i-arata a lui cale. 
 
Ajuns-a el la poala de codru-n muntii vechi, 
Izvoara vii murmura si salta de sub piatra, 
Colo cenusa sura în parasita vatra, 
În codri-adînci catelul pamîntului tot latra, 
Latrat cu glas de zimbru rasuna în urechi. 
 
Pe-un jilt taiat în stînca sta tapan, palid, drept, 
Cu cîrja lui în mîna, preotul cel pagîn; 
De-un veac el sede astfel - de moarte-uitat, batrîn, 
În plete-i creste muschiul si muschi pe al lui sîn, 
Barba-n pamînt i-ajunge si genele la piept... 102 
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Ah, where are gone the days when brave I probed the ford 
To stride into the world. Far better had it been 
If so much loveliness my eyes had never seen... 
To ride through ruined towns, to lead the battle keen 
And thus fulfil those dreams the pine-tree forest stored l" 
 
The torches are raised up. The train moves slowly on. 
The Danube Queen is carried down to her narrow bed, 
Councillor and monarch with heavy drooping head, 
Priests with snowy beards and eyes that tears shed, 
Mumbling their dirge in mournful unison. 
 
Beneath the arching vault the slow procession goes, 
A mystery religion, a strange and sombre lore, 
They lower down the coffin beneath the gaping floor, 
Then close it with a cross, a seal for evermore, 
Beneath the holy lamp that in the corner glows. 
 

II 
 
Be silent, in God's name, 
To hear the bay 
Of the earth-hound 
Under the stone cross. 
 
Harold on his charger sweeps far o'er hill and dale, 
Like a dream he goes within the moon's pale zone; 
Across his breast in folds his black cloak he has thrown, 
Behind him drifts of leaves high in the air are blown, 
While never straight before him the Polar Star does sail. 
 
Reaching at last the forest that clothes the rising hills, 
Where does a sweet spring murmur, well out from 'neath a stone, 
Where grey with scattered ashes an old hearth stands alone, 
Where far off in the forest the earth-hound sounds his tone 
And with his distant barking he midnight silence fills. 
 
Upon a rocky ledge, quite stiff and ashen faced, 
There sits, with crutch in hand, a priest of pagan creed 
For ages sits he thus, by death forgot indeed, 
Moss growing on his forehead and on his breast long weed, 
His beard reaching to the ground, his eyebrows to his waist. 102 
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Asa fel zi si noapte de veacuri el sta orb, 
Picioarele lui vechie cu piatra-mpreunate, 
El numara în gîndu-i zile nenumarate, 
Si fîlfîie deasupra-i, gonindu-se în roate, 
Cu-aripile-ostenite, un alb s-un negru corb. 
 
Arald atunci coboara de pe-al lui cal. C-o mîna 
El scutura din visu-i mosneagu-ncremenit: 
- O, mag, de zile vecinic, la tine am venit, 
Da-mi înapoi pe-aceea ce moartea mi-a rapit, 
Si de-astazi a mea viata la zeii tai se-nchina. 
 
Batrînul cu-a lui cîrja sus genele-si ridica, 
Se uita lung la dînsul, dar gura-nchisa-i tace; 
Cu greu a lui picioare din piatra le desface, 
Din tronu-i se coboara, cu mîna semn îi face 
Ca-n sus sa îl urmeze pe-a codrilor potica. 
 
În poarta prabusita ce duce-n fund de munte, 
Cu cîrja lui cea vechie el bate de trei ori, 
Cu zgomot sare poarta din vechii ei usori, 
Batrînul se închina... pe rege-l prind fiori, 
Un stol de gînduri aspre trecu peste-a lui frunte. 
 
În dom de marmur negru ei intra linistiti 
Si portile în urma în vechi tîtîni s-arunca. 
O candela batrînul aprinde - para lunga 
Se nalta-n sus albastra, de flacare o dunga, 
Lucesc în juru-i ziduri ca tuciul lustruiti. 
 
Si în tacere cruda ei nu stiu ce astept... 
Cu mîna-ntinsa magul îi face semn sa sada, 
Arald cu moarte-n suflet, a gîndurilor prada, 
Pe jet tacut se lasa, cu dreapta pe-a lui spada, 
În zid de marmur negru se uita crunt si drept. 
 
Fantastic pare-a creste batrînul alb si blînd; 
În aer îsi ridica a farmecelor varga 
Si o suflare rece prin dom atunci alearga 
Si mii de glasuri slabe încep sub bolta larga 
Un cînt frumos si dulce - adormitor sunînd. 137 
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Blindly thus for ages he sits both day and night, 
Until his feet have grown one with the stone at last, 
Numbering the days that numberless have passed, 
While over him are circling in endless circles vast 
Two crows on weary wings, one black, the other white. 
 
And now upon his arm the youth doth sudden lay 
His eager hand, and wakes the old priest terrified; 
"To you, o timeless Seer, across the world I ride 
To give me back the one that envious death does hide, 
And all my days for you I will unceasing pray." 
 
Now with his crutch the Seer his heavy eyebrows parts 
And gazes on the King, but not an utterance makes. 
Then out o'the stone's grey substance his feet with trouble 
And turning towards the forest his battered crutch he shakes, 
And lastly up the narrow path with heavy paces starts. 
 
Upon the oaken doorway that guards the mountain keep 
With crutch on high uplifted loud three times does he knock; 
With thunderous commotion the gates slow backwards rock, 
The priest kneels down... while through the young king's spirit flock 
A thousand dreadful fears, and thousand terrors leap. 
 
Into the lofty vault of shining marble black 
They go. The door swings shut again with rumbling sound; 
The Seer now lights a candle that spreads its glow around 
And throws away behind them their shadows on the ground 
And lights the sombre walls that shine like iron back. 
 
There in the dreadful darkness they know not what will come... 
The old magician makes a sign that he should bide, 
And Harold crouches down, his sword clasped at his side, 
While nameless, awful dread does through his spirit ride, 
Blank gazing at the walls of that uncanny tomb. 
 
Till soon the Seer did seem immeasurably to grow; 
He waved kiss magic crutch above his ancient head, 
And through the chilly vault a wind in wailing sped 
And thousand whispering voices into the silence shed 
A song the filled the dome with gentle cadence low. 137 
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Din ce în ce cîntarea în valuri ea tot creste, 
Se pare ca furtuna ridica al ei glas, 
Ca vîntul trece-n spaima pe-al marilor talaz, 
Ca-n sufletu-i pamîntul se zbate cu necaz - 
Ca orice-i viu în lume acum încremeneste. 
 
Se zguduie tot domul, de pare-a fi de scînduri, 
Si stînci în temelie clatindu-se vedem, 
Plînsori sfîsietoare împinse de blestem 
Se urmaresc prin bolte, se cheama, fulger, gem 
Si cresc tumultuoase în valuri, rînduri, rînduri... 
 
- Din inima-i pamîntul la morti sa deie viata, 
În ochii-i sa se scurga scîntei din steaua lina, 
A parului lucire s-o deie luna plina, 
Iar duh da-i tu, Zamolxe, samînta de lumina, 
Din duhul gurii tale ce arde si îngheata. 
 
Stihii a lumei patru, supuse lui Arald, 
Strabateti voi pamîntul si a lui maruntaie, 
Faceti din piatra aur si din înghet vapaie, 
Sa-nchege apa-n sînge, din pietre foc sa saie, 
Dar inima-i fecioara hraniti cu sînge cald. 
 
Atuncea dinaintea lui Arald zidul piere; 
El vede toata firea amestecat-afara - 
Ninsoare, fulger, gheata, vînt arzator de vara - 
Departe vede-orasul pe sub un arc de para, 
Si lumea nebunise gemînd din rasputere; 
 
Biserica crestina, a ei catapeteasma 
De-un fulger drept în doua e rupta si tresare; 
Din tainita mormîntul atuncea îi apare, 
Si piatra de pe groapa crapînd în doua sare; 
Încet plutind se-nalta mireasa-i, o fantasma... 
 
O dulce întrupare de-omat. Pe pieptu-i salba 
De pietre scumpe... parul i-ajunge la calcîie, 
Ochii cazuti în capu-i si buze viorie; 
Cu mînile-i de ceara ea tîmpla si-o mîngîie - 
Dar fata ei frumoasa ca varul este alba. 172 
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And now the singing gradually increases like a breeze 
Until with sudden swelling it to a tempest grows, 
As though a gale that madly across the ocean blows, 
As though the tortured soul of deepest earth arose 
And all that lives and feels with horrid fright must freeze. 
 
The mighty vault now trembles from ceiling to the floor, 
The marble walls are rocking and crack right to their base 
While through the darkness curses do sobs in panic chase, 
And cries and moans and lightning amidst the tumult race 
Till thunderous indeed has grown the wild uproar... 
 
"Out of the heart of earth let man the dead awake, 
And let the stars her eyes their pristine spark ignite, 
Her golden hair the moon, like it was once, make bright, 
While you, o Zamolxis, eternal seed of light, 
With breath of fire and frost let her of life partake. 
 
Search wide throughout the kingdom where Harold is the king 
Search deep the very entrails of this revolving earth, 
Out of ice make vapour, from stone make gold of worth, 
Blood make out of water, and fire from rock give birth, 
While in her maiden heart again let hot blood spring." 
 
At that the walls enclosing withdraw before his eyes, 
He sees the snow and lightning and ice as one conspire, 
The sky, the wind, the water, the elements entire, 
He sees a mighty city beneath a bridge of fire, 
And over all a thunderstorm of wailing and of sighs. 
 
He sees the Christian church bow 'neath the tempest's host, 
He sees the falling lightning its bulwarks shatter through, 
The secret tomb within wide open laid to view, 
The covering stone of marble divided now in two 
And out of that uncovered grave does rise... a ghost. 
 
A thing of snow she is. Upon her bosom frail 
A wreath of rubies glows, her hair to earth arrayed, 
Her eyes sunk in her head, her lips of violet shade, 
Her hands as though of wax upon her temples laid, 
Her tender childish face as new slaked lime is pale. 172 
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Prin vînt, prin neguri vine - si nourii s-astern, 
Fug fulgerele-n laturi, lasînd-o ca sa treaca, 
Si luna înnegreste si ceru-ncet se pleaca 
Si apele cu spaima fug în pamînt si seaca - 
Parea ca-n somn un înger ar trece prin infern. 
 
Privelistea se stinge. În negrul zid s-arata, 
Venind ca-n somn lunatec, în pasuri line, ea; 
Arald nebun se uita - cu ochii o-nghitea, 
Puternicele brate spre dînsa întindea 
Si-n nesimtire cade pe-a jiltului sau spata. 
 
Îsi simte gîtu-atuncea cuprins de brate reci, 
Pe pieptul gol el simte un lung sarut de gheata, 
Parea un junghi ca-i curma suflare si viata... 
Din ce în ce mai vie o simte-n a lui brate 
Si stie ca de-acuma a lui ramîne-n veci. 
 
Si sufletul ei dulce din ce în ce-i mai cald... 
Pe ea o tine-acuma, ce fu a mortii prada ? 
Ea-nlantuieste gîtu-i cu brate de zapada, 
Întinde a ei gura, deschisa pentru sfada: 
- Rege,-a venit Maria si-ti cere pe Arald ! 
 
- Arald, nu vrei tu fruntea pe sînul meu s-o culci ? 
Tu zeu cu ochii negri... o, ce frumosi ochi ai ! 
Las? sa-ti înlantui gîtul cu parul meu balai, 
Viata, tineretea mi-ai prefacut-o-n rai, 
Las? sa ma uit în ochii-ti ucizator de dulci. 
 
Si blînde, triste glasuri din vuiet se desfac, 
Acusa la ureche-i un cîntec vechi strabate, 
Ca murmur de izvoare prin frunzele uscate, 
Acus o armonie de-amor si voluptate 
Ca molcoma cadenta a undelor pe lac. 
 

III 
 
?... cum de multe ori cînd mor oamenii, 
multi deîntr-acei morti zic se scoala de se fac strigoi..." 
Îndereptarea legii, 1652 203 
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The tumult of her coming does all the clouds dispel, 
The lightning and the thunder out of the heavens fly, 
The moon turns pitchy-black within a drooping sky, 
The waters sink to nowhere and leave the oceans dry; 
An angel in her sleep, it seems, who walks through hell. 
 
The vision fades away. Before those gleaming walls, 
A form does now approach, with smooth and silent stride; 
'Tis she. Harold stares, amazed with joy, wide eyed, 
Then reaches out his arms to clasp her to his side, 
But in a sudden trance to earth unconscious falls. 
 
He feels two icy hands clasp gently round his heart, 
A long and freezing kiss is set upon his breast, 
As though from him in sleeping his very life would wrest... 
Then feels the life returning to her against him pressed 
And knows that from that hour they nevermore will part. 
 
'Tis verily the maid who in her coffin lay? 
He feels in her the life yet ever warmer glow, 
Till she around his neck her snowy arms does throw, 
And raising coaxing lips she says in murmurs low; 
"'O King, behold Maria for Harold comes to pray ! 
 
Come, Harold, your sweet brow against my bosom lean; 
Thou god with eyes of darkness... how wonderful they shine! 
But let me round your neck my golden hair entwine... 
My life and youth your presence does in the sky enshrine. 
O let me gaze into your eyes of sweet and fatal sheen." 
 
And now a sound of voices does gradually awake, 
A song that ancient sweetness upon the ear bestows, 
As when a spring at autumn among the dead leaves flows, 
A harmony of love, voluptuous repose, 
As when in silver cadence the breeze enfolds the lake. 
 

III 
 
"... as often when people die, many of those 
dead, they say, wake up to become ghosts..." 
Îndereptarea legii, 1652 203 
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În salele pustie lumine rosi de tortii 
Ranesc întunecimea ca pete de jeratic; 
Arald se primbla singur, rîzînd, vorbind salbatic 
Arald, tînarul rege, e-un rege singuratic - 
Palatu-i parc-asteapta în veci sa-i vie mortii. 
 
Pe-oglinzi de marmuri negre un negru nimitez, 
A faclelor lucire razbind prin pînza fina 
Rasfrîng o dureroasa lumina din lumina; 
Zidirea cea pustie de jale pare plina 
Si chipul mortii pare ca-n orice colt îl vezi. 
 
De cînd cazu un trasnet în dom... de-atunci în somn 
Ca plumbul surd si rece el doarme ziua toata, 
Pe inima-i de-atuncea s-a pus o neagra pata - 
Dar noaptea se trezeste si tine judecata 
Si-n negru-mbraca toate al noptii palid domn. 
 
Un obrazar de ceara parea ca poarta el, 
Atît de alba fata-i s-atît de nemiscata, 
Dar ochii-i ard în friguri si buza-i sîngerata, 
Pe inima sa poarta de-atunci o neagra pata, 
Iara pe frunte poarta coroana de otel. 
 
De-atunci în haina mortii el si-a-mbracat viata, 
Îi plac adînce cînturi, ca glasuri de furtuna; 
Ades calare pleaca în mîndre nopti cu luna, 
Si cînd se-ntoarce, ochii lucesc de voie buna, 
Pîn? ce-un fior de moarte îl prinde dimineata. 
 
Arald, ce însemneaza pe tine negrul port 
Si fata ta cea alba ca ceara, neschimbata ? 
Ce ai, de cînd pe sînu-ti tu porti o neagra pata, 
De-ti plac faclii de moarte, cîntare-ntunecata ? 
Arald ! de nu ma-nsala privirea, tu esti mort ! 
 
Si azi el se avînta pe calul sau arab, 
Si drumul, ca sagetii, îi da peste pustie, 
Care sub luna plina luceste argintie - 
El vede de departe pe mîndra lui Marie, 
Si vîntu-n codri suna cu glas duios si slab. 238 
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In high and empty halls the torches redly burn 
Wounding like glowing coals the darkness they intrude; 
Harold is striding there in madman's frenzied mood, 
Harold, the youthful King; a King in solitude, 
While all his palace seems to wait the dead return. 
 
Upon the marble mirrors a heavy shadow rears 
Through which the torches' glimmer shines as on silken net, 
A twilight doubly mournful with sorrowing beset; 
The empty palace chambers house naught but dark regret, 
While out of every corner it seems a dead man peers. 
 
Since when the dome was shattered by dreadful lightning stroke 
The whole day long he passes in cold and leaden sleep, 
Upon his heart was branded a symbol black and deep. 
But in the night he rises and does his council keep, 
And then the pallid king does don his gloomy cloak. 
 
It seems that now a mask of wax King Harold wears, 
So paled and so still the face his grief's conceal; 
Yet burn his eyes like fires, his lips the blood reveal, 
Upon his heart he carries a black and deadly seal, 
While on his noble forehead an iron crown he bears. 
 
Since then in death's dark garments he wraps his life forlorn, 
He cares but for sad chants as does the tempest play; 
Often 'neath the moon at midnight rides away, 
And when he does return his eyes are bright and gay 
Until death's shuddering voice will grasp him at the dawn. 
 
Harold, what can mean this sombre funeral guise, 
This face your wear like wax, so pale and motionless? 
What is this seal, this scar that does your heart oppress, 
Why do you light the funeral torch, love dirges of distress? 
Harold, you are dead if I believe my eyes ! 
 
Today once more he mounts his fiery Arab horse 
And o'er the wilderness he speeds with arrow's flight 
While does the moon shine down her soft and silver light. 
Now over the horizon Maria comes in sight, 
And through the whispering forest the wind flies on its course. 238 
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În parul ei de aur, rubine-nflacarate, 
Si-n ochii ei s-aduna lumina sfintei mari - 
S-ajung curînd în cale, s-alatura calari, 
Si unul înspre altul se pleaca-n desmierdari - 
Dar buzele ei rosii pareau ca-s sîngerate. 
 
Ei trec ca vijelia cu aripi fara numar, 
Caci caii lor alearga alaturea-nspumati, 
Vorbind de-a lor iubire - iubire fara sat - 
Ea se lasase dulce si greu pe al lui brat 
Si-si razimase capul balai de al lui umar. 
 
- Arald, nu vrei pe sînu-mi tu fruntea ta s-o culci ? 
Tu zeu cu ochii negri... O ! ce frumosi ochi ai... 
Las? sa-ti înlantui gîtul cu parul meu balai... 
Viata, tineretea mi-ai prefacut-o-n rai - 
Las? sa ma uit în ochii-ti ucizatori de dulci ! 
 
Miroase-adormitoare vazduhul îl îngreun, 
Caci vîntul adunat-a de flori de tei troiene, 
Si le asterne-n calea reginei dunarene. 
Prin frunze aiureaza soptirile-i alene, 
Cînd gurile-nsetate în sarutari se-mpreun. 
 
Cum ei mergînd alaturi se cearta si se-ntreaba, 
Nu vad în fundul noptii o umbra de roseata, 
Dar simt ca-n al lor suflet trecu fior de gheata, 
De-a mortii galbeneala pieriti ei sunt la fata... 
Ei simt c-a lor vorbire-i mai slaba, tot mai slaba. 
 
- Arald ! striga craiasa - las? fata sa-mi ascund, 
N-auzi tu de departe cucosul ragusit ? 
O zare de lumina s-arata-n rasarit, 
Viata trecatoare din pieptu-mi a ranit... 
A zilei raze rosii în inima-mi patrund. 
 
Arald încremenise pe calu-i - un stejar - 
Painjenit e ochiu-i de-al mortii glas etern, 
Fug caii dusi de spaima si vîntului s-astern, 
Ca umbre stravezie iesite din infern 
Ei zboara... Vîntul geme prin codri cu amar 273. 
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Set in her golden hair a wreath of rubies gleams, 
The light of many saints does in her large eyes sleep. 
On towards the meeting place their chargers swiftly sweep. 
They meet and each in greeting bows to the other deep 
But on their scarlet lips are stains of blood it seems. 
 
They gallop like the tempest with thousand wings, they fly 
Speeding o'er the country their chargers side by side, 
Speaking of their love that naught can more divide, 
She rests upon his arm that is around her plied 
And on his ready shoulder her golden head does lie. 
 
"Come Harold, your sweet brow upon my bosom lean 
Thou God with eyes of darkness... how beautiful they shine ! 
But let me round your neck my golden hair entwine... 
My life and youth your presence does in the sky enshrine. 
O let me gaze into your eyes of sweet and fatal sheen." 
 
A soft and soothing scent is in the air dispersed, 
A shower of lime-tree blossoms the wind in passing throws 
Upon the way by which the Queen of Danube goes, 
A murmuring of breezes among the petals blows, 
While do in tender kiss unite their lips athirst. 
 
Thus flying like the wind they each of love inquire, 
Nor see beyond the night the dawn already glowing; 
Yet in their souls they feel an icy shiver growing 
And o'er their pallid faces a mask of death is showing 
While slowly on their lips their whispered words expire. 
 
"O Harold, on your breast allow my face to hide, 
Do you not hear far off the cock's hoarse morning cry? 
A spear of light that sprang athwart the eastern sky 
To wound his fleeting life within my heart does pry; 
Within my soul is born the ruddy fire of day." 
 
Harold bolt upright was stricken like an oak, 
His eyes forever veiled with death's eternal shade. 
Their steeds fled on untended with panic dread afraid, 
Like to a demon's shadow straight out of Hades strayed 
They went... Among the trees a plaintive wind awoke. 273 
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Ei zboar-o vijelie, trec ape far? de vad, 
Naintea lor se nalta puternic vechii munti, 
Ei trec în rapejune de rîuri fara punti, 
Coroanele în fuga le fulgera pe frunti, 
Naintea lor se misca padurile de brad. 
 
Din tonul lui de piatra batrînul preot vede 
Si-n vînturi el ridica adîncul glas de-arama, 
Pe soare sa-l opreasca el noaptea o recheama, 
Furtunelor da zborul, pamîntul de-l distrama... 
Tîrziu ! caci faptul zilei în slava se repede ! 
 
Porneste vijelia adîncu-i cînt de jale, 
Cînd ei soseau alaturi pe cai încremeniti, 
Cu genele lasate pe ochi painjeniti - 
Frumosi erau si astfel de moarte logoditi - 
Si-n doua laturi templul deschise-a lui portale. 
 
Calari ei intra-nuntru si portile recad; 
Pe veci pierira-n noaptea maretului mormînt. 
În sunete din urma patrunde-n fire cînt, 
Jelind-o pe craiasa cu chip frumos si sfînt, 
Pe-Arald, copilul rege al codrilor de brad. 
 
Batrînu-si pleaca geana si iar ramîne orb, 
Picioarele lui vechie cu piatra se-mpreuna, 
El numara în gîndu-i si anii îi aduna, 
Ca o poveste-uitata Arald în minte-i suna, 
Si peste capu-i zboara un alb s-un negru corb. 
 
Pe jiltul lui de piatra întepeneste drept 
Cu cîrja lui cea veche preotul cel pagîn, 
Si veacuri înainte el sede-uitat, batrîn, 
În plete-i creste muschiul si muschi pe al lui sîn, 
Barba-n pamînt i-ajunge si genele în piept 303 
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They speed on like a whirlwind, cross rivers no bridge spanned. 
Before their flying course the dawn-lit mountains gleam, 
They traverse hill and valley, and many a fordless stream, 
Upon their waxen foreheads their crowns like lightning beam, 
While far away before them the pine-tree forests stand. 
 
Now from his rocky throne the old magician spies 
Their coming, and he calls above the tempest fray 
The sun to check its course, the night its moon delay, 
The gale to fly abroad, the earth its movement stay, 
Too late... The rising sun is mounting up the skies. 
 
The hurricane let loose a tale of pain relates 
And sweeps along besides them to fill their steeds with dread; 
Their eyes are dimmed and downcast, the fire in them is shed, 
Beautiful their dying, in death forever wed. 
Now, widely swinging, open the temple's double gates. 
 
They ride into the temple, the gates behind them swing. 
Lost for all eternity within the tomb's constraint; 
Around them in the darkness there sounds a sad complaint 
For that fair mortal maid whose face was of a saint, 
For Harold, youthful monarch, the pine-tree forest's king. 
 
The Seer now lowers his eyebrows, the world fades from 
His feet into the granite again enrooted grow, 
Numbering the days that numberless did flow,  
Harold in his failing mind a tale of long ago, 
While soaring o'er his head two crows: one black, one white. 
 
Upon his rocky ledge, upright and ashen faced, 
There sits with crutch in hand the priest of pagan creed. 
For ages sits he thus, by death forgot indeed, 
Moss growing on his forehead and on his breast long weed, 
His beard reaching to the ground, his eyebrows to his waist. 303 
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